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;Jhe cabinet dug In its heels yeater

-

accords, with regard to

C &fclns Sinai In the wake of Israel’s

Qn u .
StBidpawsl.

; ;n,. *8%. ‘ The ministers decided unanimous

-

ir,.,., hjl h that If the U.8. falls to invigilate

limn
ff,*eu L* pa p**®® by means of a UN

U> At
tt* * f®*® under.the Security Council, It

. J*
lrui» A-Jgint discharge its explicit obtiga-

to create a multi-national force
i
...

. % American initiative.

'•i- i

'

llJn41
iJvXlfce. cabinet Instructed Foreign

n i

rrr° r
|f«wJBai8ter Moshe Dayan to go to

: > 1 be WfO Washington at . the Invitation ofVp^JfMhlngton at . the invitation of

•dh. awretwy of State Cyras Vance and
ar « ixw state Israel's position In these terms.

*' l,, mai e ^t^.At yesterday’s weekly session,
'niPr«u^jy*yan told the cabinet abont the

" lfet Plu^'^S.-Soviet deal to have UNTSO in-
*"ade<i v^fieet the Sinai lines, and about ad-
,nr"nE a fw ipfonal ideas for the role of the UN
'“'Eurai^T^^Mvers, which Vance transmitted

ambassador Ephraim Evron In
iu. geitat^^CaaldziKtori on Friday. The cabinet

r— ffldnot discuss these new proposals.
suggested that Weizman be

Washington to negotiate with
^'''Twnce. Dayan explained that polic-

3R/\L : fug Sinai. is very much a technical
military matter, right within the

,

1
'Sihtffc,. defence minister’s sphere, and for

' Jv H lrufltW wjdeh he would have to take respon-
d *'bin l^ fifflfty in implementation.

'''nrtttbfjjA '^However, the majority insisted
' !h;l1 p^sa |

.

^Dayan go to talk to Vance, since
" iVim, W Implications for .Israel’s
'
,,r

'r himfr^ jSlfcions with the U.S. and for the

h^, 'c^MHty. of American guarantees
iiuj ‘ib;®s peace agreement were of a

'j'^iniyn HB&achtog diplomatic nature.

.

; , fib confirmation was available last
'"‘"‘rialnnflid

S Carter, Waldh
:

:J3 :tJ.S.-UN role i

night of an Israel TV report' that
Dayan charged during the session
that Egypt violated the peace agree-
ment by continuing to use El-Arlah

. airfield for military flights.
Naftali Lavle, Dayan's

spokesman, told The Jerusalem
Post: “I have never heard that men-
tioned anywhere before."
Cabinet secretary Arye Naor told

The Post last night: “This peace
agreement with Egypt is too young
for a spoke to be put in its wheel by
.any of the parties so early on. The
United States gave Israel an explicit
undertaking in a public letter, and it

- has to fulfil that undertaking.*’
Ministers suggested that Dayan

tell Vance the U.S: did not make a
serious effort to renew the UNEF
mandate in the Security Council, nor
did it trouble to convince other coun-
tries to Join it in the multi-national
force proposed by Carter as. the
alternative, In his letter.

Ministers said that Israel no
choice but tobe ultr&rsemdtive about
the guarantees supplied by the U.S.
to bolster agreements with the Arab
states, in view of the history of Inter-

national guarantees given in
previous Middle East arrangements.

It was up to the U.S. to come to
Israel and say It had found itself un-
able to fulfil its undertaking,
ministers said, and then to suggest a
viable alternative. The U.S.-Soviet
plan tp send UNTSO observers in

place of the UNEF was not viable.
Ministers said that while Israel

and Egypt were discharging their
obligations under Camp Davidto the
last Jot and tittle, the Americans
were making light of a presidential
promise.
Dayan's terms of reference In Ms

Carter, Waldheim to discuss

U.S.-UN role in Middle East
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HENGTON.— PresidentJimmy
sr plans to discuss the Middle
with UN Secretary-General

.

Waldheim today, according to
officials.

.to a meeting, expected forsome
time, was finally arranged at White
Bouse request some days ago in the
midst of a dispute with Israel over
U.S. proposals for a UN force to ;

jversee the Egypfian-Israeli peace .

arrangements, in' Sjjnaff-..'. _ ,

t Israel has rejected " toe"proptmF
Sod asked the U.S. to assemble ah
kmerican-organlzed multi-national

.

force instead. " •’
•

(

The president, Joinedby Secretary

nf State Cyrus Vance, plana to dis-

mss with Waldheim conditions un-

der which a . UN force would, be

deployed in hopes of meeting Israeli
concerns, U.S: officials said.
A second U.S. worry in the Middle

East is the serious situation in
Lebanon following -raids by Israel
and fighting near the border between
Palestinians and Lebanese Christian,
forces, U.S. officials said.

The U.S. has condemned the In-

.creased violence, and the
:problems

-it is creating for UNIFtu the UN
force in Lebanon. Official* sudd they
nft&wP tThe feade'rs wtrald re- -

emphasize1 tlfe importance of
TJNOTL. '

;

The Indochinese refugee question
issue will also be discussed at the
White House today, although of-

ficials did hot expect any new in-

itiatives to emerge-

Itrauss predicts moderate

Palestinians to join talks
WASHINGTON fUPI). — President
ftomy Carter’s special Middle East
Kgotiator Robert Strauss yesterday
afloated that the UJS. will soon be
‘Tile- to. bring "moderate
’alestinians" Into the Middle East
*ace talks.

Strauss said all Palestinians will

eventually have to take part in the
peace effort, but the Palestine
Liberation Organization would first

have to decide exactly what it

represents before the terrorist group
could participate.

f signals back.”
a good chance that we

be able to lessen the pressure on
irate Palestinians in the next 40
days," he said.

game. President Anwar Sadat and
Prime Minister Menahem .Begin
strongly and confidently say to me
that we will have peace, and that

this thing will work.”

..... iSi’tf

A reorganizes in wake of scandals
- AVIV. — The executive com-

ofMagen David Adorn shortly

midnight, yesterday adopted
emergency plan calling for
gthenlng the organisation's
arters and depriving the 63 ln-

ent branches of much of their

my.
a result of this reorganization,

ng personnel changes are
.... Prof. Ron Rozin, chairman
national executive, said yester-

sterday's meeting nobody
t, nor were any resignations

, although the executive did

grant a request by Ariel Yahaloml
for two weeks vacation. Yahaloml is

director-general of the organization..

The demand for reorganisation
follows reports of widespread mis-
management and misuse of funds
and equipment in several MDA
branches.

RoEkTtoid The Jerusalem Post on
Friday that the national executive
had decided early last week to dis-

miss the management of the Ramat
Gan station if they did not fire the

three drivers who were being charg-

ed In court with improper use of

Magen David Adorn property.

conversations with Vance in
Washington will apparently be to
negotiate on what Israel would con-
sider to be an “acceptable force"
which will have the same powers as
UNEF, be of comparable size, be
deployed In the same area, and be
answerable either to the Security
Council or the governments in-
volved, led by the U-5. Government.
One minister told The Post: "We

don't care what the force Is called. It

can be called observers If they want.
But it has to have the same status as
UNEF and It has to do the Job which
UNEF did. There's no question of a
few hundred UNTSO. men, who
report incidents post factum, and
cannot physically prevent them.
There must be a force of thousands
like UNEF had.”

Ministers did not seriously
the idea that Israel and Egypt could
settle everything, directly between
themselves, and do without third-
party Inspection carried out by a
force coming physically between
them on the ground.
Although Defence Minister Eser

Weizman was away from the ses-
sion, hosting bis Egyptian counter-
part General Kaxnal Hasson AH, the
head of his ministry’s planning divi-

sion, Aluf-Avraham Tamir, made it

plain that Weizman went along with
the general call to the U.S. to dis-

charge the Carter undertaking.
With regard to concern said to

have been felt in Jerusalem that
Washington planned contacts with
the FLO, Dayan told the ministers

. that Vance assured Evron on Friday
to the contrary. The U.S. has not
changed its policy vis-a-vis the PLO.
Evron was assured, and it would not
negotiate with the FLO or recognize
it.

The date of the Dayan visit to

Washington will be set in conjunction
with Cairo, to enable a three-way
negotiation on policing Sinai
between Vance, Dayan, and an
Egyptian minister of equivalent
rank.

Wolf Blitzer adds:

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
has invited representatives from
Israel and Egypt to Washington to

try to resolve the question of the UN
peacekeeping presence in the Sinai

butter zones, toe State Department
announced yesterday.

A"U.S. spokesman said that Vance
was "deUghted'-^to letsrn yesterday
that t^eto^el-cahtor 1 *££ approved
Dayan's ytsit.- UJS. officials con.-,

firmed that Dayan- was ready to
arrive here later thisweek but they
disclosed that the talks may have to
be delayed until next week because
of scheduling problemsfortoe Egyp-
tians. (Beemom — Pago Z)

Begin’s doctors

satisfied with

his recuperation
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Furtherimprovement in toe condi-
tion of Prime Minister Menahem
Begin was reported yesterday by his

• doctors at Hadassah University
Hospital. "The prime minister Is

already now in an advanced stage of

recuperation to toe full satisfaction
of the doctors.” declared a bulletin

Issued by the medical team, headed
by Dr. Sylvan Davie, which has been
treating Begin.
The prime minister was reported

to have expanded bis activities,

reading and receiving written and
verbal reports from his aides. He un-
derwent another examination of Ms
vision yesterday.
"The doctors anticipated farther

expansion of his activities in the
-coming days," toe bulletin said.

73 Indians bum to

death in film tent

NEW DELHI (AP) . — Seventy-three

persons, mostly women and
children, burned to death when a
packed tent housing a mobile movie
theatre caught fire yesterday in

southern India, the United News of

India reported.
Reports from the scene at

Tutlcorin, about 100 kilometres
northeast ofthe southern tip of India,

said fire broke out as toe crowd
watched a matinee film.

Egyptian Defanoe Minister Kaanal Busan All, centre, strolls down
Tel Aviv’s Rehov Dizengoff yesterday, accompanied by Mayor
SMamo Lahat, security men and reporters. (Lester uuimoa)

Ali takes afternoon
stroll down Dizengoff

By fiUCBAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Shoppers, pedestrians
and regular cafe-goers on Tel Aviv's
Rehov Dizengoff burst Into spon-
taneous applause as Egyptian
Defence Minister Kama] Rassan Ali— accompanied by Defence Minister
Ezer Weizman, six senior Egyptian
military officers and Mayor Shlomo
Lahat —- .walked down Dizengoff
yesterday afternoon.
Before' taking their stroll, Ali and.

'his entourage were received In City
Hall by Lahat and senior municipal
officials. The municipality building
was festively decked with Egyptian,
Israeli and Tel Aviv banners.
Lahat told toe Egyptian guests

that Tel Aviv is the most important
city in Israel, and la the country's
financial, cultural and commercial
centre. After explaining that he was
chosen to be mayor in personal elec-

tions, Lahat added that the
municipality operates on a coalition
basis. -

“Everything in Israel is done on a
coalition basis except toe army, and
sometimes I wonder even about
that.** interjected Weizman.
Asked by Ali whether the

municipality exercises any political

power, Lahat replied, to roars of
laughter from the audience, “No,
Interior Minister Burg does not give
us autonomy.”
Lahat presented All with an oil

lamp dating from the year 1.000BCE
and gave the other Egyptian guests
picture albums of Tel Aviv. Before
leaving. All signed the
municipality’s guest book, which

M executed. 250 arrested

in abortive coup in Iraq
BEIRUT. — Thirty-four persons
were reportedly executed and
another 260 arrested in Iraq on
charges of attempting to topple
President Saddam Hussein.
The Baghdad government reveal-

ed the coiip fiascoon Saturday night,

pointing at an unnamed Arab power
as the prime mover of the con-
spiracy.
The official Iraqi news agency INA

identified five members of the
Revolutionary Command Council
(RCC) as spearheading the abortive
coup. Four were reportedly ex-
ecuted.
Arab diplomatic sources here gave

varied speculation about toe motives
of the coup attempt. Some said the
coup leaders were opposed to
Hussein's Socialist Ba'ato Party’s
strain with the Soviet Union over the
recent crackdown on home grown
Communists.
Others said the attempt must have

been triggered by disagreement
over Hussein's rapprochement with
Syria and Saudi Arabia and his
growing pro-Western tendencies.
And yet a third group contended
there were strong indications toe
five plotters were bent on getting
Iraq to join the U.S.-arranged
Egyptian-Israeli peace process.
"The plotters received funds and

instructions from a foreign
quarter," INA quoted the RCC as
charging In a communique. "The
plot was hatched to place Iraq in toe :

chariot of the American-led sur- I

render plan which serves the in-

terests of Zionism and the forces of
darkness.”
“A-Safir," a left-wing Lebanese'

daily, quoted Arab diplomatic
sources as saying that at least four of

the RCC members were executed
between July,20 and 22. They includ-
ed a newly appointed deputy prime
minister, Adnan Hussein, and
Education Minister Mohammed
Mahjoub. Hussein, who was

Tulkarm mourns ‘martyred’ native son

•pOCf'-

UN BLACK
Post Reporter

the PI-0 military

ted on the French

week, seems to be more

4eath with the people Of

. of Tulkarm than he

. who was burled In

yesterday, left the West
town In the early 1950a.

. JJh he was a senior leader of

*L0, heading ita military

wilding for Peace

and Renewal

hrae! Appeal
en Hayesod

department since avts, ne was
generally considered more loyal to

Syria than to the cause of Palestine.

His death is being mourned
throughout the West Bank, and ex-

travagant eulogies praising him aa a

"martyr of the Palestinian
revolution” have appeared in the

East Jerusalem Arabic press. But no

one. even in Tulkarm, has forgotten

that be was not always on the "right

As head of toe Saika group —
effectively part of the Syrian army,

and responsible for a aeries of terror,

attacks on Israeli, Jewish and other

targets both in Europe and In toe

Middle East — Mohsen sided with

Syria against the rest of the PLO at

the height of toe Lebanese civil war

*°Then, when hundreds of

Palestinians were killed by the

Syrians aa Damascus supported toe

Christians, there were protest

demonstrations outside the Mohsen

family home In Tulkarm.

And toe sign on the town’s “Hafez

al-Assad Vocational School” — n
f
m '

ed the previous year In appreciation

of the Syrian president's "efforts on

behalf of the Palestinian cause” —
was torn down.
Now, however, Tulkarm Is mour-

ning Its lost son. Town Mayor Hllm i

Hanoun, an unabashed supporter of

. toe PLO, is convinced that "Israeli

intelligence" was responsible for

Mohsen's death. He told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday that he

did not .believe — as has been
speculated — that Baghdad or Cairo

ordered the killing.

Mohsen's Saika group was in-

volved in a bloody war of sabotage

and assassination with the Iraqi-

backed terrorists of toe Abu Nidal

group in 1078 before toe rapproche-

ment between Damascus and
Baghdad, and there were many old

scores to be settled.

It has also been suggested that the

Egyptians killed Mohsen in revenge

for toe recent raid on the Egyptian

embassy in Ankara by the "Eagles

of the Palestinian Revolution" — a

small terrorist group believed to be

an offshoot of Saika.

Hanoun acknowledged yesterday

that Mohsen had “often been more
faithful to the Syrian Ba'ath Party

than to. his own nationality as a

Palestinian.” But now, be stressed,

relations between the PLO and Syria
are good and toe people of Tulkarm
are saddened by his death.”

. The mayor said that the townspeo-
ple considered Mohsen “a prominent
local personality.” His father, the
late Haj Hassan, was a mukhtar of
part of the town until his death
several months ago. His maternal
uncle, Fathl Dadu, is currently
chairman of the Tulkarm Chamber
of Commerce and a member of the
municipal 1 council.
Dadu, along w^to Mohsen's aging

mother, Tamiml, and two of her
children, attended the funeral in

Damascus yesterday. They are due
back at the end of toe week, when
people from-all over the West Bank
are expected to come to pay their

condolences at the family home.
Mohsen was born in Tulkarm in

1938 and trained as a- teacher. He
clashed with the Jordanian
authorities in the early 1960s ' for

propagating Ba’athlst Ideas, dabbl-

ed In pro-Syrian politics in Kuwait
and Qatar, and by the mid-sixties

. wsrs firmly established as
Damascus' man In the PLO.

promoted from the planning
ministry in a cabinet reshuffle leas

than two weeks ago, was also chiefof

the president's office.

The newspaper said toe others ex-

ecuted were former industry
minister Mohammed Ayesh and
former ROC secretary-general
Muhie Abdul-Hussein.

The newspaper did not disclose the

fate of the fifth RCC member
Ghaaem Abdul-Jalil.
“A-Nahar,” an independent

Beirut dally, said more than 290

members of toe ruling party, in-

cluding senior government officials

and military officers have been
arrested. The dally said they includ-

ed about 50 officers, 70 party leaders

In Baghdad, 82 regional party chiefs
s*id eight trade union leaders.

Both newspapers said an uniden-

tified Arab state had been behind the
conspiracy. (AP, Reuter)

(Security guard
gets away with $6m.
MARSEILLES (Reuter). — A

.security guard stole up to 30m.
francs from his own firm, then
cheated Ms two accomplices, police

said yesterday.
They named the thief Lionel

Leroy. 81, and said he took the
money from the armoured car com-
pany's safe Saturday night after dis-

arming three other guards by offer-

ing to clean their revolvers.
Two men have been arrested.

Police said they had admitted help-

ing Leroy, who then cheated them by
;

fleeing alone.
Police set up checkpoints on every

route out of Marseilles and watched
airports and harbours, but said
Leroy had probably escaped. -The
other guards were locked in a room
and took more than an hour to es- -

cape and raise toe alarm.

Revenge calls at

Mohsen funeral
DAMASCUS. —

> Assassinated
Palestinian terrorist leader Zuhcir
Mohsen was buried in ' his adopted
Syria yesterday In a funeral marked
by thunderous cries of "revenge"
and scuffles inside the graveyard.
Leading the mourners were Syrian

President Hafez Assad and PLO
chief Yasser Arafat, who exhorted
the sobbing, yelling crowds of
Palestinians and Syrians alike with a-

"promise, promise, promise to carry
on the road until victory, until we get
to Jerusalem."
.Under a baking sun, the thousands

of mourners sped their way across
Damascus in everything from sleek
black Mercedes sedans to battered

.

garbage trucks. Hundreds of red,

green, white and black Palestinian
flags marked the path. Soviet-made
AK-47 automatic rifles flashed In toe
sun. At the cemetery,. In (the Tar-
mouh refugee camp, scuffles and
fights erupted between mourners
seeking a final sight of their newest
martyr and the red-hereted
Palestine Liberation Army men.
who pushed: and shoved them from
th§ cemetery .lUPIJIRL J

To fill Sinai vacuum

Weizman, Ali

boost power of

military c’ttee

was also signed by the other Egyp-
tian officers.

Spectators applauded and shouted
"welcome” — and one woman even
kissed All during the fast-paced walk
down Dizengoff.
But Ali saw little more than the

backs of Israeli security men.
cameras and microphones as he and
Lahat walked at a brisk pace past
pizzerias, coffee shops, and ice-
cream stands.

It was nothing close to toe leisure-
ly stroll down Dizengoff that has
become a tradition for Tel Aviv
residents on hot summer evenings.
"Mr. Ali. do you always walk so

fast?” shouted one reporter, sweat
pouring down his face, as he straggl-
ed to keep up with the pace set by the
Egyptian minister's security
guards.
Security guards shoved

bystanders aside as the procession
advanced through the admiring
throng. At one point, guards forced
outdoor cafe-goers to vacate their
tables to make way for Ali.

A poster saying, "In Sinai we de-
mand a small piece after toe peace,"
wielded by super-bawk Herzl
Shmueli, was snatched away and
thrown down by Weizman as the
group passed by.
The tour ended at toe gray cement

complex of Dizengoff Centre, and a
cheer went up as Weizman and All

entered the government Dodge.
Followed by. police cars and

motorbikes, toe convoy took off for
Mask it. on Rehov Ben-Tehuda,
where Ali reportedly wanted to do
some personal shopping.

By HIRSH GOODMAN
Post Military Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — Defence Minister
Ezer Weizman and visiting Egyptian
Defence Minister Kam al Hassan All

yesterday agreed not to discuss the

problem created by the expired
mandate of the UN Emergency
Force from Sinai, but instead decid-

ed to upgrade the joint Israel-
Egyptian military committee to fill

the vacuum In toe meantime.
The committee will handle day-to-

day cooperation in Sinai until a solu-
tion to the UN Impasse is found. The
two defence ministers agreed to
leave .the UN issue to their respec-
tive foreign ministers who are due to

take up the matter with U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance in
Washington.

Ali arrived here yesterday with six
senior officers for a three-day visit.

During a one-and-a-half-hour talk in

the 17th-floor conference room of the
Tel Aviv Hilton, Israeli and Egyp-
tian defence and military officials

agreed to establish direct com-
munications between the delegations
to the Joint military committee, and
between regional commanders In

Sinai. It was also agreed that the
Egyptians would allow Israeli per-
sonnel across the border to search
for the bodies of men missing In ac-
tion.

Israel brought up lour Infractions

by the Egyptians of withdrawal
arrangements in Sinai. The Egyp-
tians agreed to correct these and ex-
plained that they were not inten-

tional. Two of these deal with the
number of men deployed by the
Egyptians. They, stated the men in
question were not soldiers. Israel
accepted this.

Ali arrived at Lod at 10 a.m.
aboard an Egyptian Air Force Her-
cules and was received with full

military honours by an Ordnance
Corps unit. He was accompanied by
senior defence officials, including
his chief aide, the acting chief of
Egyptian military intelligence, and
15 journalists.

Ali, who was here before as a
member of the Egyptian delegation
to toe autonomy talks, was slated to

hold a three-hour negotiating session
with Weizman yesterday but this

was cut in half when the UN issue
was dropped from the agenda
Apart from another two-hour session

scheduled for tomorrow morning at
the Defence Ministry in Tel Aviv, toe
two delegations are not slated to hold
any more formal discussions. Today
Ali will he taken on a flying tour of
the West Bank, stopping at one or
two strategic spots, to get a clear
perspective of the threat to Israel
from the eastern fount. In toe after-
noon he will -visit Haifa os guest of
the mayor.

DbAer-'eVs attached extreme Im-
portance to All's scheduled visit to
the West Bank. They will be landing
at Ma'aleh Adumim, at the Jiftlik,

and near Tulkarm.
Observers last night expressed

surprise that toe scheduled debate

on formulating a solution to the

problem of the UN had been dropped
from the agenda. All's visit had been

specially timed to come after the ex-

piration of UNEF's mandate, and
Israeli negotiators had prepared a
document with proposals for
bilateral cooperation aimed at cir-

cumventing the UN. The Egyptians,

however, apparently had reser-

vations about deepening cooperation

and agreed only to a redefinition of

the responsibilities of the joint com-
mittee's role In handling any Interim
problems.

The two delegations did manage In

their short meeting yesterday after-

noon to raise some of the problems
posed by the need to police existing

agreements. The Jerusalem Post
has learned that, to avoid any im-

mediate problems, It was decided to

postpone a scheduled by-weekly
check of the Egyptian limited-forces
zone due to have taken place under
UN auspices today, until a solution

has been found.
Weizman, in greeting Ali at the

airport. Intimated that the UN was
not really necessary — a point he
reiterated during yesterday’s talks.

At the airport he noted that the Joint

committee had met several times In

fruitful discussions and that Israel
had returned two sections of the
Sinai without UN help. He said he
“hoped and prayed" that this
relationship would continue.
Among the topics expected to be

raised in the discussions between the
two men and their aides tomorrow is

a discussion on guidelines for future
stages of the Israeli withdrawal to

the Ras Mohammed-El-Arlah line.

Technical details for the handing
over of Rcfidim. a massive military
complex in central Sinai including a
major airfield, still have to be settl-

ed, as well as the details of Israel's
pullback from the earlywaming sta-

tion at Umm Khaahiba and the han-
ding over of the Alma oilfields.

So far toe visit, details of which
were planned in advance with the
Egyptians, has gone smoothly with
the general atmosphere being ex-

tremely convivial. No serious issues
are being discussed and so there is

no tension surrounding the meetings.
A press conference wMch had been

scheduled for 3 p.m. yesterday was
cancelled and the talks between the
two delegations ended 90 minutes
ahead of schedule. When asked why
the press conference had been
cancelled, defence officials
answered that there was simply
nothing substantive to reveal. Thus
All's only formal meeting with the
press will be at Ben-Gurion Airport a
short while before he and his delega-

, tlon leave for Egypt Tuesday.
Also in Israel with the Egyptian

delegation .is Ali's 17-year-old son.
and the 2?.-year-old son of Lablb
Sharab, the acting chief of Egyptian
military intelligence. The two will

accompany the official delegation,
breaking away for private tours with
their specially assigned military es-

cort when discussions are scheduled.

Haddad’s forces, PLO exchange fibre

Jerusalem Post Reporter
METULLA. — Attacks by terrorists
and exchanges of fire with Maj.
Sa’ad Haddad's Christian forces con-
tinued Saturday and yesterday in
Southern Lebanon. PLO units
operating from the village of
Barashit attacked one of Haddad's
positions in the Shi& Moslem village
of Aitaroun, damaging houses and
crops.

Haddad's men returned the fire,

using mortars. It is reported that
they found Russian-made rifles and
equipment in the area, left behind by
the terrorists during their retreat.
Brashit is in the area of operation

of the Irish battalion of UNIFTL.
Haddad claims that the village has
become a strong joint PLO-leftist
operational base.

Terrorists clashed with Haddad's
men in -the Saluki valley near the
village of Chakra, also in the Irish

battalion’s area. Artillery exchanges
occurred twice yesterday north of
Metulla, but no casualties or damage
were reported.
Haddad told The Jerusalem Post

during a meeting with* Israeli and
foreign journalists at Marjayoun

' that he had offered UNIFIL the
chance to deploy more forces inside
the area controlled by his militia, to
balance UN deployments near the
south Lebanese town of Tibnin.
Haddad said he will allow toe Irish

troops with their armoured per-
sonnel carriers and armoured cars
to take up positions Inside his area,
to prove that Ms intentions are not
aggressive but defensive.

Basque bombs blast into

Spain’s peak tourist period
MADRID. — Bombs set by Basque
separatist guerrillas ripped through
Madrid's crowded airport and its

two main railroad stations
simultaneously yesterday on the
busiest weekend of summer holiday
travel.
Authorities said toe blasts killed

four people and injured 113.

They said one of the dead was a
West German girl. The injured in-

cluded Americans, Canadians, Scan-
dinavians, Austrians and other
foreigners.
The attacks taking the lives of the

general public marked a sharp es-

calation of the guerrilla war ETA
'{Basque Homeland and Liberty) is

waging to create an independent
socialist state in the northern Bas-
que country.
The bombs went off in the five

minutes between 1:10 and 1:18 p.m.
in baggage cloakrooms at. the
national terminal of Barajas Airport
and the Atocha railway station, and
in the main hall of the Cham&rtin
railway station.

The Spanish news agency EFE
said the Basque news agency
Euskadl Press telephoned Its new-
sroom at 12:40 p.m. and played a
tape recording in which ETA warned
that bombs would explode In the

three terminals between noon and 2-

p.m. EFE notified police.

It was unclear why authorities did

not evacuate the terminals until

after toe blasts.

Police identified one of the five

dead as a girl from Hamburg named
Dorothea Fcrtlg. Another victim
was Identified as Jdse Amaya, a
Spaniard. -

The. explosions raised Spain's
death toll from political violence to
93 so far this year.
A civil guard officer died in a San

Sebastian hospital yesterday from
wounds sustained in a sub-
machinogun attack on guard head-
quarters in- the nearby Basque town
of Herrera, police said.

Police said four or five gunmen
fired on Saturday night from a
speeding car at Brigadier Moises
Cordero Lopez, 51. and two other
civil guards when they were on duty
at toe entrance of their headquarters
in Herrera.
The three were rushed to the

hospital where they underwent sur-
gery. but the brigadier died hours
later and the two others remained in

very serious condition, doctors said.
Hie gunmen escaped.
Earlier Saturday in Bilbao two

national policemen were killed by
terrorists thought to be ETA
guerrillas.
Three traffic civil guards were in-

jured slightly when gunmen fired at
them near Pamplona yesterday,
police said.
A constitutional commission ap-

proved 11 days ago an autonomy
proposal to restore rights taken
away from the Basques when the
late former Spanish dictator Franco
led his forces to victory In the Civil

War in 3939. (UPI, Reuter)

IF
you happen to be staying at, or

visiting one of the IRH Israel

Resort Hotels (Sharon Herzfia.

Galei Kinnereih Tiberias. Sinai

Tel Aviv. Rimon Inn. Safad or

Neptune Eilat) you can sub-

scribe on the spot to The
Jerusalem Post International

Edition, the 24 page wrap up of

all the news from Israel, air-

mailed every week to over

ninety countries.

Just ask at the reception desk.
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Gold smuggling inquiry

to widen, police predict

Destinations

]

By YORAM BAB
!

Jerusalem Post Reporter

.
TEL AVIV. — The investigation into
El Al Captain Akiva Pressman's
alleged involvement in gold smuggl-
ing is branching out and police In-
tend soon to arrest another "well-
known personality" in addition to six
currently held suspects, a senior
police source told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday.
The source said that the testimony

of a woman linked with the director
of the Arkia Airlines office in Lod,
Shalom Baruch, brought about a tur-
ning point in the fraud squad's in-

'

vestigation.

"Now the investigators think that
Baruch was an active partner in the
smuggling and helped finance the
deals, and not only tried buying gold
as we thought before," the source
said.

Baruch was remanded yesterday
by order of Magistrate Blanche Kay
for an additional 10 days. Inspector
Avraham Saptr told the court that
the investigation has branched out
and Baruch’s extended custody was
necessary to prevent him from

eliminating evidence.
Saplr told the magistrate that the

police had testimony from a woman
who connected Baruch to the affair,

and incriminates many other people.
"Many other persons must be
questioned and much searching
must he done after her testimony."
he said.

Dalia Pressman, the pilot's wife, is

to be released today from custody.
The police agreed to release her
already yesterday but she was not
able to get a third guarantor for her
XL300.000 ball.

According to the magistrate's
order. Mrs. Pressman will have to
spend the next 15 days with relatives
in Kfar Yehoshuaand must not leave
the place. Apart from bail, she will

have to deposit a IL200.00Q bank
guarantee in court.

Pressman's girlfriend. Michal
Adar, with- whom he stayed during
the past two months, is slated to
appear ih court today. The source
said the police will agree to release
Adar on bail because her alleged
part in the smuggling Is amaller than
was first thought.
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UN Ambassador Yehuda Blum:

Name, of UN force isn’t

at stake — the size is

TJN Ambassador Yehuda Blum at Us press conference yesterday.

(EDiarar, Zoom 77)

Four hours of TV daily for children Likud, Labour clash in Histadrut

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.
Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04/34655

By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Starting next Sunday, August 5,
youngsters will be able to watch four
straight hours of television
programmes every day.

Following an agreement between
the Broadcasting Authority and the
Education Ministry yesterday,
programmes for children and youth
win begin at 9 a.m. and end at l p~m.
everyweekday until school resumes.

The four hours will be devoted to
repeat programmes. The major
shows will be “Telepele," a 10-part
series teaching young viewers how
to play the guitar, Israeli youth-
oriented films and "She'ela She!
Zeman" (a matter of time) — a

- series on the history of the Yishuv.
The authority's announcement of

the increased programming was
preceded by an Education Ministry
press release stating that Micha
Yinon. the National Religious Par-
ty's representative on the
authority's board of directors, plann-
ed to suggest today that children’s
programming be extended three
hours a day. The ministry was ap-

parently unaware that such a deci-

sion does not have to be made by the
authority’s board of directors but
merely had to be approved by
director-general Yosef Lapid. When
the authority spokesman heard of

the ministry’s press release, he
Issued his own press release announ-
cing the four hours ofprogramming.

‘U.S. didn’t issue invites to W. Bank mayors’

THE WEATHER

Prof. Dan Barag will speak on “The
Excavations in Ein Gedi/Uonight at
7 p.m. at the'' meeting of 'the
Jerusalem West Rotary Club at the
King David Hotel.

ARRIVALS

Finance Minister Simtaa Ehrlich, from
Paris, where he concluded agreements
with European investors for projects in
Israel.

Charles Fishman, producer and presi-
dent of Kinneret Foundation, tor Chick
Corea concerts and foundation business.
Monty SHiff of Toronto, for the bar mitz-

va of his cousin, Phillip Charles
Kravetshy.

Arthur Saul Super

dies at 71
We regret to announce the death of

Arthur Saul Super, a former assis-

tant editor of The Jerusalem Post,
who died In Netanya at the age of 71.

Born in Great Yarmouth in 1908,
Super graduated from Cambridge in
1929 and studied at Jews College,
London, and at the School,of Oriental
Studies. In 1933 he was ordained a
minister. From. 1933 to 1936 he was
spiritual head of Sha’ar Hashomaim
congregation in Montreal, and
minister of the United Hebrew
Congregation in Leeds, England,
from 1937 to 1940.

Super was a chaplain in the British
armed forces during World War n.
He came to Israel in 1951, and after
working as a news editor for Kbl Zion
Lagola he joined the staff of The
Jerusalem Post, working as leader
writer and assistant editor.

Ke went to South Africa in 1960.
where he edited the "Zionist Record
and South African Jewish
Chronicle." He was ordained a
reform rabbi In 1964 and served as
chief minister to the United
Progressive i Reform) Jewish
Congregation in Johannesburg.
Super returned to Israel several

years ago and settled in Netanya. He
again contributed to the columns of
The Jerusalem Post - He suffered
from a disabling illness during the
last years of his life.

Super is survived by his wife Tilla.

a daughter and a son.’

The funeral takes place tomorrow
at Herzllya cemetery.

Amman resident held

A resident of Amman, Jordan, was
stopped by security forces early
yesterday wandering in a suspicious
manner around the Pi Glilot oil

storage depot in the Jerusalem
Forest. The suspect, 25 , is being held
for interrogation. (Itim)

POPULATION. — Jerusalem's pop-
ulation has grown by 80.000 since

1967. half the new residents being

Arabs, the Knesset Finance Com-
mittee learned last week. Of 386,000

people living in the capital at the end
of 1978, 108.000 were Arabs.

GUARDS. — Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer has tabled a bill in

the Knesset which will lighten the

burden of guard duty for parents of

schoolchildren and kindergarteners.

The bill will force high school pupils

from 10th grade upwards to guard
their own and other schools.

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Invitations to a number of West
Bank mayors to attend a Palestinian
meeting in the U.S. were not issued
through American diplomatic or
consular representatives, as
reported in the press yesterday.
American sources yesterday

Bought to stress that the only role
played by U.S. representatives in
Israel would be to issue visas to West
Bankers given permission by the
military government to leave the
country.
The mayors of Nablus. Ramallah,

Halhoul and Hebron have been in-
vited to attend a meeting organized
by the Palestine Human Rights Com-
mittee in the U.S. next month, but it

was not clear yesterday whether all

of them would be permitted to go.
Military government sources said

yesterday that Fahd Kawasma of

Gov’t clerisiined

for protesting

Bension release
A senior official of the Govern-

ment Information Centre was
yesterday fined IL500 for protesting
former president Ephraim Katzir’s
1977 decision to pardon Yehoshua
Bension.' (Bension, one-time
manager of the now-defunct Israel-

British Bank, was released after
only two years in jail. He had been
convicted of a 347m. embezzlement) !

Upon publication of the presiden-
tial decision, the official sent a letter

to all MKs calling It a miscarriage of
justice.

The Civil Service Commission’s
disciplinary court, headed by
Avraham Aloni, explained the light

sentence by referring to the official's

long and productive career as a civil

servant.

Hebron and Karim Kbalaf of
Ramallah would be allowed to go to
the U.S. and that Bassam Shaka of

Nablus and Mohammed Milhem of

Halhoul had not yet requested per-

mission from the authorities.

Sunday’s report on the U.S. role in

the Invitations follows ongoing in-

terest in Israel in an apparent shift
in America’s attitude to the PLO and
speculation that the Palestinian
organization is considering a shift in
its position on UN Security Council
Resolution 242.

All the mayors invited to the
meeting in the U.S. are outspoken
supporters of the PLO andhave been
criticized by the military govern-
ment for participating In public-
meetings abroad. Both Khalaf and
Milhem annoyed the authorities
recently by making pro-PLO
statements in Switzerland, the USSR
and the U.S.

'

Would-be thief bottled

TEL AVIV (Itim). — A man who
smashed the window of an electrical
goods shop at 150 Rehov Ben Yehuda
at 4a.m. .yesterday apparently
reckoned without the public
spiritedness of local residents. Those
who were awakened by the noise of
the window breaking pelted tbe
would-be thief with bottles, and he
beat a hasty retreat.
Police who arrived on the scene

found a television set loaded- on a
• stolen car parked nearby. They
detained a suspect a few blocks
away. Witnesses Identified- him as
the window-breaker, but the man
said he had merely been out for a
swim.

SETTLER8. — 30 families from
South Africa are coming to live In
Yokne'am nit. Lots will be made
available to the new ollm to build
houses on by the Israel Lands
Authority.

We mourn with Anne, Shirley, Lola and their

families the passing of

MAURICE LEVINKIND

Edna, Alfred, Jenny,

John and Betty Stern

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of our
beloved mother

DORA ABR0MS M.H.D.S.R.I.P.
(Johannesburg)

Deeply mourned by her children David and Nicky Dunsky, her

grandchildren and great-grandchildren in Israel, and all the

family abroad.

We mourn the loss of

LEOPOLD Q0L0MUNTZ
an old soldier laid to rest, a great friend of Zahal,

mourned by the young soldiers of Israel.

We extend our deepest sympathy to the family.

The Association for Welfare of Soldiers in Israel

By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The Likud faction in
the Histadrut yesterday accused
Secretary-General Yeruham Meahel
of "wildly inciting" workers to topr
pie the government. But Meshel said
the Labour-dominated Histadrut
merely reflected the workers' mood.
The heated exchange followed last

week's Histadrut threat to organize
strikes against the government’s
economic policy. The Likud walked
out of last Sunday's Executive
meeting which discussed the
economic situation, protesting that
the agenda had been changed illegal-
ly at the last minute.
Reacting to last week's criticism

of the government, Ya’acov Shamai.
Likud representative on the Ex-
ecutive, said tbe economic situation
results from 29 years of “sullied”
Alignment rule. "It's impossible to
find immediate solutions" to the
problems they created, he said.
Shamai said the labour federation

had not fought harsh measures
which the previous Alignment
government had taken. "The
Histadr-ut's secretary-general is

planning wild incitement ostensibly

against the government's policy. But
actually (he) Is taking advantage of
it for his own political purposes.”
Shamai charged.

Meshel said he was responding to
workers’ demands for Histadrut ac-
tion. The labour federation win not
rubber stamp government decisions,
he stated. Even without abolition of
government subsidies to essential
commodities and without the recent
rise In fuel prices, inflation had
reached 80 per cent, he noted. "How
can a workers' movement ignore
that?" he asked.
The Histadrut Executive

overwhelmingly rejected a Likud
proposal to discuss formation, of a
govemment-HTstadrut-private em-
ployers committee to draw up a
social contract to ensure industrial
quiet.

Histadrut asks bigger housing loans
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Government loans for
housing should be bigger and terms
for repayment should he easier, the
Histadrut Executive demanded
yesterday. It also recommended that
the

.
government build apartments

tor rent.

A special committee headed by
Shmuel Bahat reported to the Ex-
ecutive that 30,000 young couples,
15,000 large families and 8.000 new
immigrant families eligible for
government housing loans cannot
take advantage of the loans because
the fiats are too expensive. Raphael
Adari. director-general of the
Histadrut’s Shukln OvdUn, said thftt,

70 per' cent of Israel’s population
cannot afford the price of an apart-
ment.
The Histadrut Executive urged the

J’lem arts fair

opens next week
Jerusalem’s annual Hutzot

Hayotzer arts and crafts fair will
open August 7 with the participation
of more than 100 artists and
craftsmen whose wares will be on
sale.

The fair in the Hinnora Valley will
run through August 18.

government to build 25,000 flats
every year dinring the coming three
years. Private enterprises should
build another 25,000 flats a year. It

said.

A public committee should draw
up new criteria for government help,
it said, adding that loans should be
increased in accordance with tbe
price of fiats.

The Executive also said that rent
in leased apartments should be no
more than 20 per cent of the average
disposable Income, and that tenants
should have an option to buy the
fiats. High taxes should be Imposed
on empty apartments to induce their
owners to lease tlpm, the Exrcutiye
OddedT "'.V ‘j‘.

*

rV. . ,.~
The Executive opposed'proposals

to abolish limitations on rent in flats
for which key money had been paid.

Jewish graveyard
in France vandalized
BAT YAM (Itim). — Mayor
Menahem Rothschild yesterday ex-
pressed his town’s " horror at the
destruction by vandals of the Jewish
cemetery In their French twin town,
Vfileurbenne. In a telegram he urg-
ed the French mayor, Charles Har-
riot, to clamp down on vandalism in
Villeurbanne.

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing- of our
beloved husband and father

ARTHUR SAUL SUPER
1

• -

Deeply mourned by bis wife Tilla, daughter Stada and
son Bernard and families.

The funeral will take place on Tuesday, July 31, 1979 at 5 p.m.
• at the Herzllya Cemetery (new gate — Pinsker Street).

The South African Zionist Federation

deeply mourns the passing of a very dear friend

Dr. Rabbi ARTHUR SAUL SUPER 5 »t

and extends heartfelt sympathy and condolences to Tilla and
family.

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter.

Israel is insistingon the creation of
a multi-national UN force in Sinai to
replace the UN Emergency Force
(UNEF) because it wants to adhere
to the spirit and the letter of the
peace treaty with Egypt, UN Am-
bassador Yehuda Blum stressed at a
Jerusalem press conference yester- ’

day.
Israel’s position. Blum explained,

is that it would like the mandate of
the 1 ,000-member force extended.
But If this is not possible, he said,

then according to the peace treaty a
multi-national force should be set up
to supervise the agreement between
Egypt and Israel.

The ambassador noted that the
peace treaty mentions UN forces
and observers on both sides of the
border — not forces or observers.
Israel also strongly objects to tbe
deployment ofUN observers with an
unspecified mandate, Blum said.
Although UN Secretary-General

Kurt Waldheim said last week that
the planned 130-member observer
force could perhaps be beefed up to
as much as 400, Israel still felt this is

inadequate compensation for the
demise of the 4 ,000-member UNEF,
Blum said.

Blum also noted that, with the
memory of the events of May 1967 in
mind, Israel was worried about a
hypothetical situation hi which the
observer force — responsible to the
Secretary-General and not to the
Security Council — could be asked to
leave.

Israel was not indulging, in a
"semantic argument" over the
name of the UN force. Blum observ-
ed. If the UN supplied a reasonably
sized force that was subordinate to
the Security Council, then Jerusalem,
would not oppose its existence, he
said.

Therefore, the ambassador said,

the government had decided to
.accept the invitation of U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
despatch - Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan to Washington to discuss the

matter.
Blum said that be believed the In-

vitation to Dayan was a "serious in-

dication of the desire of the U.S.” to

ensure that the peace agreement is

“fully, faithfully and scrupulously
implemented-"

2 Black Hebrew children

die of malnutrition
By JOAN BOJRSTEN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Seven months after it happened, a
Kupat Holim spokesman yesterday
announced the death in Beersbeba of
two Black Hebrew infants from
Dimona because of malnutrition.
Three other children were treated
during the past, year at the Soroka
Medical Centre in Beersheba for the
same condition, which the
spokesman said, resulted from the

cult's adherence to a diet which
prohibits meat, poultry, fish, milk or
milk products, eggs, refined sugar or
soya.
Also this week, seven months after

completing an extensive investiga-
tion into what the government should
do about the 1.400 Black Hebrews
currently living without legal status
in-Israel, the commission establish-

ed to investigate the situation is to
present its findings to Interior
Minister Yosef Burg. ME David
(Bass, who heads the commission,
declined to explain the seven-month
delay. Last January he told The
Jerusalem Post that compiling the
report involved "at most, two weeks
of work."
Tbe commission was formed after

. residents of Dimona. where 1,000 of
the cult members live In the Nit-
zahon neighbourhood, filed suit in

the High Court against the ministers
of interior, health and education as
well as the local municipality. They

•

Contraband diamond
suspects free on bail

TELAVTV (Itim) .—Tbe owners of a
jfewelry shop In' Rehov Dizengoff,
suspected of being in possession of
contraband diamonds worth IL200,-
000, were yesterday released on ball.

Ya’acov Bar, 29, and Yosef Deub
45, both from Holon, were arrested
after the jewels were discovered in -

their shop. They 'do not have a
licence to deal in diamonds.
The suspects told the judge the

names of the men from whom they
claim they bought the jewels, and
were released on IL40.000 ball each.

said that the blacks, all former
American residents claiming to be
descendants of the biblical
Israelites, lived as a nation within a
nation, accountable to no one but
their leader, Ben-Ami Carter. The
neighbours complained about noise,

overcrowded apartments, overflow-
ing sewers, and declining property
values.
Residents of the Nitzabon

neighbourhood at that time also ex-

pressed fear that the Black
Hebrews’ refusal to use trained doc-

tors and antibiotics was endangering
the lives of other Dimona residents.

They charged that several adults, as

well as children, had died from il-

lnesses local doctors had described
as contagious.
Tbe Black Hebrews have their own

faith healers who administer herbal

cures.
The suit was endorsed by the

Black Hebrews themselves, who are

eager to resolve their dilemma,
preferably by being relocated to an
agricultural settlement of their own,
a solution reportedly espoused also

by tbe Glass commission. The first

Black Hebrews began arriving in

Israel 10 years ago.
Burg has been pushed to release

the commission findings as soon as
possible by Dimona Mayor MK Jac-

ques Amir. Amir says that the situa-

tion In the town is becoming in-

creasingly unbearable.

Boy missing in

swimming mishap •

TEL- AVTV (Itim). — Poflce and J

llfesavera
-

"yesterday" searched Bat
Yam’s Invalids Beach for several

hours for a 15-year-old boy from
Ramie who disappeared while swim-
ming on Saturday afternoon.

Ibrahim Shafen was swimming
i

with friends when suddenly he wu
separated from them. They called

for help, and swimmers went to the

youth's assistance, but without
success. Jt Is feared he may have
drowned.

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing of our beloved

MONTY CARM0N
The funeral will leave tbe family residence, 4 Simtat Hahavatzelet (off

Yitzhak Sadeh) Ramat Hasharon at 3.00 p.m., today, Monday, July 30,

1979, for the new Ramat Hasharon Cemetery.

The Bereaved Family

We sympathize withthe family of

MONTY CARM0N
on his sudden and untimely passing.

Management
and staff

ICI (Israel) Ltd.

h
}

Our beloved husband and father

AVISSAR ABRAHAMOFF
veteran travel agent in Israel and abroad

has passed away.

Deeply mourned by his wife

:

Rose Abrahamoff
and his daughters:

Shlomith and Ariella
and all the family in Israel and abroad.

. The funeral will leave today, Monday, July 30, 1979 at 11.30
a.m. from the Municipal Funeral Parlour, 5 Dafna Street, *

Tel Aviv, for the Nahlat Yitzhak cemetery.
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HOME NEWS
Police strike

seen if House
forbids union

By BENNYMORRIS
and YORAM BAR

• JeiwIem Fgflt R«porters
The 5,000 members of the fledglinr
— -and . possibly Illegal —
policemen's Union may go on strike
tomorrow If the Knesset passes a bill
prohibiting- the organisation, awiion
spokesman said yesterday.
Samsl Klshon David Ofek of Tel

Aviv, five policemen and two
'police pensioners yesterday began a
hunger strike opposite the Knesset to
protest the bill and government op-
position to tbelrunion.
?"nw High Const upheld our right

to organise. Interior Minister Tosef
Borg’s efforts' to obtain legislation

' forbidding the union Is contrary to
jostioe and logic,” Ofek. so, said.
-"The police forces of the world’s
enlightened countries are all un-
ionised," Ofek noted.
The union has called a licensed

mass demonstration outside the
Knesset for tomorrow morning xhe
union has also called upon the coun-
try’s. 14,000 policemen to join a
hunger strike if the bill Is passed.
"We are also considering more
drastic measures,” said one of the
hunger strikers, referring to the
possibility of calling a general police
ateflce. -

Ofek, wbo was demoted five ranks
from inspector In December 1978 for
his part in trying to organize a union,
said that he will continue his hunger
strike "to the bitter end” If the

„ Knesset passes the bill.
1 In Tel Aviv meanwhile, central
district attorney -Sarah Sirota sent

. members of the policemen's union a
private letter last week, in which she
expressed warm support for their
struggle. Sirota told The Jerusalem
Post that she sent the letter because
she behaved, as a citizen and lawyer,
that "injustice" Is being done to the
policemen who are trying to form a
trade nirinw-.

"From the newspapers, I learned
-that you will be restricted by legisla-
tion even after the High Court of

.-justice determined that you have an
rindubltable right to form an.
.organization- Legislation that would
nocel your right to organize seems
tome a serious blow to basic rights,”
Sirota wrote In her letter.

~ Central district police commander.
Jffltzav Moshe TiomMn yesterday
cancelled the leave of two of the
organizers of the hunger strike,
Haim Shxnulevitz and Toel Reshef,
preventing their participation in the
trike.

Sources In the district spokeman's
office reported that the twoasked tor
rest leave, but when it was learned
that they intended to demonstrate,
"there was no point hi approving
their vacation.” It was also reported
that Reshef owes the police 88 vaca-
tion days, "another reason to cancel
his leave."
Reshef, who was busy preparing

the policemen's demonstration out-
side the Knesset tomorrow, told The
Post yesterday that Hornkin's action
proves that the policehigh command
is in ganle, ...

. '.SRtey
1

tiea we are serious bSd'rio!^

that thousands of policemen are
prepared to demonstrate they will

stop at nothing to preveht their
system from collapse,” said Reshef.
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Seven no-confidence motions

may confront Knesset today

Five policemen began a hunger strike yesterday in front of the Knesset to protest “the
denial of basic citizens’ rights to policemen and the intent to outlaw os.” The other sign
nadSt “We will not serve in a police force In which thinking is not aliowed.” Pictured
here (from /eft) axe David Ofek* Michael Cohen, s>i«a.whn Bjpgyynan, Jamil Sh&rouf and
AlbertBen-Said. * (Rahrantataaetti

High Court gets Negev land law application
. Jerusalem Post Stall

and Itim

The High Court of Justice Is slated
to decide tomorrow whether to order
the Knesset not to debate the propos-
ed Land Acquisition in the Negev
(Peace Treaty with -Egypt) Law.
They received a request to Issue
such an Injunction yesterday.
The applicant,- Beduln Suleiman

Abu Karen, says a court case Is still

pending on the expropriation of his.

family’s land, and that It would not
he fairly resolved tf the bill were
passed. -

The pending case Is linked to the
controversial Laglya lands dispute,

"

In which the government has still not
answered an April court request to
explain why the land has to be ex-
propriated.
The law the Knesset Is to debate

would enable the government to
•speedily acquire the land to fulfil the
terms of the peace treaty which calls
Ifor building an Israeli airfield In the
{area the Beduin live In.

• A storm of public controversy sur-

rounds the bill, which if passed
would forbid the Beduln from
appealing the expropriation In court.

Respondents cited In Abu Karen’s
appeal were the Knesset Speaker,
tile government and the justice

minister.
According to Abu Karen’s at-

torney, Gideon Fener, if the Knesset
passes the law, Ms client wlB be un-
able to resolve his case.
"My client allowed the govern-

ment to delay the case until now,
because he didn't know what the
Justice Ministry was plotting,"
Pener said In the appeal to the court.

- Meanwhile, two Beduln from the
Negev, Nuri al-Ukbl and Abu
Barihan, yesterday began a hunger
strike outside the Knesset to protest
Justice Minister Shmuel Tamlr’s
refusal to meet with a Beduln
delegation from the Negev to discuss
the land issue.

The two said many Beduln were
expected to come to Jerusalem to-

day to join a demonstration called by
the Committee for the Defence of
Arab Lands. The demonstration, is

scheduled to begin at 8:80 p.m. in
front of the Knesset.
Meanwhile, an Alignment group Is

due to meet Tamir today to press its

own solution to the problem of Be-
duln lands. The opposition contends
that the matter can be settled
without legislation. Its proposals in-

clude a call for binding arbitration

that would issue a decision within
three months. The proposal was

worked out In conjunction with the
sheikhs of the Negev Beduln tribes.

The delegation includes the only Be-
duln MK, Sheikh Hamad Abu Rabla.
In a related development, a group

of left-wing Israelis resident In the
U.8. have written to Shell MKs Url
Avnery and Meir Pa’ll warning that
the special law drafted by the
government to deal with the Beduin
land was "not only anti-democratic
because it undermines minority
rights but will destroy Israel's image
abroad." The signatories Include
author Rebel - Elton, film-maker
Alex Marais, send Prof. Dan Moron.

Further criticism of the bill came
yesterday- from the Israel Civil
Rights Association, which held a
press conference on the proposed
bill, calling it a "draconian step
against a segment of the population
loyal to the State of Israel."
The head of the association,

farmer MK Prof. Hans KUnghoffer,
warned that the law would "send the
Beduin Into the arms of the camps
that have no sympathy for the State
of Israel."
Several legal experts attending the

press conference charged that the
bill Includes an “unprecedented
attempt to take judicial powers into

the government’s hands."

Hikers find body of

Kiryat Arba soldier

SAFAD. — The -body of Shlomo
Lurla, a 19-year-old soldier from

doned building in Wadi Aland near.

fiefe’Ya&t" 'att$Hi66jl •b

$

hikers.

Lurla had been shot In the head
and was wearing his army uniform..

His rifle was found nearby.

Liberals upset by Rimalt’s criticism

Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVTV. — The liberal Party
leadership is upset by the stinging

Ktryat Arba..was found in an aban- i attack delivered over,the weekend
nr P b^ T

*foitmer partjJ-'cJ

’ ,fDeJek” — Xhe Israel Fuel Corporation Ltd.

deeply mourns the death of

Sir CHARLES CL0RE
Member of the Board of Directors

Board of Directors
Deiek

'hairman
Elimelech RImalt_jop^the _ Etkud
governments performance, es-
pecially in the economic sphere.
"This government is Incapable of

curing the country’s economy,"
Remalt charged in a rare public
statement.

Rimalt, who co-chaired the Likud
with Premier Menahem Begin until

1976, confirmed that he' had
boycotted Thursday's Liberal Party
Central Committee meeting
"because Z fall to find anyone to talk

to In the party's executive bodies."

The party has failed to formulate
political and social policy for some
time, he charged, noting that all the

Liberals who had spoken strongly

before the meeting “absolved
themselves" by adopting a "tepid

resolution” that let off the party's

tour ministers. Rimalt has rarely
broken his silence since the Likud
took office.

Liberal Party young .leadership
Chairmen David Admon noted that
«Jtirb'gntpf the Central. Committee
supported his motion demanding'
that the ministers submit to votes of
confidence. This indicated rising

support for the position adopted by
the young leadership and its head,
MK Yehezkel Flomln,’ Admon held.
He saw a victory for their views In

the decision giving the ministers
only three more months to prove
themselves. -

The Liberal decision turned the

government into “a conditional
cabinet,'* the Labour Party
spokesman said yesterday. The sur-

vival of the Likud administration
hinges ona series ofconditions posed
by the Aguda bloc, the NRP and now
the Liberals, he said.

"It is time for the government to
go to the people,” the -Labour
spokesman said.

Firm asks court for name ‘Palestine’

JN

Hie Association for Welfare of Soldiers In Israel

mourns the loss-of

Sir CHARLES CL0RE
an ex-serviceman who was laid to his final rest.

We will remember him.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to the family.

Hie Joint Israel Appeal of Great Britain and Ireland

Israel Office

are deeply grieved on the passing of

Sir CHARLES CL0RE
.-.and extend sincere condolences to the family.

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The owners of an Arab press and
publishing organization in East
Jerusalem have applied to the High
Court of Justice to require the
registrar of companies to register
the firm under the name “Palestine
Press Services.”

The registrar, who -comes under
the authority of the Ministry of
Justice, has refused to accept the
name on the grounds that It has been
chosen for "Improper reasons" and
Is designed to "offend the public.'

1

The firm, which Is owned and run by
Raymonda Tawil of Ramallah and
Ibrahim Kar&een of Jerusalem, has
already published material— mostly
translations from Hebrew to Arabic
— bearing the' imprint "Palestine

Press Services." A sign displaying

the name has long hung outside the

office on East Jerusalem’s Salah e-

Din Street.

The owners, who are also cor-

respondents for the Italian-based

Third World news agency “Inter-

press Sendees," have, decided to

apply to the High Court after a
lengthy correspondence with the

registrar of companies.

Their lawyer told The Jerusalem

Post yesterday that he plans to argue
In court that the refusal to register

the firm as "Palestine Press Ser-

vices" Is offensive to its owners, who
see themselves as Palestinians. .HC'
will also say that Israel recognized

the existence of the Palestinians in

last September's Camp David ac-

cords.

By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

The government faces a vote ofno-
confidence in the Knesset today over
the economic situation.
Seven factions have tabled no-

confidence motions, but it la not
dear whether all seven — or only
four — will be recognized.
The four motions which merit

automatic recognition were tabled
by the Labour-Mapara Alignment,
the DFPE, Shai and Shell. The other
three factions, CRM, Ta'ad and the
XLP, may not have their no-
confidence motions recognized
because the House Rules do not
grant one-man factions the privilege 1

of tabling no-confldence motions.
The Knesset speaker has kept two

Important bills on today’s agenda —
one about requisition of Beduln lands
In the South for construction of new
airfields; the second banningthe for-

mation of a police union. However, If

time does not permit, one or both of

these bills will be put off until

tomorrow.

The state's request to remove the
parliamentary immunity of Samuel
Flatto Sharon to stand trial for elec-

tion bribery will come toa vote In the
House Committee tonight or
tomorrow. The plenum will make the
final decision on Wednesday In a
secret ballot.

Gov’t created economic dependency-Peres
Jerusalem Post Staff

TEL AVIV. — The Labour Party
made mistakes and created distor-
tions In the nation's economic life

when It was In power, but It never
brought about a situation of such
total dependence on outside factors

as the present government has done.
Labour chairman Shimon Peres said
yesterday.
The government Is not capable of

extricating the country from the
economic crisis gripping it, Peres
told a group of Labour leaders
meeting at party headquarters
yesterday evening for deliberations
on the economy. The government is

completely without a guiding social
conception, Peres said.
Hiat&drut Secretary-General

Yeroham Meshel was critical of the
government's Intention to cancel
subsidies, saying this would force

working people to go on welfare. He
said the Hlstadrut would take
responsible action on the economy;
but. if the government failed to meet
its demands, the labour federation
would have to “struggle, to
demonstrate and to warn, to prevent

an economic disaster."
Adi Amoral MK, Labour faction

coordinator on the Knesset Finance
Committee, proposed as part of a
detailed 11-point economic plan that
all public housing comtracts be put
out to International tender, in which
Israeli companies would he eligible

to compete.
Knesset Economics Committee

chairman MK Gad Ya'acobi propos-
ed reducing the means of payment
and cutting subsidies to 26 per cent of
the product price, as ways of reduc-
ing inflation. He also called for In-

creased mobility of labour.

24 suspected gang members
held in Galilee swoop

Jerusalem Post Reported

NAZARETH. — Police have
arrested 24 Jews and Arabs alleged-
ly belonging to a large-scale
burglary ring that broke Into shops,
cracked safes, dealt in drugs and
stole cars throughout Galilee.

Police estimated that millions of

pounds worth of goods were stolen by
the gang Bince the beginning of the
year.
Police said that an additional 15

persons are suspected of belonging
to the gang, and that several of those
are already in jail, serving time for

other crimes.

Police said that they began to
suspect the existence ofan organized
gang when three months ago safes In
Afula and Upper Nazareth were
cracked In similar ways.

Arrests made after those safe-

cracking episodes eventually led to
the detention of the 24 suspects
yesterday.
Among the items police said were

stolen during the gang's Galilee
spree, were four kilos of gold grabb-
ed from jewelry shops, and nine cars
stolen within 10 days. Police added
that the thieves broke into
Blumenthal Hospital In Haifa to
crack the safe there, as well. Police
alleged that the ring used some of
the proceeds of these crimes to In-

vest in large-scale hashish
purchases, for resale in Haifa and
Galilee centres.
Charge sheets have been brought

against eight of the suspects so far.

Charges against the rest are ex-
pected to he drawn up during the
court recess.

Drives lorry into Haifa apartment block
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The driver of a Leyland
truck which

r
cra^^d;-into_an

merit? Mbuilding Here" yesterday was
said last night to be "fighting for hls~

life" in Rambam Hospital.

It took firemen four and a half

hours to extricate the man from the
ruins of the first floor of the Zionism
Boulevard,building, which incurred
"thousands"of pounds of damage.”'

' No one else was 'injured, hut the

woman whose apartment' was
wrecked was treated for shock.

Greek minister to leave

after unofficial visit

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A Greek cabinet member this mor-

ning completes a visit to Israel.

Dr. Spyros Doxiyadla, minister for

social service*, came for a workshop
on “infants at Risk," held under the

auspices of the Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs oa part of Inter-

national Year of the Child,

The authorities pointed out that

Dr. Dcxlyadla’s visit was unofficial

and completely non-political.

Negev archeological

sites endangered
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Three archeological sites In the

northern Negev dating from biblical

times are endangered by the plans to

build a new air base In the area, a
Tel Aviv University archeologist has
warned.
Prof. Moshe Kochavi says that the

sites — even If they are not bulldozed
in the course of building the field —
will undoubtedly be closed to civilian

access. His remarks were made In a
recent article In the historical jour-
nal "Et-Xfol."
HO lists the sites as Tel Malchata.

Tel Mashash and Tel Ira. The latter

Includes the remains of a large, wall-

ed city.

An archeological expedition
mounted by Tel Aviv University and
the government's Antiquities
Department is surveying the three
sites.

Maritime Bank sold
Jerusalem Post Staff

The government yesterday sold its

controlling shares in the Maritime
Bank of Israel to the Panamian-
registered East Miningand Trading
Corporation owned by businessman
Shaul Elsenberg tor 810.6m.

It Is the second Israeli bank ac-
quired by the Elsenberg group.

The other is the First

International Bank.
A bank announcement said Dr. A.

Bergmann. who founded the
Maritime Bank in 1962, had been ap-
pointed chairman of the board of
directors.
The Elsenberg group Is centred in

Tel Aviv but has world wide com-
mercial dealings.

BABY RHINO. — The baby white
rhinoceros born at Ramat Gan
National (Safari) Park gained 2 kg.

on the third day of its life yesterday,
according to Safari director Zvi Klr-
mayer. He told Itim that the
neonatermember of the rarest breed
of rhinoceroses; weighed 32 kg.
yesterday, as against a birth weight
of 30 kg. on Friday. Ita mother
weighs 3.9 tons.

Chief rabbis split on Tisha Be’Av prayer
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Whether or not you recite the
"Nahem” prayer — bemoa-ing
“Jerusalem, the ravaged, the
desolate and the pillaged" — on
Tisha Be'Av this week depends on
whether you follow the rulings of
Sephardi Chief Rabbi Ovadla Yosef
or Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi Shlomo
Goren.

Rabbi Tosef has released his

halachlc ruling regarding the
traditional prayer, which has
through the ages been uttered by
Jews mourning the destruction of the
First and Second Temples on the
ninth day of the Hebrew month of
Av.

Despite the reunification of
Jerusalem during the Six Day War,
he wrote, there la still room tor the
age-old version of the Tisha Be'Av
prayer. "Even though the descrip-

tion in the verse doesn't describe
today’s reality, in which Jerusalem

is developing at a rapid rate and be-
ing settled... by thousands and tens
of thousands...," he continued, "we
are prohibited from writing new ver-
sions of the prayer." Rabbi Yosef ex-

plained that the Temple Mount
stands bore of the Temple, and that
Jews are not permitted to walk on
the site because they are impure.
The Sephardi chief rabbi's ruling

comes a few days after an'
appearance by Rabbi Goren on TV’s
"Morasha’’ programme, during
which he recommended that Jews
recite a revised “Nahem *’ prayer he
himself composed on the basis of an-
cient sources for Tisha Be'Av. The
prayer eliminates the word
"desolate" from "Nahem,” alludes
to the rebuilding of Jerusalem since

reunification and expresses hope tor
the rebuilding of the Temple.

In a similar disagreement, the two
chief rabbis also differ on whether to

recite the "Hallel” prayer with or
without a blessing on Jerusalem
Day.

Rabbi Yosef also ruled that a
religious Jew who owns a restaurant
may sell meat and fowl In his es-

tablishment during the first nine
days of Av when the consumptkon of
meat and fowl is prohibited as a
symbol of mourning over the
destruction of the Temples. But, he
wrote, a religious waiter may not
serve non-koaher food, or meat and
milk dishes together, to a nan-
religious Jew at any tlmeot the year.

The Israel Education Fund

mourns the passing of

Sir CHARLES CLORE

His memory will live on in the hearts of the

people of Israel.
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World news

Kurdish leader appeals to Bazargan Namibia’s white

j , rightists threaten

to halt bloodbath in western Iran I trek to SA

Monday, July 30, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Four

- K .

— Leading spiritual

,
h
, !

eader Sheikh Ezeddln
" haa appealed to Prime

• Mehdl Bazargan to Jn-
. lervene personally in embattled

“ttrolstan to head off further blood;
between autonomy-minded

AUrde and government forces, press
reports said yesterday,
The appeal was matte as the

.
government was sending more men
and equipment to western Iran to
qnetf the Kurdiah rebellion. An un-
oasy calm has settled over the area

• near- the Iraqi border.
ftosaeini In an urgent telegram to

Bhzargan urged him to take a per-
sonal Interest in the province's af-
fairs to head off a possible full-scale
uprising against the central govern-
ment, press reports said. Kurdish

'

leaders claim they have half a
• million armed men ready to fight
against government forces to press
their demands for an autonomous
Kurdistan.
About 30 government troops and

Kurds have been reported killed in
fighting and scores wounded in the
past eight days, near the abandoned
town of Marivan near the Iraqi
border. Marlvan's 30,000 residents
left in protest at the government
despatching revolutionary
guardsmen to maintain law and
order In the area.
Unconfirmed reports said that

government forces were en-
countering difficulties in moving 24

tanks from Kermanshahto SanandaJ

to the north to bolster their armour.
Residents of towns and villages

along the route were said to be block-

ing the road, forcingthe tank column
tp a halt near Kamyaran.
After sending a message of en-

couragement to the Kurdish
civilians blocking the armoured
column. Hosselnl said he was in-

sisting that the Kurds should be
granted self-rule.

"The dispatch of the army and
Islamic Revolutionary Guards to

Kurdistan is a great mistake and Is

directed against all the peoples of

Iran,
’ * he said from his headquarters

In the northwestern town of
Mahabad.
Meanwhile. Deputy Prime

Minister Sadegh Tabatabai said that

West German -Iranian relations have
become strained by West Germany
press attacks on the country's
spiritual leader and the Iranian
Islamic revolution.

Tabatabai's remarks, reported by
the Teheran dally “Baxndad" yester-

day. accused the West German press
of publishing Insulting articles
against Ayatolah Ruhollah
Khomeini.
"This is an attack against what is

sacred to the Iranian people and we
cannot sit idly by while this kind of

thing goes on," the paper quoted him
as saying.

. In other developments, 'the

Customs Department ruled yester-

day that Iranian or foreign
travellers cannot take Persian
carpets with them when leaving

Iran, The department said the ban.

would apply also to unaccompanied
baggage sent abroad.

Passengers carrying carpets have
been stopped at the airport lately in

a drive coinciding with curbs on the
export of foreign exchange.
Each Iranian passenger is allowed

to carry only $4,000. Because of this

restriction, Iranian travellers have
been carrying carpets worth $6,000

to $10,000, or even more, and selling

them abroad at huge profits.

Two men found -guilty of eating
during the Ramadan fasting hours
were flogged 20 times each Saturday
In the southern city of Shiraz, Pars
news agency reported.

Khomeini received a personal note
of apology from Hua Kuo-feng, for a
visit the Chinese leader made to Iran
in the closing months of the deposed
shah's regime, press reports said.
The note of apology was hand-
delivered to Khomeini on Saturday
by visiting Pakistani Foreign
Minister Agaha Sbahl who met with
Mm at the holy city of Qom. (AF.
UPI, Reuter)

U.S. film-maker rents Czech battlefields
LANKOVICE, Chechoslovakia (AF).
— For something leas than $2m., you
can blow up a church 1-n

Czechoslovakia.
Norman Rosemont did, and for the

same price he got to burn up a field
of trees, blast holes In a pasture and
turn rats loose in the countryside.
"The Czech cooperation has been

tremendous," said Rosemont, walk-
ing through his devastated territory
in North Bohemia near the East Ger-
man border.
- Rosemont, an American, is

producing a movie version of Erich
Maria Remarque's World War I
novel "All Quiet on the Western
Front” and getting unexpected help
from the Czechoslovak strip mine in-

dustry.

. “I wanted to shoot it in England,
l)ut we could hot get the military

cooperation we wanted." said Rose-
mont. bouncing out to bis private

battlefield in a four-wheel-drive
truck.
"So I took it to Germany, but they

said they didn't have anything of the

period left, that it had all been
destroyed in Wofrld War n," be said
of his search fdr a period setting.

"They said when they want
something like that they shoot It In

Czechoslovakia."
Rosemont wound up In what once

was the Sudeten!and, the ethnic Ger-
man territory annexed by Hitler In

1938.

After the war, Czechoslovakia
reclaimed it and evicted most of the
remaining Germans. Some of the
Czechoslovaks who replaced the
Germans are themselves being
evicted from some of the area's turn-

of-the-century towns and villages —
they stand in the way of one of

Europe's most awesome strip min-
ing operations.
The government has found that

before the coal miners come, it can
make money by renting out the
abandoned towns and fields to
moviemakers.
Rosemont 's deal included rights to

blow up a countryside church, con-
vert nearby fields into & body-
littered replica of World War I

trenches, and command a contingent
of Czechoslovak soldiers dressed as
French and German troops In his
very own rented village.

"We didn't have to do a thing to

it." he said looking down an
overgrown and littered street lined
with the gutted, battered houses of
Lankovlce.

JOHANNESBURG. (AP). — The
leader of the right-wing white
Nationalist Party of South West
Africa (Namibia) says whites will

cross the Orange River Into South'

Africa In a new "Great Trek" if forc-

ed to accept radical change.
A. H. du Plessls and his party have

-already withdrawn from the
territorial assembly because it pass-

ed a law making segregation a
crime.

In the past year, South Africa has
held on-again, otf-again talks with
five Western powers on a proposal
for independence for the territory,

where whites make up only 10 per
cent of the population. The plan was
for the UN to supervise pre-
Independence elections for the
territory.

But the talks have broken down
with each side accusing the other of
bad faith. However, South African
Foreign Minister Pik Botha said on
Saturday that he was willing to
resume the negotiations.
Botha also said South Africa would

not. support whites who seek to

regain control of the territory. South
Africa has been embroiled in an ex-
pensive. 12-year bush war with black
nationalists for control of Namibia.
Yesterday, Botha criticized U.S.

civil, rights leader Jesse Jackson for

his sloshingattacks on South African
racial inequality.

Botha, in the first official reaction

to Jackson's criticism of apartheid,
said: "He knows very well that .... a
lifetime of work is awaiting him in

his own country. He is apparently
trying to steer clear of these
problems by sputtering gall in South
Africa."
Jackson was once adviser to the

late Rev. Martin Luther King.

Jeff Barber, 19, lets fly with Us winning spit to capture the 1979
national tobacco spitting championships and set a new record of 9.69
metres. (UPI telephoto)

Chawin’ champ plugs natl record

Mail confesses to 20 murders
POUGHKEEPSIE. New York (AP).— A 50-year-old paroled murderer,
who says he committed 20 slayings
across the U.S. In the past year, was
being held in jail here, police said.
""We could be sitting on a mass
murderer here," said a senior In-

vestigator of the New York State
Police Bureau of Criminal Investiga-
tion.

John Fischer, paroled from a New
Jersey state prison in June 2978 after
serving 26 years for a murder con-
viction. was held without ball on a
charge of second-degree murder
while authorities Investigated his
claims.

.
Fischer turned himself- in to- New .

Ypric City police an Friday and told
them he bad killed his wife in
Duchess County, north of
Poughkeepsie.

Police said they went to the home
Fischer had shared with daudine
Eggers, 78, and found her body Fri-
day morning. Theysaid she had died
of multiple stab wounds.
Investigators said they found a
marriage certificate at the house,
but had been unable to authenticate
It

Later Friday. Fischer was brought
to Duchess County where he confess-
ed to "80 more murders,” police
said.

Warrants for Fischer's arrest
have been issued in Arizona and
Oklahoma for two murders he said

;
he committed there, the Investigator
said! He said detectives from the two
states are oh their way to
Poughkeepsie to question the
suspect.

Greece warns it may close U.S. bases
ATHENE (Reuter). — The Greek
government may close U.S. military
bases In Greece if it is not satisfied

with negotiations on its return to
NATO's military wing, informed
sources said yesterday.
Greece pulled out of the military

wing in 1974 following the Turkish In-

vasion of Cyprus and is now seekjng
a special status for its return.

This would keep Greek armed
forces under national control except
during a major East-West conflict

when they would come under NATO
command.
Re-entry negotiations are being

blocked by a Turkish demand that
the Issue of operational control of the
Aegean Sea should be solved before
Greece rejoins the military wing.
Greece claims that the Aegean

issue should be settled through talks
between Nato's new supreme com-
mander, Genera! Bernard Rogers,,
and the Greek armed forceB chief.

General Ioannis Davos.

Ohio rockers make
mayhem, not music
CLEVELAND (UPI). — One youth
was shot to death, three others
wounded and another- drowned In
'violence preceding a rock concert on
Saturday in Cleveland Municipal
Stadium.
Police also said six people were-

stabbed.
There were some reports that 75

people were arrested before, during
and after the concert, but police

would confirm only that 16 people
were arrested during the concert on
charges of disorderly conduct and in-

toxication. A spokesman for the
stadium corporation said the 65,800
fans who attended the concert werq
"a well-behaved group:" •

" '*

The mayhem that'resulted In the
shootings and stabblngn broke out
early Saturday morning,when an es-
timated 89,000 young people— near-
ly 20,000 more than the stadium's
capacity— moved into the city prior
to the concert.

"This is just a normal rock con-
cert," a Cleveland detective said.

Afghan cabinet changed
NEW DELHI ( AP) . — Afghan Presi-
dent Nur Mohammed Tarakl's
regime has reshuffled its cabinet,
All-India Radio reported yesterday
quoting foreign broadcasts.
Shah Wall, deputy prime minister,

became foreign minister, it said. The
post had been held by Prime
Minister Haflzullab Amin, who
reportedly will now concentrate on
the struggle against rebels.
The reshuffle followed a purge of

Deputy Prime Minister Badrak Kar-
mal and other Parcham faction
members a year ago and the arrest
last August of Defence Minister Ab-
dul Qadlr.

Italian boy kidnapped
VENNA D1 FERRUZZANO, Italy

(AP). — Three masked bandits
broke into the villa of Giovanni Sculll
on Saturday night and, after over-
powering him, fled with his eigtat-

year-oid son Fablo, police said
yesterday.

Sculli. a pharmacist of Reggio
Calabria where .he is a Socialist
member of the regional government,
told police the three bandits were
armed with shotguns and pistols.
Police excluded any political

significance for the abduction, say*
big it 1might be the work of a'poWfcr-

fill Calabrian'kidnap ring whieb-bas
carried out more than 60 kidnap-
pings for ransom In the past 10

years.

RALEIGH, Mississippi (UPI). —
Jeff Barber, a 19-year-old foodstore
worker from the Mississippi Gulf
coast, captured the 2979 national
tobacco spitting championship an
Saturday with a world-record spurt
of 9.69 metres.
"I felt it was coming today. I'd

been practising about a month," the
Ocean Springs youth said after his

winning effort surpassed the old

record of 9.46 metres set by Don,
Snyder In 1976.

Barber, who 'brought his bride of
two months along to watch the ac-
tion, won the accuracy event three
times in past years, earning the
nickname of "faucet man," which
was emblazoned on the back of his T-
shirt. He also finished as the runner-
up three times In the distance event,
but had never won it before.

Dissension in India gov’t:

6 ministers no*, appointed
NEW DELHI (UPI). - President
Neelam Sanjiva Reddy cancelled the
appointment of six ministers to
Prime Minister Charsn Singh's
emerging cabinet because of dissen-

sion in the ranks of the hours-old
government.
The presidential communique late

Saturday night also announced the
appointment of Shyam Nandan
Miahra, 59, as foreign minister, and
54-year-old HeinvatJ Nandan
Bahuguna as finance minister.
The six ministers whose ap-

pointments were cancelled are
members of the Congress Party fac-
tion. led by Yesfawautrao Chavas,
who has been appointed deputy
prime minister in charge of the

Home Ministry.
Several senior members of

Chavan's party objected to selecting
ministers for the new cabinet who
were previously ministers in former
prime minister Indira Gandhi's
government. They also protested
that the party's nominees did not in-

clude a single representative of the
Untouchable caste or India's
Moslem minority.

Several senior members threaten-
ed to leave the party, farcing Ch&van
to advise his six colleagues to stay
away from the swearing-in
ceremony pending a settlement of
the inner-party quarrels.

;
Singh, 78, became Ms country's

fifth prime minister on Saturday.

U.S. reports Cuba troop cutbacks

7 die in dung pit

NEW DELHI (Reuter). — Seven
people died of suffocation near
Ahmedabad In Western India when a
man fell into a cow dung fertilizer pit

and six jumped in to try to rescue
him, the Press Trust of India
reported yesterday.

Bub plunge kills 18
Tanzanian soldiers

DAR ES-SALAAM (Reuter). —
Eighteen Tanzanian soldiers were
killed and 81 injured when their bus
plunged 400 metres down a ravine In

western Tanzania, the government-
owned “Sunday News" reported
yesterday.
The soldiers were returning from

Uganda when the accident -occurred
on Friday near Lake Malawi, the

newspaper said.

WASHINGTON (Reuter). — Cuba
appears to have pulled out about 1.-

600 troops .from Ethiopia in the past
few months and may also have cut
back its forces in Angola, U.S. State
Department officials said yesterday.

Officials said they did not see any
military or political significance In
the reductions, which leave Cuba's
troop strength In Ethiopia at about
16,000 and about 19,000 in Angola.

Officials stressed that estimates
by U.S. intelligence were baaed on
fragmentary information such as
observation of ship and aircraft
arrivals and departures, and
therefore, could not be more precise.
At the same time, it seems that

Cuba and the Soviet Union have
decided not to Increase their Joint
'military involvement in Africa while
the U.S. Senate considers ratifica-

tion of SALT-n (the new Strategic
‘Arms Limitation Treaty), officials

said.

Both the Soviet Union, which has
provided weapons and military com-
manders to Its African allies, and
Cuba, which has supplied the troops,
have shown increased sensitivity In

dealings with the Zlmbabwe-
Rhodesia bush war, officials said.

The Kremlin appears, to be holding
back on arms to Patriotic Front
guerrilla forces fightfiig the black-
led government in Salisbury, of-

ficials added.

Italian ships save

200 boat people
SINGAPORE- — Three Italian naval

ships looking for Vietnamese
' refugees In the South China.Sea have

so far picked up about 200. who will

be given homes in Italy, Italian of-

ficials said yesterday--

The ahips, which ret out from

Singapore last Wednesday and are

due back this week, are equipped to

carry up to 1,000 boat people.

Among those picked up were 128

drifting in a boat with a disabled

engine. Italian Under-Secretary of.

the Interior Gutseppe Zaraberlettl

said at the end of a visit to

Singapore.
•They had not eaten for 13 daya

and some were near the end of tbetr

strength and would have died," he

said.

Two U.S. Navy submarine-
tracking planes searched the South
China Sea anew for Vietnamese boat

people yesterday but returned to

base after finding none, the U.S.

Navy said in Manila.
A. naval task force headed by the

aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk arrived

in Thailand on Saturday with 66

refugees rescued from leaky boats In

the South China Sea.

Vietnam claims

new Chinese

border attacks
BANGKOK (UPI). — On the eve of

their' peace talks, Vietnam yester-

day charged that China has stepped
up attacks along their uneasy com-
mon frontier, Increasing border ten-

sion between the two former allies.

China and Vietnam meet for the
ninth session of their marathon
peace talks today in Peking In the
midst of the sporadic attacks on
their border and their quarrel over
Vietnamese refugees which now in-

volves China's other neighbour, the
Soviet Union.
A lengthy list of alleged Chinese

attacks put out by the official Viet-

nam news agency also accused
China of attempting to send back
Vietnamese refugees who, it said,

now are pro-Peking secret agents.

It sold recent fighting instigated

by Chinese forces caused "many
casualties to Vietnamese soldiers

and civilians." although it gave no
details.

Inquiry opens today
in Chicago DC-10 crash
CHICAGO (Reuter) .— An official in-

quiry opens today into the worst air
disaster in the U.S. when a DC-10
plane crashed, kiHlng 273 people,
after an engine fell off on takeroff

from Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
DC-lOB In the U.S. and throughout

the world were grounded lor up to a
month as investigators checked the
planes after the crash cm May 25.

The Inquiry, conducted by the
National Transportation Safety
Board, will question some 40
witnesses, mechanics and Industry
experts to try to pinpoint the cause of
the crash.

Millionaire Frenchman
freed after 39 days
PARIS flTPl). — French police were
searching yesterday for the
criminals who kidnapped one of the
richest men in France.
Henri Lelievre, an 82-year-old

multi-millionaire real estate dealer,
was released on Saturday night on
the outskirts of Paris, less than two
days after his family honoured a
6m.-franc (IL36.6m.) ransom re-
quest.

Lelievre had been held for 39 days
in a small room. He was abducted on
June 21 front his villa in M&reeche. a
northwestern village near Le Mans,
by two men posing as policemen.
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Abdul-
Hamid's
Palestine

Rhodesia will strain Commonwealth meet unity

A record of the destruction of

Jewish life in Europe during the

dark years of Nazi rule

23 maps and over 50
photographs, with much new
material, including details of the

persecution of Gipsies and other

non-Jewish minorities. By renow-

ned historian . Martin Gilbert.

Published in Israel by The
Jerusalem Post.

IL60 incl VAT

Distributed by Atlas Ltd. Available

whateverThe Jerusalem Post'll sold, or

from Hz offices in Jerusalem. Tel Aviv

or Haifa o* by post on tha coupon

below.

To The Jerusalem Post. POB
81, Jerusalem.

Please send me.... copy/copies
of The Holocaust at (L60 each
inch VAT, packing and postage.

My cheque is enclosed.

NAME..

ADDRESS

Rare century-old photos from the

private collection of the Ottoman
Sultan Abdu) Hamid il. Hundreds
of revealing pictures, selected and
introduced by Jacob M.Landau.
Published by Carta. Hard cover.

size 27x21 cm.

IL216 incl. VAT.
Post free worldwide.

From StBimatskys, Bronfmans

and Lonnie Kahn and better

bookshops everywhere, or from

the offices of The Jerusalem Post

in Jerusalem. Tel Aviv or Haifa or

by mail. Please complete end

return the coupon below.

To POST
POB 81, Jerusalem.

Please send me Abdul Hamid's

Palestine. My cheque for I L2 16

is enclosed.

NAME
ADDRESS

By MAUREEN JOHNSON
LUSAKA (AP) . — Ever since white-
ruled South Africa quit the Com-
monwealth in 1961, the unique

- association of countries once ruled
by Britain has taced some risk of

tearing Itself anart over the tur-'

bulent politics of Southern Africa.
That risk has never loomed larger

than it does this week, when leaders
of 39 nations, whose peoples com-
prise a quarter of the world's popula-
tion, gather for a week-long meeting
beginning Wednesday.
Queen Elizabeth H, the head of the

Commonwealth, arrived here on
Thursday for a nine-day state visit,

and the prime ministers following
her here are known to be concerned
about the escalating seven-year
guerrilla war In neighbouring
Zimb&bwe-Rhodesia.

The ingredients are there for an
all-out row over the next move on
Ziubabwe-Rhodesla, whose first
black majority government Is
regarded by guerrillas and most
Commonwealth nations as a
betrayal of black Interests to the
white minority.
The potential for discord is offset

by a determination among many of
the leaders of the Commonwealth's
'one billion people — 70 per cent of
them Asian and 16 per cent African
— to avoid a showdown, with
Britain's Margaret Thatcher, prime

minister of the one-time colonial
master, in the hot seat
Australian Prime Minister

Malcolm Fraser and Canada's new
leader, Joe Clark, are each headed
for other African nations as well as
Zambia.
Fraser, according to to Australian

government sources, has written to

Clark- and to New Zealand, leader
Robert Muldoon warning the Com-
monwealth could break up If there is

a split over what many members see
as Thatcher's moving toward an end
to sanctions against Zimbabwe-
Rhodesia and eventual recognition
of the current regime.

Australia, Canada, New Zealand
and Britain are the Commonwealth's
richest countries, the oldest and the
only white members of an associa-
tion which encompasses some of the
world's poorest and tiniest nations.
Before arriving here, Fraser is

due to visit Nigeria, the most power-
ful African country in the Com-
monwealth, which bos lined up solid-

ly with Zambia and the four other
"front-line" states on the Rhodesian
issue.

Three of the front-liners'. Zambia,
Tanzania and Botswana, which sup-
port and host the armies of the
Patriotic Front Guerrilla move-
ment, are Commonwealth members.
For her part, Thatcher has been

stressing she will come to Lusaka to
listen and to consult. .

Want to ship your personal belongings anywhere

in the world from Tel Aviv or New York?

Contact us!

"And that's precisely what we're
counting on," a' Commonwealth
Secretariat official who asked not to
be identified told the Associated
Press.

"There's really no need for a ma-
jor

1

row. and provided Mrs. Thatcher
doesn't start talking down, there
won’t be one."
Finding word formulas and knock-

ing Britain is about all the Com-
monwealth is good for in the view of

many right-wing British lawmakers
and sections of the British press
which regularly lam bast it as a
"farce” and a “ludicrous
gathering.”
But the desire to stay together

among the diverse nations, with
whom Britain left her language and.
In some cases, a love of cricket, is

nonetheless real.

Despite all the differences in out-
look. resources and power, t,here is a
discernible streak of old-fashioned
sentiment.
At the 1978 Commonwealth sum-

mit in Ottawa. Singapore Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew put It this

way: "We inherited basic In-
stitutions and concepts of govern-
ment and society. We understand
.each other better than Any other
group does.”

_
As Britain shed her

1empire in the
post-World War II dei-ades and turn-
ed to Europe for economic partners,
the Commonwealth evolved into a
loose association of diverse coun-
tries. Their common denominator is

that they were British colonies and
acknowledge the British monarch as

the "symbol of their association."
In /act, 23 Commonwealth coun-

tries are republics and four ~ the
two tiny Southern African kingdoms
of Lesotho and Swaziland, along with
Malaysia and Tonga — have their

own monarchs.
The most populous member, India,

has more than 600 million people.
The two smallest, Nauru and

Tuvala, are associate members.
They have fewer than 10,000 people
and traditionally do not attend Com-
monwealth summits.
The newest member, a cluster of

Pacific islands, formerly the Gilbert
Islands and now called Kiribati, join-

ed when Us 66,000 people gained in-

dependence two weeks ago.

Commonwealth Secretariat of-

ficials are eager to stress that all

member countries — regardless of

size of politics — meet as equals.
.• But economically some are
manifestly more equal than others.
And the demands on the $25m. Com-
monwealth Fund for Technical
Cooperation, to which Nigeria is the
third largest contributor, are grow-
ing.
Twenty-one Commonwealth

members are small island states or
landlocked African nations with pop-
ulations of fewer than one million,

and most have per capita incomes of
under $500 a year.
The problems of what are called

the "island developing, and other
specially disadvantaged countries”
are the subject of a special paper due
to be presented at the Lusaka
meeting.

CARGO VESSELS
EXPECTED

At Haifa and Ashdod Ports

HERAKLE8 as.? Walfn AmhitnA

IMS 81.7 AaMvd.'Haifa

ESHEL 30.7 AiluM/Haifa

TEESLAND 31.7 Haifa

AVEDAT 31.7 Haifa

NIELS HENRIK

ABEL 31.7 Haifa

SILVER EAGLE 1.8 Ashdod

ZIM AUSTRALIA «.8 Haifa

SPINDRIFT 3.0 Haifa

HERALUTZE1 3.3

SIGAL 3.8

NARdS 0.8

ODIN 0.8

At Eilat Port
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Anything from a small trunk to a full container
We specialize in;

• Export packing
Shipping fay air and sea

• Complete documentation
• Insurance — all risk insurance, door to door

Door to door service

E.D.S. International Transportation Ltd.

Experience, reliability, efficiency

E.DJS. Tel Aviv ' E.D.S. New York
37 PinskerSt., Tei Aviv 506-523 Corine Ave.( Brooklyn
Tel. 03-282557, 283532 Tel. (212) 649-4830

ANEUROGAR PAIN CLINIC
has opened tn Jerusalem

A clinic where you forget your pains. Low back pains, headache,
migraine and many other painful conditions.

Specialist medical staff.

Individual attention — mainly T.E.N.S. method*.
Chinese acupuncture, etc.

a

Slimming treatment. Breaking the smoking habit.

Details ; Tel. 02-669443,

57 Behov Runiban, Rehavia. Jerusalem.

SINGAPORE

STAR

ZIM EILAT

Subject to change
without prior notice

****
*** ZIM
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SHE SET trends as the queen of
Camelot. She drew sympathy as the

- dignified widow In the blood-stained
pink suit and pillbox bat. She stirred
controversy as the bride of an aging
Greek shipping tycoon. Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis turned 90 on Satur-
day. but her name still evokes the

.

powerful images of the past.
Time and new pursuits have

.'separated her from her role in the
White House and her days on the
Greek island of Skorpios. And yet,

.'the wide-eyed, whispery-voiced
celebrity , etui draws staring crowds
and snapping papparassi — and, as
ever, she remains aloof and serene,
perpetuating that “Jackie mysti-
que."
- Family and friends ' willingly
oblige her obsession to keep the
details of her life a secret. Most
Simply will not discuss her publicly;
those who do speak only In vague
terms.
“She's really two people," says

Stephen Birmingham, who has
known her for years and written a
biography on her. “When you're on a
one-to-one basis with her, she's
rather shy and seems rather
frightened and a little wistful and
hesitant, her eyes darting around the
room. When she's mafcfng & public
appearance, she just glows. She

Jackie at 50
By JOAN OIBILLO/New York
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As America’s First Lady she set
trends and made headlines. Five
years after her husband's assassina-
tion she made them again, display-
ing the single-mindedness for which
she Is known. Defying considerable
criticism, she emerged unruffled
from a Greek Orthodox church aa
(he wife of divorced billionaire

Aristotle Onassis.
-.“She still does exactly what she
wants," hays Cornell Capa, a long-
time acquaintance and director of
the International Centre of
Photography in Manhattan.
That includes pampering herself

Jo,preserve a youthful appearance.
6he reportedly spends hundreds of
thousands of dollars on clothes every
year and follows a beauty regime

that includes thrice-weekly ap-'
pointmenta at the mid-Manhattan
salon Kenneth.
She exercises her Influence

sparingly. Her public support is
usually reserved for a few projects
that coincide with her personal in-
terests in art, photography, building
preservation and antiques.
She has led the fight to save Grand

Centra] Station, serves as. a trustee
for the Whitney Museum of
American Art, and is a board
member of Capa’s photography cen-
tre. i- •

Even in her official roles, though,
she rarely speaks publicly.

Mrs.Onasais’ friends are-con-
tinually frustrated by her un-
willingness to use her clout for
various causes. Feminist Gloria
Steinem, for Instance, constantly en-
treats Mrs. Onassis to go public with
her personal support for. the equal
rights amendment. .

“She just doeanlt case that muchV
she really doesn't,'' says Kitty
Kelley, author of the controversial
book “Jackie Oh," which paints Mrs.
Onassis as a calculating and
manipulative woman.
The picture that emerges of the

private Jackie la as complex as the
public role she has played over the
years.
Since Onassis’ death in 1975, she

has grown increasingly Involved in
her work in publishing. She began as
a consulting editor at Viking Press
and, after two years, moved over to

Doubleday and Co. As a staff editor,

she has worked Tuesdays through
Thursdays at the Park Avenue*
publishing house for the past year.

“She takes her work very serious-

ly. She's called me at eight in the’

morning," says Raquel Ramatl, who
says another firm was interested in
her book on preserving city streets
before Mrs. OnaBsis grabbed it for
Doubleday.

CO-WORKERS describe Mrs.
Onassis as "just one of the group,"
working with her office door open,
chatting around the coffee machine
and makingher own phone calls. Her
assistant, -Hope Marinetti, says she
baa a knack for publishing, is
currently juggling nine projects, and
is "extremely articulate, eloquent
and fun to work with.”
And yet, especially In her work

life, the conflict between publicity,

and privacy continually emerges.
Mrs. Onassis still refuses to grant in-

terviews, although she agreed to a
"conversation!* with Gloria Steinem
for a cover story on her work In

‘

"Ms." magazine's March issue and.
even wrote an article about work
herself!. s> ...
And the Doubleday staff, like

many of thq loyal soldiers around
Mrs. Onassis, continually protects

her. Staffers kept reporters and
photographers atbay evenatapress
reception introducing a book Mrs.
Onassis edited.

Beyond work, many observers
say, Mrs. Onassis is happier now
than ever before. Single, with her
work to occupy her, she has been en-
joying the independence of her new
lifestyle.

She zips from her Fifth Avenue
apartment to the family farm in

Peapack, New Jersey, to her home
in the Kennedy compound in Hyan-
nisport, Massachusetts. She is often

seen jogging or walking in Central
Park and continues to_enjoy

horseback riding, bicycling and ski-

ing.

Her male escorts have been many
and varied, among them film direc-
tor Peter Davis and columnist Pete
Hamill, but any Inkling of plans for
marriage is purely speculative.
friends say Mrs. Onassis con-

tinues to be fiercely proud of and
devoted to her children. John, 18, has
just graduated from Phillips
Academy in Andover.
Massachusetts, and will enter Brown
University in Providence, Rhode
Island this fall. Caroline, 21, will

return to Radcliffe College in Cam-
bridge, Mas8&chusetta, for her
junior year.
“She reporta on her children and

there's always that wonderful glow
of her pleasure In what they're
•doing," says writer George Plimp-
ton, one of the few Onassis Intimates
who would make any comment.
He describes Mrs. Onassis as a

"marvellous conversationalist" who
possesses the rare talent of listening

well. “She gives you absolutely un-

divided attention so one feels in the
spotlight with her."
The former first lady recently had

an unexpected exchange with two
youngwomen reporters covering her
appearance at a building dedication
In Manhattan. Dressed simply in a
'black

,
linen-skirt-and red-and-white

striped, blouse she. approached the
reporters, asking about their jour-

nalism careers and joking about her
illegible notes when she was the in-

quiring photographer in 1952 at the
now-defunct "Washington Ttmes-
HeraJd."
She spoke casually, yet carefully,

about her pleasure In living and
working in New Tork. For a time,
she even seemed to forget her well-
known contempt for the press.
But then, one of the reporters ask-

ed what she thought of a possible

presidential bid byTed Kennedy and
the spell was broken.

"Goodbye, girls. It's been nice
talking to you," she said. And she
smiled, turned on her heels and
walked away.

(Amm(dated Press)

.185 TURKISH men, women and
who on Good Friday, April

coupled the vast Roman
c St. John's Cathedral In

Due to avoid expulsion from
Netherlands, finally agreed to

e It on July 20. The only conces-

they had, made until then was
moving to ah aisle, so that the
.tiiurch -services could go on. In that

risle they sat around for over three
months, slept, prepared their meals,
did their washing and hung their

laundry.

The Turks all hail from the
easternmost part of Anatolia, where

» u. Christians they were dls-

. ...nd^^-Ohninated against and harassed by
Urn Moslem majority, and in par-
ticular by ‘the Kurds. They had
therefore come to the town of

***1 Hengelo, In the eastern part of

,#*1* Holland, hoping to receive the of*
" A fleial status of refugees, or at least to

^.receive a permit to stay. In Hengelo,
t •** In other parts of the country,
L many other Turks, mostly Moslems,

The cathedral Turks
By HENRIETTA BOAS/Amsterdam
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K hadsettled before them, as so-called

f
-guest workers. Hengelo alone has

i wane 8,000, out of a total population

f 100,000.

On their arrival most of these

Turkish Christians had Immediately
applied for refugee status. Accor-

ding to Dutch law, as long as no deci-

sion is made on such a request, or as

long as it is under appeal, the
foreigners could stay in Holland.

Some of them, however, had been
rejected on appeal. The group of 185

then occupied St. John's Cathedral,

since policemen are not allowed to

enter a church to make arrests.

Meanwhile, feverish activities

went on In their behalf by various
organizations, and by the Bishop of

Bois-le-Duc, Msgr. Bluyasens, who
tried to intervene with the Under
Secretary for Justice, Miss E.
Haars. Haara held that If these

Syrian Orthodox Christiana had been
harassed by the Moslem majority in

Eastern Anatolia, they were not dis-

criminated against by the Turkish

government as such and might have
moved to another part of Turkey.

perhaps to Istanbul, rather than
come as refugees to Holland.
Nor had many of these Turkish

Christians personally suffered
persecution; most had left their

homes to avoid this. Her main argu-
ment, however, waa-that if these 185
were granted the status of refugees,

the same concession would be open
to perhaps thousands of others who
had already followed them or were
still expected, as "Hengelo" had
become a magic word for these
Syrian Orthodox Christians in
Eastern Anatolia.

HENGELO was In fact given added
importance a few weeks ago when
the Syrian Orthodox Patriarch con-
secrated a new bishop, Msgr. Cicek.

for all the Syrian Orthodox
Christians in Europe. The seat will

be in Hengelo.
Sympathy with the “Cathedral

Turks" came from many circles in

the Netherlands, but a negative
reaction came from the municipality
of Hengelo. It pointed out that they
would not be able to return to
Hengelo, since their places in their

former boarding houses had
meanwhile been taken over by 1

Syrian Orthodox newcomers who
likewise hoped to receive -permission

to stay in The Netherlands. The
Hengelo Municipality also observed
that these Syrian Orthodox
Christians had left their homes in

' Eastern Anatolia for fear of the
Moslem majority. However,
Hengelo alone had some 8,000
Moslem Turks, which could certain-

ly cause friction.

The Turko from the Cathedral will

-now be accommodated temporarily
In three buildings In the same area.

They had finally agreed to leave
the Cathedral because conditions
had become unbearable. An ad- J
dltional reason Is that Parliament is

currently recessed, so that no
parliamentary pressure on Miss
Haars is- to be expected for the next
several weeks. Moreover. Mlaa
Haars is to go on holiday.

LIVING IN ISRAEL?

Tourist! You are invited to a question and answers evening

which -takes place every week at the following locations:

Tiberias Plaza, a C.P. Hotel, {English) at 9 p.m.

Hotel Hof, Haifa, Sderot Hanassi {English) at 9

Accadla Hotel. Herzllya (English) at 9 p.m.

Park Hotel. Netanya (French) at 9p.m.

Sharon Hotel, HerzlJya (English) at 9 p.m.

Park Hotel, Tel Aviv (Iranian) at 0 p.m.

Tal Hotel, Tel Aviv {English) at 9 P-m.

Ihud Shivat Zion Synagogue. Oneg Shabbat

(English) at 9 p.m.

J^rther.anfermatlon: Tour Va’aleh, W.Z.O.

2«Pt. of Immigration and Absorption
jftt'AvIvv 14 Rchov Kaplan. Tel. 03-258313

%/i2*‘Sdcrot Hanassi. Tel. 04-83358

lem, 5 Rehov Ben Yehuda, Tel. 02-639261

iptloii hours: Sun-Thur., 8 a.m. - 2 P-«n. Fri-» 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Park. Hotel. Netanya, Desk, Sun.-Thur. B-9 p.m.
f

Ruined by a cheque
EIGHT YEARS after signing a che-

que for 12 francs' worth of petrol

which his bank refused to honour, a
well-off French businessman was
arrested in hla office by two gen-

darmes, hand-cuffed and bundled
Into prison for two months.

By the time he was released, his

business had been ruined by a
whispering campaign In which his

creditors lost their confidence.

The case Is one of a number cited

by a French committee of lawyers

who are fighting whal they say is a
deliberate contravention ofthe Euro-

pean Convention on Human Rights
— the ability of French courts to jail

a defendant in bis absence without

even the opportunity of appointing a

defence counsel.

The campaign has centred on

bounced cheques, which are treated

in France with a severity hardly

matched in any other Western coun-

try. It has become the most common
offence dealt with in absentia — half

the defendants are not present
But the Action Committee for the

Respect for the Right of Defence
says that in many casea the offender

is not on the run. He has simply

never been informed of the charge
and is unlikely to know that he has
been sentenced until the police come
to take him off fb jail.

GAULLZST Deputy Jacques
Cressard is to propose in parliament
this autumn that sentence in absen-
tia be revoked, a proposition which Is

surprising because seven- years ago
the then Justice Minister Ren6
Pleven promised exactly the same
thing after a case which caused a
national outcry.

At that time, six years after pass-

ing a dud cheque for 75 francs for a
pair of spectacles, a mother of nine

was arrested In her home and taken
to prison to serve a four-month
sentence. She did not know that a
court had passed judgment and one
of her sons was so shocked that he
committed suicide.

As a result of the public protest, a
court ordered Che woman's im-
mediate release and & special legal

commission was set up by the
Ministry of Justice to prepare the

reform. The commission is still sit-

ting.

(Ofwvrver P«ralfpt Newt Sarvfea)

IVAN THE HOST
4,Touarenotpermitted to havesome
stronger* in the room while you art?

absent. Be careful with fire, don't
have big luggage in your room. ”

— Instruction card for guests at
Hotel Ukraine

FOR ATHLETES and others
currently attending the Soviet sports
festival Spartakiade, and for tourists
planning to visit the 1980 Olympics
here, an experience not to be
forgotten Is living in a Moscow hotel.

This Is not just an accommodation,
it's an adventure.
For most of the 700 foreign jour-

nalists and many of the invited
guests at Spartakiade, home for two
weeks is the Hotel Ukralna — a huge,
1,000-room skyscraper In the
architectural genre known as
"Stalin wedding cakes."
There are seven of these un-

mistakable buildings on the Moscow
skyline. Including the Foreign
Ministry and Moscow State Univer-
sity. "They look like cathedrals. The
idea was to be grandiose, to
celebrate the accomplishments of
the Communist Party and state with
monumental architecture, but it was
done with a heavy hand." noted one
Moscow resident.
Actually, these Stalln-era

buildings of pale brown blocks look
rather like the fantasyland castle of
Disneyland, with Gothic overtones.
Sprawling structures with elaborate
towers and turrets, they have
steeples topped with a gold wreath
encasing the obligatory neon red
star.

The lobby of the Ukralna has been
likened to "Grand Central Statftm
without the trains It la cavernous,
austere and rather forbidding, an
ambiance Immediately reinforced
by the elevators, which one
American guest dubbed “Jaws 3."

They are not exactly man-eaters,
but they could pass In a pinch. The
thick, heavy doors of polished wood
shut rapidly with a thunderous
clang. There is a way of stopping
them, but It takes sone figuring out.
The car rises with a grinding whir— but not very fast. If you are in a

hurry, beat take the stairs. Paul Hor-
nung. a former football star who la

here aa a television commentator,
reckoned it took him 14 minutes to
travel 16 doors by elevator.
The Ukraine lobby usually is

By BARRY LORGE
Moscow

crowded by day, but almost deserted
before midnight. Moscow is an early
closing city, with no night life to

speak of, and no visitors are allowed
in rooms after 11 p.m. Registration

- cards arc scrupulously checked by a
guard at the door.

AT THE dinner hour, the general
hubbub and clinking of dishes is

mingled with the sounds of the house
orchestra. No Russian folk ballads
or soothing Tchaikovsky suites from
these musicians. They belt out the
Beatles and Bee Gees at such dis-
cordantly deafening decible levels
that the wine and vodka bottles on
ringside tables join in the dancing.
Just Imagine a bad group playing
over-am piffled hard rock in a train
station and you have the sensation.
"If you close your eyes." grumbled
one American last week, “you could
easily Imagine the lounge of a
Ramada Inn in Fort Worth."
Portions are rather spare. Some

Americans, who must seem like glut-

tons even to stocky bread-and-
potatoes-fed Soviets, like to order an
appetizer and two main courses:
stuffed cabbage rolls and chicken
with dumplings for instance. Then
dessert.
Thick, rich and creamy Soviet ice

cream la one of the most pleasant
discoveries for visiting Westerner!,
many of whom consider it the beat in

the world. It comes in one flavour,
vanilla, but la usually topped with
berries or Jam.
Ice cream was unknown here until

the late Anastas Mlkoy&n, long-time
head of trade and food industries In

the Soviet Union tasted it at a trade
exposition in the U.S. in the 1930s and
brought the idea home with him. The
Soviets will not reveal their in-
gredients, but they have built a
better vanilla.

Most tourists dine in their hotels —
either because meals are prepaid in
the tour packages purchased from
Zntourist, the huge government-run
travel agency that arranges prac-
tically all foreign travel In the Soviet
Union, or because they are in-

timidated by restaurants where
reservations.are on iffy proposition

and only Russian Is spoken.

Service In the hotel dining roams la

inconsistent at best. Seasoned
travellers to the Soviet Union say i:

has Improved markedly In the last

decade, and expect It to be at its best

during the Olympics, but It still will

never be mistaken for the Rltz.

Walters and waitresses are
predominantly unsmiling and un-

helpful.

Occasionally, service is prompt.
More often, one waits a long time fer

everything — even for a menu when
there are few customers in the room
and a dozen waiters standing around
talking among themselves. When the

menu finally comes, there is only

one, no matter how many people are
at the table. And having delivered it.

the waiter expects your order almost
immediately.

ONE FEATURE peculiar to Soviet
hotels is the dezhumaya, or “floor

lady." There Is one on every fleer,

usually matronly in appearance, and
she Is a combination concierge and
house mother.
On duty 24 hours a day. she keeps

all room keys at her desk, near the
elevator and stairs. She Is in charge
of laundry, wake-up calls, breakfast
orders and other services, and Is the
sentry against any trouble or com-
motion. She is responsible for enfor-
cing the rules printed on every
guest's registration card, including
the emphatic "no visitors in the
rooms between 13 p.m. and 9 a.m."
Intourist offers four basic

.categories of accommodation: the
extravagant deluxe suite, deluxe,
first class and group tourist. The
average tirat-elaaa room at the
Ukralna is drab but serviceable,
with high ceilings, a fading picture
or two on the walls, and a black-and-
white television. The beds are
narrow but comfortable.
There is a story, probably

apocryphal, but often repeated, that
Canadian hockey players competing
in the Soviet Union scoured their
rooms looking for the elusive
"bugs." Gerry Cheevers. convinced
there was a microphone in a bolt in
the centre of hitf floor, supposed ly

unscrewed It — much to the chagrin
of a teammate one floor below,
whose chandelier came tumbling
down.

(Washington Post News Service)

A charge of ‘wrongful birth’
HARRISBURG, Fa. (Reuter). — A cou-

ple with two children crippled by a
hereditary disease are suing two
doctors because a vasectomy and an
abortion failed to prevent the birth of
a third child who also has the dis-

ease.

Dorothy and Frank Speck of
Pittsburgh charged the physicians
with negligence and allowing
"wrongful birth”. Their daughter
Francine, now £&J?, ..like thjeir

.Jwo
older children- has neurofibro-
matosis. a- crippling and sometimes
disfiguring nervous disorder.

Francine spends much of her time
in a home for crippled children and
has required surgery.

The Specks are seeking mare than
$10,000 In damages for "the cost of
support and maintenance oftheir ad-
ditional child." Three years after
they first sued, the Pennsylvania
state Supreme court last week gave
permission for the case to go to a
jury.

But the court dismissed the
"wrongful birth" charge, saying:
"Whether it is better to have never
been born at all rather than to have
been cbbrn with serious ' mental
defects Is.a mystery more properly
left to philosophers and
theologians."
Mr. Speck, a baker who also suf-

fers from neurofibromatosis, decid-
ed against having any more children

after two daughters were born with

the disease.

According to the suit. Dr. Richard
Feingold performed a vasectomy on
Mr. Speck, assuring him that the
operation was successful.

But. the suit contends. Mrs. Speck
became pregnant and the couple
paid Dr. Henry Schwartz to perform
an abortion. After the operation.
Mrs. Speck told the doctor she
thought she was still pregnant. The
suit alleges- h* told her the operation
was a success. Four months later
their third daughter was born
prematurely and, aa the parents
feared, she was afflicted with
neurofibromatosis.

THE MIGHTY
COMBINATION

Classified advertisements for publication on Friday in - Hebrew and
English can be handed in any day to any approved advertising agency
or directly to an office of Hal,uah Hakaful, so as to reach the main
office of Haluah Hakaful by the Wednesday evening preceding
publication.

All advertisements so handed in will be translated into English and
will appear on Friday in The Jerusalem Post, in addition to publication
in Yediot Aharonot and Haaretzl!
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Tennis delegation due here
to finalize $320,000 meet

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

A WsMevel WorldOiamplonship Tennis delegation is

hn1if
ere ^dajr’ fln&Njse plans toa *32°.ooo round*rotIn

^asuAssaa
?“* to play off their annual

SSS??®?11 ®*aUenge Cup at the

tuS
00-

w
at Sporta Palace between

December 3 and 9, the group's Israel
organiser Jerry Goldman told The
Je™QO-lem Post yesterday.
The event— among the richest on

the international tennis circuit — Is
part of the WCT's World Series of
Tennis circuit, which In 1978 became
part of the Colgate Grand Prlx for
the first time.
The Challenge Cup was held In

Montego Bay, Jamaica, last
December, when Rumania's Die
Nast&se beat Peter Fleming of the
U.S. In the final to collect the first

prise of 3180,000. Fleming scored an
upset victory over Sweden's Bjorn
Borg in the semis, while the other
participants were Americans
Roscoe Tanner, John McEnroe,
Harold Solomon and Dick Stockton
and Raul Ramirez, of Mexico, the se-

cond semi-finalist. A similar high-
calibre entry is assured this time,
Goldman said.
The five-man WCT delegation Is

being led by its director Mike Davis,
a former British Davis Cup captain.

Its other members are European
head John McDonald, tournament
organizer Larry Pease, and Ralph
Mole and John Doyle, who are in
charge of the body's TV operations.
WCT distributes its syndicated
programmes coast-to-coast in
America, as well as in Britain and
Europe.
Sponsorship will come mainly

from Europe and the U.S., but some
local backing is likely as well.

The Israel tennis association Is

offering its full co-operation to the
WCT project, and will sanction the
Yad Eliahu tournament, association
general-secretary Zvl Meyer In-

formed The Post yesterday. During
their four days here the delegation
will also visit the Israel Tennis Cen-
tre at Ramat Hasharon and meet
with ITC heads.
The ITC Itself is hosting a 300,000

Colgate Grand Frix tournament,
over the Succot holidays In October.
The Yad Ellh&u Sports Palace has

already staged two major tennis
events. However, both were one-
night stands. Last November, Borg
played Vitas Gerulaitia, while in 1970
former Wimbledon champion Stan
Smith met Holland's Tom Okker.
Both events were organised fay

"Ma'arlv" as part of its annual
“Sportsman of the Year" awards
ceremony.

Gerulatis wins Austrian tennis meet
KITZBUEHEL, Austria (AP). —
Vitas Gerulaltls of the U.S. yester-
day downed Pavel Slozil of
Czechoslovakia 8-2, 6-2, 6-4 in the
men's singles final of the 878.000
Austrian Grand Prlx tennis tourna-
ment. The title was worth 314,300 to

the American.
The top-seeded Gerulaltls was

vastly superior to the inexperienced
23-year-old Czech. It marked the

first time Slozil had ever reached a
Grand Prlx tournament final. He ad-
vanced to the final round as an un-
seeded player here
In Hllversum, Netherlands,

Hungary's Balasz Taroczy defeated
Tomas Smld of Czechoslovakia 6-3,

8-2, 6-1 In a rain-marred final to win
the 378,000 Dutch Open Tennis cham-
pionship for the second straight
year.
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Sailing like chess to Israeli champs
By AARON LEVENTHAL

Special to The Jerusalem Post

Israel’s new European sailing
champions, Shlmshon Brokman, 22,

and Eltan Frledlander, 21, leave for
Holland on Thursday to compete in

the World Championships in the 470-

class boat competition. The world
championships come within a month
of their viotory in the European
championships in Denia. Spain.
“Sailing is like a chess game

played on water," says Brokman.
"Except it's far more complicated.
The rules are difficult to learn and
you must compete against many op-

ponents at the same time. The
strategy begins at the starting line

and continues at every turn and with
each new puff of wind,"
The 2%'to 3-hour race, covering

about 2 kilometres on each of six

days, is gruelling. Though strength
la critical, Brokman and
Frledlander feel that there are more
important assets than physical
fitness needed to race in inter-

national competition.
Intelligence, endurance, the power

of concentration, team work and the
ability to cope with stress are vital

for success. "The tension in competi-
tion is incredible. We know fine
sailors who crack up and have ner-
vous breakdowns from all the
pressure," says Frledlander.
Both young men come from

families in which their first instruc-

tors were their fathers. A coach
teaches sailing tactics and racing
strategy and helps procure the best
equipment.
Sailing is still & rich man's sport

and consequently there are few
sailors of International prominence
on the Israeli scene.

"It takes plenty of money to sail.

The sails — which cost about 3800 a
set — must be replaced several
times a year. A boat costs between
34,000 and 35,000. With a trailer and
clothing, an Investment of over $8,-

000 is needed." states Brokman.
There is no professional advance-

ment in competitive sailing. Since

Sailors Shimahon Brockman (left) andEltan Frledlander standnext
to their boat at the Tel Aviv marina. <Agor)

there are no spectators and do prise
money, sailors compete primarily as
a hobby.
The two men sail daily and work

regularly on their equipment, as well
as discussing sailing strategies.
They are particularly enthusiastic
about their satis which were design-
ed and made by Robert Mann of
Haifa.
Brokman, a Haifa resident, is

returning to his engineering studies
at the Technion. Frledlander, of Bat
Yam, still has six months to serve In
the army. They will continue to com-
pete In international meets and hope
to compete in the Olympic Games In
1980.

“We are very disappointed that
the Israel national team was not
granted visas for the past two years
to compete In Tallin, Estonia. These
meets are the equivalent of pre-
Olympic Games since it is the site

for the Olympics next summer.
“We wanted the opportunity to

learn something about the winds,
water shifts and currents. We will be
at a big disadvantage next year,"
Frledlander said.
“A gold medal in the Olympics

would be a great honour. But that's

not why we compete. What's impor-
tant for us is that racing is still fun
and we love to sail," Brockman
adds.

Mets beat Cubs 6-4 despite

homers by Chicago’s Kingman
NEW YORK (API - — John Stearns

drove in three runs and Lee Mazzllll

hit a two-run homer to help the New
York Mets overcome three home
runs by streaking Dave Kingman
and beat the Chicago Cuba 8-4 on
Saturday.
The three blasts gave Kingman SS

lor the season and pathim ina tie for

the National League home run
leadership with Philadelphia's Mike
Schmidt.
Johnny Bench drove la three runs

with a pair of singles as the Cincin-

nati Reds beat the Atlanta Braves 8-8

in the opener of a twi-night
doublehe&der.
Bob Horner drove in three runs

with a single and his 19th homer of

the season, helping the Braves to an
8-5 victory over the Reds in the se-

cond game.
Lou Brock collected a single, dou-

ble and triple, and drove in the win-

ning run in the ninth inning as the St.

Louis Cardinals defeated the
Philadelphia Phillies 8-4.

The Pittsburgh Pirates took over

lint place in the National League's
East Division with a 8-3 victory over

the Montreal Expos.
The Houston Astros beat the Los

Angeles Dodgers 8-2. The San Diego
Padres beat San Francisco 4-9.

Gaylord Perry struck out five Giants
to move into second place on the all-

time strikeout list with 3,220. In the.

American League, a record-tying

third triple play of the season and.

.

Jim Dwyer's third-inning RBI dou-
ble helped the Boston Red Sox to a
0 victory over the Texas Rangers.
The Milwaukee Brewers scored a 9-2

victory over the New York Yankees.
The Kansas City Royals beat the
Baltimore Orioles 6-3.

Two-run singles by Ron Pruitt and
Mike Hargrove featured a seven-run
eighth Inning which led the
Cleveland Indians to a 10-6 victory

over the Chicago White Sox. Califor-

nia's Don Baylor drove In three runs
to lead the Angels to a 84 victory

over Minnesota. Mike Edwards' RBI
single in the eighth inning drove in

the winning run as the Oakland A’s
defeated the Seattle Mariners 6-3.

Dave Lemanczyk pitched a three-

hitter as the Toronto Blue Jays beat
the Detroit Tigers 3-0.

Aussie Jones captures German Grand Prix
HOCKENHEIM, West Germany
(AP). — Australian Alan Jones,
driving a Saudi-sponsored WUiiams-
Ford. led from start to finish yester-

day to win the 41st German Grand
Prlx.

His teammate Clay Regazzoni of

Switzerland was second, cheered
across the finish line by an estimated
90 to 100,000 Formula One motor rac-

ing fans.

Jacques Lafitte of France, driving
a Legier-Ford, was third In the tenth

of 18 Grand Prlx races this season.
South African Jody Soheckter,

Formula l point-leading driver,
finished fourth In a Ferrari.
Scheckter retained the lead in this

year's Formula 1 driving competi-
tion with 85 points. Lafitte’s third-
place finish gave him 23 season
points,

Gushiken retains WBA flyweight title

KITAKYUSHU. Japan (Reuter). —
World Boxing Association
(WBA) tight flyweight champion
Yoko Gushiken beat Panamanian
challenger Rafael Pedroza on points
In a 15-round title bout here last night

to retain his title.

There were no knockdowns, but
Pedroza, a tough and evasive boxer,
was almost floored in the third round
when the 24-year-old champion land-
ed a hard right to the jaw.
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Dizengoff Centre

ENTERTAINMENT
TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL: 10-00 This U It

(repeat) 10.40 English e u.oo The
Jensen Code (part 9) 10.00
Programme for kindergarteners
ISJO Our Neighbourhood 18.00 Cap-
tain Nemo 17.00 Last Islands (part 9)

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.80 Little House on the Prairie by
Laura Ingalls Wilder: Country girls

18.20 Charlie Climbing a Tree
(animated film series): Charlie goes
on Holiday

ARABIO-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.80 News roundup .. •

18.32. Sports

19.20 Ramadan quiz
19.27 Programme summary
19.80 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Morasha: Rabbi
Meir Gets' story

20.30 Big Screen. Little Screen: John
Wayne
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.88 "People,": Painter Avraham
Ofek, and Doctor Meir Krispin, both

adopted children, look for their real

families

22.08 Culture and Art, monthly
magazine
22.4G Out. Part 8 of the' thriller serial

23.48 Almost Midnight — news

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

("Also on JTV 8)

17.40 Cartoons 17.88 Mumfie 18.80

French Hour 18.80 (JTV 3) Grizzly

Adams 19.00 News in French 19.80

News In Hebrew 20.00 News in Arabic
20.30 Mork and Mindy 21.10 Power
Without Glory 22.00 News in Epglish

22.18 That's Hollywood 22.48 W.E.B.

ON THE AIR

First Programme

7.07 Bach: Inventions for 2 Voices,
Nos. 8-8 (Malcolm); dementi: 10

Waltzes; Bartok: Duets for 2 Violins
08.08 (stereo i Haydn: Symphony No.
26 in D Minor; Roaetd : Horn Concer-
to in D Minor; Milhaud: Camaval en
Alx: Shostakovich: String Quartet
No. 8; Yaahlro: Symphony
10.08 Radio story
10.18 Democracy in Judaism —
Avraham Salomon
11.19 Musical interlude
U.39 The Music of South American
Indiana ( 0)

12.09 (stereo) Allza Herz, piano —
Smetana: Five Czech Dances; Suk:
“Mother," Plano Bulte, Opus 28 ;

Martlnu.' Polka
18.00 (stereo) Rossini: “La Scala di
Setta" Overture; Salnt-Saens: In-

troduction and Rondo Caprlecioso
(Zukerman): Bartok: Seven Choir
Fragments: Liszt: Hungarian Fan-
tasy (Claude Cahan); Holst: “St.
Paul" Suite
14.10 Children's programmes
18.30 World of Science
16.09 astereo) "Birthday Party" —
"La Scala di Milano"
17.10 Music Quiz
20.09 "Bach (the German) studies In
Italy"
22.08 (stereo) Lydia Mordkovlcb,
violin; Allan Sternfleld, piano —
Schumann: Sonata No. 1 in F Minor,
opus 80: Prokofiev: Sonata in D
Minor, Opus 121.

23.23 (stereo) "28:23" — Messiaen:
from "Visions d'araen" (Peter
Serkln-Veyur! Makaahl); Jean-
Claude Alio: "Shanti"
00.10 (stereo) choral music

MEWH COMMENTARY
Second Programme; Following Ihe

news at 7 a m. 1 p.m. end 7 p.m.

Army Radio: Following the 8 t.m
and 9 p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

2nd Programme

8.47 Travis McGee — Radio thriller

serial

7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with
Rlvka Michael!
18.08 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
19.08 Cantorial songs
18.10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17.10 Meni Peer's talk and entertain-

ment show
18.09 Of Men and Figures —
economics magazine
18.38 Sports magazine
18.48 Bible Reading—Psalms 147 . 148

19.00 Today — people and events in

the news
20.10 “Ada and Sara"
21.08 Jazz Corner
22.00 David Margallt’s weekly
column (repeat)
23.09 Treasure Hunt — radio game

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) "

14.00 i Fourth. Flftht

lfl.QO (Fourth) •

20.00 i Fourth)
22.00 (Fifth)

00 30 i Fifth) •

* Fourth programme: 737 kHz:
'Jerusalem area 874; central Israel

loir,

• Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly
7.ooa m.-lH.oo p.m.; 22.00-24 .OOSalur-

day* 9 a.m.-lS.OO p.m.; 22.00-24.00

BBC
1322 KlloHerts:
Overseas Service newsreels at 14.00,

37.00 and 20.19

Army
0.30 University on the Air — Prof.

Yehoahua Ben Arieh lectures on 19th

century Jerusalem
'7.07 "707" — Alex AnsJd presents

selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.06 IDF morning newsreel
11.08 Favourites— familiar tunes and
skits

18.08 With Love — Special regards

and surprises
14.09 Two Hours — music and talk

magazine
18.08 Songs of IDF troupes

17.08 IDF evening newsreel
18.03 "Soldiers Talk"— discussion of

army topics
39.08 Needle in a record stack
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.88 University on the Air (repeat)

22.06 Let's Listen— new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevitch
00.08 Night Birds — songs, chat with

Pnina Bat-Zvi

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
Frrnrh
7.18 (Fourth. Fifth) 19 min., Including

review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth. Fifth) 30 min.
18.09 (Fourth) 9 min.
20.19 (Fourth) 18 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 29 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Spanlnh nows at 6.40

Yiddish news at 8.20. 19.30 (First) 30

min.
Hungarian at 19.18 (Fifth) 18 min.
Saturdays (First) SO min.
Rumanian nows at 6.15. 20.30 (First)

36 min.
Rush

U

ui news at 6.29. 18.49 (First) 18

min. 8un-Frl.

Grnrslnn news al 6.08. 19.18 (First,

Fifth) 18 min.
l-odlnn news at 8.30. 20.00 (First,

Fifth) 20 min.
Mogbrahi news at 6.35, 20.16 (First,

.Fifth) 18 min.

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM 4. 7. 9
Amen: The Boys from Brasil. 4, 8.30,

9; Eden: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial: Edison: Jaws 2;

Ha himh: My Mother the General, 7,

9; Rflr: Dizengoff 99; Mitchell: Going

Steady, 7, 9, Weds, also at 4; Orgll:

The Wooden Gun; Orion: A Different

Story. 4, 6.45, 9; Oma: Who Is Killing

the Great Chefs of Europe?, 6.46. 9;

The Muppct Movie, 10.30. 4: Ron:

Miracles Still Happen; Semadar:
Autumn Sonata, 7, 9.18; Small
Auditorium Nnyenel Ha’ooma: The

Big Fix, 7. 9: Israel Museum: Barak

the, Sheep Dog. 11. 3.30; Cinema, u
The Exorcist, 7, 9.18.

TEL AVIV 4.30, 7.18, 9.30

Ailenby: La Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial ; Ben-Yehudas Same
Time. Next Year. Chen: Jaws 2;

Cinema One: The Magnificent Seven.

4 7 9.30: Cinema Two: Coming
Home; Dokels Midnight Express. 7.

9.15; Drive-In: Tarxan Finds a Son.

7.18; The Amazing Mr. No Legs. 9.30;

Esther: Dizengoff 99; Gat: Autumn
Sonata; Gordon: La Carapate; Hod;
My Mother the General, 7.18. 9.90;

Llmor: International Velvet; Max-
im: The Muppets. 10.80, 12.18, 4.30, 7,

9; Mograbl: The Deer Hunter. 8, 8.30;

Opblr: Avalanche: Orly: Magic:
Paris: Wedding. 10, u, 2.i5,4.», 7 .ib,

9.30; Peer: Who is Killing the Great
Chefs of Europe? Ramat Aviv: Tur-

ning Point. 7.16. 9.90; Royal:
S (Dagger, 10, 12. 2. 4 . 7.30, 9.30;

Shahaff: Going Steady; Studio:

Wlfemistress; Tchelet; Mickey
Mouse Golden Jubiloc. 4.30, 8.30,8.30;

Tel Aviv: Moonraker: Zafon: Heaven
Can Wait. 7.15, 9.30; White Blm.
Black Ear. 4.30.

HAIFA 4, 6AS, 9

Amphitheatre: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial: Armon: Jaws 2; Ata-

mon: Different Story. 6.49. 9; The
Muppets. 10.30. 4i C3)«n: Shlagger.

0.45. B; Galor: The Wild Bunch, 10, 2,

7; Colt Diavolo. 12, 4, 9: Miron: La
Posscdcc. 8 non-stop peris.; Moriah:
The Thirty Nino Steps. 6.48. 9; Orah:
Dizengoff B9f Ordan: The Betsy. 4,

6.30, 9: Orion: The Circle of Love, 8

non-stop perfi.: Orly: Autumn
Sonata, 8.45, 9; 20.000 Leagues Under

the Sea. 4: Peer; Same Time, Next

Year; Ron: My Mother the General;

Sb&vlt: Chaoun a son Enfer, 6.18, 9;

Halfon Hill Doesn’t Answer, 4.30.

RAMATGAN
Armon: Jaws 2. 4, 7, 9.30; Hador:

Dizengoff 99, 7.18, 9.30; Uly: Same
Time. Next Year. 7.18, 9.30; Oasis:

ShlBggcr; Ordea: My Mother the

General. 4. 7.18, B.30; Rama: Bon
Hut. 4. 8; Ramat Gan: Midnight Ex-

press.

herzuya
David: Superman the Movie. 4. 7;

Pocket Lover. 9.30; Tlferet: Odds and
Evens, 7.15, 9.16.

HOLON
Migdal: Pocket Lover

PETAH TIKVA
Shalom: My Mother the General, 4,

7.15, 9.18.

NETANYA
Esther: My Mother the General, 4.30,

7. 9.18.
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,
paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday’s paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday’s
paper: 12 noon Thursday. -
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DWELLINGS PURCHASE/SALE
iriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHi liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiHimiiiiiiiiiiiii

SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,
JERUSALEM stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 08-

FOR AUGUST, nice furnished room +
telephone. Rehavla. Tel. 02-861985.

WANTED: BEIT HAKEREM, end of

August to about mid-October, for retired
couple. Tel. 02-837171.

UNFURNISHED 4 room apartment with
telephone to let in Ramot. Double con-
veniences, beautiful view, immediate oc-
cupancy, long term. Esther 02-928181.

9 a.m .-2 p.m.

TALBfEH, 3, lovely, kosher $300. 1/8-17/8.

Tol. 02-231040.

HAIFA

CHARMING, quiet, 3 room garden flat,

furnished, for rent. Tel. 04-88080.

838790, 03-883748.

SITUATIONS VACANT

U.S. EMBASSY needs translator.
Qualifications: Ability to translate fluently

from Hebrew into English, typing,
knowledge of current affairs. Contact: Tel.

03-54338, ext. 298/299 between 10 a.nt.-4 p.m .

FIRST CLASS typists, for hourly work
(mornings), starting immediately, ex-

cellent salary. "Tigbur," Tel. 03-282297.

VEHICLES

HERZUYA

HERZUYA, for rent, cottage — 3

bedrooms, furnished + telephone .

September -June 1880. 3500. Tel. 03-98827B.

FAST STATION. 79, 2,000km.. passport to

passport. Tel. 03-885589.

PASSPORT TO PASSPORT. Peugeot 294.
1974. Tol. 03-623417.

NETANYA

APARTMENT. NETANYA beach. 380

monthly, fumishlngopUonaj. Tel. 02-971680.

iiimimiiiiuiimimiHiiiiminimimmiiim

INSURANCE
iiiiiMiliMiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiimmiliflimiiiiiiliiM

BEFORE RENEWING household
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel.

03-717811. Jerusalem 02-719176.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiminii

MATRIMONIAL
iiiiiiMiuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMmiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiii
"DALIA" MARRIAGE broker, 7 Alharisd.

St. Tol. 03-235906,

Going, Going, . . . !

Get your copy of

Dry Bones
Cartoons

wherever
THE JERUSALEM

is sold.

WHAT’S ON
Notices In this feature ore charged at IL56.00 perline IncludingVAT; Insertion every

*

day costs IL982.00 Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of The

Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions: Toner and
the Bible (from 31.7). Odour at the Youth
Wing. Selection from the Dept, of Art
Photography. New Building! in Old En-
vironments. Display of Mexican Coins.

Nash Old Masters Gallery — Special

Display. Art in Palestine in the 19th Cen-
tury. From sou Life to Object. Yocheved
Welnfeld : Forms of Visual Images. Words
In Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
Sfaaar Hagolan. Exhibit ofthe month: Two
bronze statuettes from the Canaanlte pan-
theon. Rockefeller Museum : Exhibit of the

month: “War and Peace" — head of Janus
(bronze) . Special exhibition: Islamic Aits.

NOTE. Floeraheim Pavilion (Art) closed.

Visiting Hours — Israel Museum: Bun..

Mon.. Wed.. Thure. 10 a.m.-B p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m.: Fri. 10 a.m .-2 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-3

p.m. Shrine ef- the Book^ Billy «o— Art .

Garden: Sun.. Mon.', Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-B

p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. ; Fri. and Sat. io

a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum : Sun.-

Thur. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Fri., Bat. 10 a^n.-2

p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Klalzn or major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel

Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and Kaatel. Free
guided tears in English, at the Israel

Museum only. Bun.. Wed., Thun., 11.00

a.m., Tubs. 4.80 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Toors

1. Medical Centre, in ffizyat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9. 10. XX a.m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includea Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8 a.m. —
by appointment only. Tel. 416833.

2. The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from 1.30-

4.00 p.m. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and
27.

8. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to

12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. Tel.

818111.

4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. SS per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416838.

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and ll a.m. from Administration Building.
Glvat Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 11.30 a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Building. Buses 9 and 28. Further details:

Tel. 882819.

Emtmah — National Religious Women’s
Organization, Tourist Centre, 28 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 03-882468. 630620, 811888.

AmericanMlxractd Woman. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street.

Jerusalem. Tel. 232708.

SHOWS
A Stone in David’s Tower. Sound and Light
show In English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 8.48 p.m. at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday, -and Saturday also
at 10.00 p.m. in English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. in French. Tickets
at the entrance. Please come warmly
dressed.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Arts Lane— Khutsot Hayotser
(opp. Jaffa Gate) . Quality arts and crafts.
All media. See artists at work. Open dally,
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Romoma. Tel. 814822, 7.80 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Mnaenm, Sderot Shaul
Hamelecb. Exhibitions — New Ac-
quisitions, 20th century painting, sculp-

ture. drawing. Israel Photography. Wort:
by pupils of the Museum workshops.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — ‘There is

something in It, after all” — exhibition-

warkshop on buildings in Tel Aviv.
Visiting hoars: Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-10
p.m. Fri. io a.m.-2 p.m. Bat. 7-11 p.m. Sat.

morning, 10 ajn.-l pan. FREE. Helena
Rubinstein Pavilion: Sun. — Thur. 9 a.m.-
p.m. ; 4-7 p.m. Fri. 9 a.u<-lpjn. . Sat. dos-
ed.

Beth Hatefntsoth. Temporary Exhibitions
Gallery: "Image Before My Eyes,"
photographic display of Jewish life in

Poland (1864-1939). In conjunction with ex-

hibition: Slide show by well, known
photographer.,Roman Vishniak*-“ThrLIfa:
That Disappeared" (Jewish Ufa in Poland
1933-1939), to be shown daily in Baal Zion
auditorium. Presentation hours posted-

dally in main lobby. Slide show narration

In English. Special Exhibition. "Jews in

Egypt — Spring 79." Photographs by
Mlcha Bar*Am.

Visiting boars: Sun., Mon.. Thur., 10 lsu-
8 p.m.; Tues.. Wed., 8-10 p.m. ; Fri. dosed;
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Saturday
maybe purchased during week at Hadran
ticket agency (90 Iba Gvlrol St-. Tel Aviv)
and at Beth Hatefutsotb. Children under 8

not admitted. Organised torn must be
pre-arranged (Tel. 03-428161). Beth
Hatefutsotb is located on the Tel Aviv
University campus (gate 3), Klausner St,

.

Ramat Aviv. Buses: 13, 24. 28, 27, 49, 74, 79,

872.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Ernonah — National ReUgloua Women.
188 Ibn GabiroL Tel. 440316, 788942, 708440.

(MT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233281. 782291-3; ORT
Jerusalem, . TeL 533141; ORT Netanys,
Tel. 38744.

American Mfamdri Women. Guest Touts
— TCI Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243108.

Pioneer Women — Mz’inuU. Morning
tours. Call for reservations: Tel Aviv,
288096.

Tree Planters Tour every Tuesday from
Tel Aviv with the Jewish National Fund.

'

Call: 08-234449 or 03-234387 for details and
reservations.

Haifa
Haifa Museum, International Exhibition,

Music in the Bible. 26 Bhabtal Levi St.. TeL
62325S-8. National Maritime, Tel. BS6622.

Illegal Immigration, Tel. 838249. Japanese
Art, Tel. 83854. Mane Eats, Tel. 83482.

Dagon Grain Collection, TeL 884221. Ar-

tists’ House, Tel. 822388.
What’s On In Haifa, dial 848849.

Rehovot
The Weizmann Institute open to public

from 8.00 a.m. to 8.So p.m. Visitors Invited

to see Aim on Institute's research ac-

tivities. shown regularly at 21.00 a.m. and
S.pO p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only.
Tours of the Weizmann House every half

hour from 9.00 a.m. to S.30 p.m. and until

noon on Friday. Nominal fee tor admiaaion
to Weizmann House.
For Tours of the House please book: Tel.

054-83230. 054-88328.

TRAVELINFORMATION
FLIGHTS

TM* /schedule in subject to change lrilfcuul

prior notice.. Readers arc adxdscd to coil

Bcn-Qurton Airport Flight Informulinn,
ftUj aniW-tA inr 0M99JJJ Jar SI Al
flights only) for changes is times of
Arrivals and Departures.

MONDAY
ARRIVAL*
0030 El Al 572 Bucharest

0120 Alitalia 782 Rome
0955 El Al 022 New .York

1225 El Ai 004 New York
1305 Alllalln 738 Rome
1315 FV 8502 Orly. Nice

1400 Kl'Al 3M6 Home
1410 SAA 288 Johannesburg. Lisbon

1450 Lufthansa 804 Frankfurt

1000 Britannia 993A Manchester. Athens
1520 El AI 64H Rhodes
1600 TWA 806 San Francisco, New York,
Paris
1635 Air Franco 132 Paris. Lyon
1705 TWA 840 Washington, Boston. Rome,
Alhrna
1720 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1735 El Al 34h Zurich*
ISM Swissair 332 Zurich
IHfifl Britlah Air 576 l^undun

1900 TWA MB Chicago. Paris Rome
1010 Olympic 30 1 Athena
1923 Kl Al 358 Frankfurt
2010 Lufthansa. 508 Munich
20)5 KI Al 33a Ammcrdnni
2100 KI Al 324 Paris

2i10 Kl At 334 Brussels, Vienna
2)20 El Ai 378 Copenhagen
2305 El Al 328 Paris. Geneva
1856 Air France 132 Paris. Lyon
2335 Olympic' 305 Rhodes

departures
0030 KI Al 005 New York. Chicago
0253 Aiitfiiin 782 Bombay, Singapore,
Sydney. Melbourne
0600 Ki A] 385 Rome
OGOa TWA 847 Athens, Rome, Boston,
Washington
0630 AI 030 Amsterdam. New York
0630 Kl Al 009 Montreal. New York
0650 Kl AI l2l Paris. Montreal
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome. Paris. Chicago
0740 Olympic 302 Athens
0800 Kl Al 331 Vienna. Brussels
0820 Kl AJ 347 Geneva. Zurich
0850 British Air an. l«ondon
noon Kl Al 015 ljondun. New York
09)0 TWA W)i Paris, New York
004a Ki Al 337 Amsterdam
WOO Kl Al 387 Frank furl

102(1 Kl Al .777 Com-nhiigcn
1041) Kl Al 523 Paris
IWO.Kl Al 547 Hinnies
1300 Kl Al 3)5 l,nndi>ii

1415 FV 8503 Nice. Orly
14211 Alltn Hu 739 I tunic-
1550 UiftftJiiiMJt 805 Frankfurt
I GOfl lirltjiimiu 09314 Athens. Liverpool
1040 SAA 267 I anbun. Juhunncsburg
1840 Air Fram-c- 537 Paris
20)0 Olympic 300 Rhode*

This fUuht hiftirnnithm in xupplietl hjj ttii'
But-Cmrum lutcrmiltimn! Airport Cm.r-
i/fM<r(»ut Centre,
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EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Givant. 12 Beeri, 683676:
Petra. Salah Eddln, 284143.

Tel Aviv: Brlut, 28 King George, 223721;
AhvR. 185 Dizengoff. 224727. Hakim Shot
Rahcl, 36 Elat, 851701. Bat Yam: Gone Bat
Yam. 3 Hanevilm 885871. Ramat Gan:
Hen. 99 Jabotlnsky.794484. Kfar Baba:
Kinncrct, 119 Weizmann. 83228. Natanya:
Hadassah, 24 Herd. 22248 Hadora: Ncgbl,
74 Herbert Samuel, 22190-

Rlabon: Shlafcr. 10 Zcltlin, 945BB8.

Haifa: Neve Shaanan. 37 Hatichon, 235580.

Bprrahrbn: Hancgcv. 108 KKL, 77016.

DUTY, HOSPITALS

JrniMtlrm: Bikur Holim (pediatries,
K.N.T.i, Hndnsanh (Internal, surgery,
orthoped lea). Mlngnv Lndach (Obstetrics),

Shan re Zedck (ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Hoknh (pediatrics), Ichllov
< internal, surgery).
Nebutya: Lnn!nd0 ,l obstetrics, internal).
Haifa: Carmel
"Ehin"— Mental Health First Aid. Tel.
Jerusalem 660911. Tel Aviv 253311. Haifa
83MMH. Bccrshcbn. 321 1 L Nclanya 35316.
MUgav Ijtdaeh: Open line 4-8 p.m. every
M »ii day '-answers to obstetrics,
gynnt-1-olngicii], sterility and family plan-
ning lirubleniN. Tel. 02-033356.

FIRST AID

Magen David Adorn firat aid oentres are

open (ram 3 p.m, to 7 a.m. Emergency
home ealla by doctors at fixed rates. Sick

Fund members should enquire about

rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,

Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Ramat Gan,

Sncl Brak, Glvatayim, Klryat Ono) —
781X11.

i

V'

Ashdod 22222

Ashkckm 23333

Bat Yarn 885555
Beershebn 78333

Ella l 2333
Hadcra 22333

Holon 803133

Jfahnriyn 923333

Nazareth 51333

Netanya 23333

Pemh Tikva 912333

Rchnvot 854-51333

Rlshon LfBM 942333

Snfrd 30333

Tiberias 2011

1

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 18.-I8; Sunrise lumurrnw 04.54

POLICE

ram 100 in most purls of the country. 1"

Tiberius din! 924444. Klryat Shmuns 40444. K.V

i .

.



“ Jew? Pm some older Jews the convert lacks the experience of Jewish Buffering, while some oppose conversion for
fear ef It encouraging intermarriage.
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BETWEEN 5,000 and 8,000 people
convert .to Judaism every year In the
UJLFrom the Jewish point of view
tH* would appear the best solution to
the ineluctable rise In mixed
marriaffes. Yet Jews generally
maintain negative or at best passive
attitudes to converts.
This

-
attitude js discussed in the

lively journal “Sh'ma" by a Califor-
sisn rabbi, Allen Mailer.
He finds that the feeling is most

prevalent among older Jews. For
many of them, the major root of
their Jewish identity Is anti-
Semitism and they believe that a

- person hot bom Jewish cannot really
- feel Jewish suffering. For these peo-
ple, you are bom aJewand you die a
Jew- As Mailer puts it, blood is

.thicker than Tors.
This is* a gut feeling and can

seldom be countered either rational-

ly- or by stressing tjte Jewish
teaching that welcomed converts.
However, this racist point of view,
which developed out of Jewish
history, is diminishing In the open
society.

Some Jews are against conversion
out of fear that It lowers barriers to

.

mixed marriage. They feel it safer to

discourage interfaitb dating than to -

take the chance that the gentile

spouse might become Jewish.
However, Mailer points out, this

attitude flies in the face ofInevitable
trends. In Britain and South Africa,
rabbis make it very hard for a non-
Jew to convert; In Argentina, there
has 4»eea

1 aMma- on l -converriOtt,Jta"
.. - ..i in. iiSi •

' t.

THE JEWISH SGENE/Geoffrey Wlgoder

over 40 years. Yet in all three coun-
tries, there has been a steady r&eTn
intermarriage, especially in recent
years. Excluslviam, Instead of
hospitality; does not Increase the
proportion of Jewish marriages.

MANY JEWS cannot believe that
conversion tor the sake of marriage
will be sincere — this Indeed Is

the attitude of Jewish law. However,
rfaller writes, few non-Jews become
Jewish just for the soke of marriage.
Three-quarters of all gentiles who
marry Jews do not convert. jMoat are
married In civil ceremonies and
raise secular children. Many
perhaps most— Jews who marry out
are not enthusiastic enough about
Judaism to persuade their gentile
spouse to become Jewish.

* The Jews who do care generally
bring their spouses and children into
the Jewish community. Many of
these converts become better-than-
average Jews — and often the con-
vert raises the level of observance of
the Jewish partner. The pragmatic
Conclusion Is that there is little to

lose by encouraging conversion (and
the Reform Movement recently
decided to encourage non-Jewlsh
partners in mixed marriages to em-
brace Judaism) — and much to gain.
Mailer concludes that the major

threat to Jewish survival in the U.S.
is ttfurgtngyuimg-Jewsnottodate or

marry non-Jews. Unless the com-
munity Is willing to welcome con-
vert raises the level of observance of
families and children of mixed
marriages will be lost,

Z HAVE also just received the issue
of “Sh'ma'* for Purlm (although
with the current state of the post, I
am not sure from which year). This
isa delightful spoof issue. Zt Includes
a manual, of members of the
Conference of Presidents of Minor
and Obscure Jewish Organisations.
These include AJU, which is UJA
reversed. Whereas the UJA raises

funds from American businessmen
to aid Israeli Socialists, AJU raises

small amounts from American
Socialists to aid Israeli businessmen.
Then there are "Yordim-Amerlca,"
"Tuchus — Organisation of
American Jewish Intellectuals, and'

the “Association of Americans and
Canadians In America and Canada."
An. American Purlm vocabulary

Includes the following:

I deny: what an atheist says
about the Lord God;

challeh: what a bread maker
wears around the top of his shirt;

dybbuk: a spirit that Is sent off

Into other bodies at the beginning of

each month (cf. dybbuk-of-the-
month chib)

;

- Haftara: slogan of Biblical
Western (“Haftara, Will Travel");
>P shadchen: the sawed-off, double-

barrelled weapon used by
matchmakers to force a wedding;

Kovid: honoured, as in “His coat
was all Kbvid up with medals and
ribbons."
And then, there la a series of an-

nouncements, including:
“We are happy to announce the

• formation of a synagogue for Jewish
Joggers — Congregation Ohav Adi
Dana."

"Congregation Mistaken
Traahkan proudly announces that
Mr. Kenneth O'Hara has adopted the
Jewish faith and 1ms taken the
Hebrew name Ken O'Hara."

"The Washington Square
Synagogue Singles announces the
formation of a Bible Study Group,
emphasising the language and
literary aspects of the Tora. Join us
and engage In pre-marital textual In-

tercourse."
The Sephardic Jewish Centre

has begun a campaign to reach unaf-
filiated young Sephardim who are
lost each year to Ashkenasi
evangelism. To Implement its

programme, the S.J.C. has acquired
its own 'TMOtzva Mobile" to be called
the “Auto da fe."

The Understatement-of-the-Year
Award Is made to Noah. When asked
if be thought it was going to rain, he
replied, “Your geshem is as good as
mayim."
Which Is no worse than the claim I

read in another American Jewish
journal that Abraham Lincoln's
Jewishness is provedby the fact that
.ha was.shot in the Temple. - • - •

An extraordinary evening of guitar music
ISRAEL FESTIVAL.: Carlos BeaeU,
Osaka! guttant, and Pw» Ptoo, flamenco

Kidtar (Tel Aviv Museum, JulyAt). Bach:
Lute Suite No.1 tn E Minor; Albert*:

“Asturias”; Villa-Lobes: Preludes No.1 ft

tj Flamenco solos: Duos; Do Falla: two
duces from “The Three Cornered Bat,”
bufflUomal pieces.

-ISIS WAS no ordinary guitar

recital. It gave us insight Into the
relationship between 18th and 20th

century Spanish art music and
"modern" flamenco, and showed
tow deep Spanish music, especially

flamenco, is rooted in Arabic music.
(hie of the flamenco pieces actual-

ly sounded like a North African ud
piece, Improvised in maqam Hedjaz.
Tbe evening beautifully represented
the festival theme: Mediterranean
culture. .

The performance was a sheer
delight, Bonell's beautiful and strong
tone has a rare purity. His musical
ooaitlvity shows him to be among
the finest artists. The. way he dealt

with polyphony, used the registers,

executed flageoletsand pizzicati and
regulated volume made his perfor-

mance Immensely enjoyable.

-No less exciting was Paco Pena in
his stormy flamenco pieces. His art

I

b a rare combination of proud tradi-

tion and concert hall refinement.

MUSIC REVIEWS

Bonell and Pena complement each
other, and inspired each other. The
two items from de Falla's suit and
the traditional numbers showed ex-

cellent coordination, unison of'

sound, and rhythmical exactitude. A
really extraordinary evening.

ISRAEL FESTIVAL: QUARTETTO
Itallano-Paolo Borctano, violin; Elisa

‘ Pegreffl; violla; Dlno Asdolla, viola;

Franco Bod, oeUo (Tel Aviv Hnnun,
July 24). Schubert: String Qnartet In G
Major, Op. 101; String quartet In D Minor,

"Dir Tod and das Mddohen.

"

TO KEEP an audience attentive dur-

ing two Schubert quartets lasting an
eternity seems an almost unat-

tainable goal. If the' Quartetio
Italiano succeeded, it was because
its performance Is exceptional. Be-

ing.together for more than 3fc years

has turned the four musicians Into a

wondrous single instrument.
Statements like “perfect blending,"

“total adjustment" or “complete in-

tegration of feeling" can hardly do

them justice.

Yet all these years together have
produced no formulas, no weariness

or lack of enthusiasm. Schubert ’b In-

credible G Major quartet sounded as
if the ensemble had drawn on a
lifetlm e of experience but had the ex-

citement of a recent acquirement.
Schubert's movements, despite their
weaknesses of construction and
repetition, revealed a variety of

phraseology that stunned. As for

sonority, one could hardly believe

such perfection could exist.
Interplay of voices, accompaniment
to a leading melody, polyphonic tex-

tures, choral progressions, a
fabulous balance in chords and
superb execution of effects like piz-

zicato, flageolets and non librato (at

tbe beginning of the D Minor
quartet) all combined into the
highest ideal of chamber music.

BENJAMIN BAR-AM

ISRAEL FESTIVAL: Quartette IteHana.
Paolo BordaaS and Elba PogjreUl, violin;

Dine Asclolia, viola; Franco Boss!, cello.

(Haifa AodUwiom, Jdtj a.) Programme
No. t; Haydn: String Qnartet In B Pint
Major, Op. 16 No. 4 (“Sunrise"):
Beethoven: String Quartet In F Major, Op.
135; Debussy: String Qnartet lit G Minor,
Op. IB.

THE FOUR excellent musicians of
the Quartette Italiano gave a very
convincing and inspiring perfor-

mance. which shows it to be among
the finest ensembles of its kind.

The varied programme was
carefully prepared. Each composi-
tion was impeccably presented In the

style and spirit of Its specific period.

Haydn's work was given a
straight-forward rendition, with sub-

dued, restrained dynamics.
On the other band, Beethoven's

last monumental quartet was played
with more robust dynamics an

d

emotional expressiveness. Especial-

ly captivating was the beautiful can-

tilena in the third movement. Good
teamwork was evident. The DebuBsy
was played with sensitivity that did

justice to the working delicacy and
contrasting moods in music ranging
from the softest possible pianissimo
to its passionate climax. Violist Dlno
AactaUa performed his solo parts
with a warm, rich tone.

The audience responded
enthusiastically. Ab an encore, the

exquisite rendering of Mozart's
Adagio and Fugue In C Minor provid-

ed tbe finale of this most
praiseworthy event.

EBTHER REUTER

SCORCHING HOT and dry days lie

ahead in August before we can ex-

pect cooler September days to bring
relief and an important planting
season in the year- Until then there
are several light tasks that can be
done In the early morning and late
afternoon hours.

Improve your soil. Humus, a
product of decayed organic matter,
Is the most valuable material for

enriching soil. It lightens and
aerates soil, making it more
workable. Your soil needs humus.
Get some sacks of compost or
decayed cow manure and feed your
roses before they start their second
round of blooming. Use it to fill the

'

trenches around dahlia shrubs.
Spread compost on your lawn, if you
have not already done so. work
organic matter into tree trenches
and along living fences of bushes and
borders. Feed your tired rock gar-
den, balcony containers, perennial
herb spots and the potted plants on
your window sill. Add humus, but
don't bury manure or compost too
deeply, so that watering might wash
most of the nourishment into the sub-
soil before the roots get a chance to

absorb it.

Vegetables. The coming weeks are
on Important period because we can
sow and plant most of our autumn
crops. It’s a pity that nearly no
Jerusalem nursery or seed shop sells

vegetable plants ready for the
season's need. The situation In the
Tel Aviv area la a bit better. But the
best and cheapest way to grow your
own food 1s to raise seedlings In seed
bbxds or cold frames.
Cool shade for this is a must during

the hot weather of August. Place
seed containers under an old shade
tree or a temporary roof of mats of
cloth stretched on four sticks like a
huppa. No glass or plastic should be
used until the end of the summer. A
wire screen covering is permissible.
Day by day careful watering with a
watering can la essential.

What to sow. In areas with sandy,
light soil wait until -September tosow
vegetables. Where red soil or heavy
loam is predominant, take advan-
tage of the moisture-keeping capaci-
ty of the ground and sow vegetables
in mid-August. Seedlings will then be
ready for transplanting at the end of
September and primeurs will be ripe
for harvest during November before
frost and storms temporarily limit
gardening activity. Sow Into
“nursery boxes" lettuce, endive,
beet root and cabbages. Sow directly,

into the grqijn^Xwhere theywll^stay

.

/or good) radishes, beans, spinach
New Zealand spinach, potatoes,
cucumber*, carrots and marrows.
Broccoli, a newcomer in Israel

has made its way Into our markets
mostly as a frozen vegetable. If you
don't know this tasty vegetabZe, also
called “green cauliflower." buy
some seeds and try growing it. It will

succeed If sown now Lu heavy sell

directly where it will mature. Thin
the seedlings when they are about 10
cm. high. The final space from plant
to plant should be half a metre. The
garden care and cooking of broccoli

are the same as with cauliflower.

A German professor has proposed lightening heavy soils by sprinkl-

ing them with a solution of water and valerian extract.

This plant grows with many aide
sprouts that add to the harvest and la

a most nutritious vegetable.
Flowers. If you can provide suf-

ficient shade for nursery boxes or
cold frames, you can also sow most
of our winter flowers during the first

half of August under the conditions
mentioned above. The table below
lists some of the flowers that can be
sown nqw.

Precautions. Warmth and
moisture are not only favourable to

nursery plants, but also promote
pests and diseases. To avoid
damage, take some prophylactic
measures. Spread some charcoal
powder (self-made from burned
pieces of wood) or powdered lime
over the seed container surface to

avoid stem diseases of seedlings.
After germination dust plants slight-

ly with heptachler to guard against
insects and spread some safsan
grains to ward off mole crickets or
other underground damagers. Place
mctusol (poisoned grains) around
the seed boxes to avoid penetration
by snails and slugs (they feed by
Right).

Herbs. During the hot weeks ahead
we can enjoy an iced mint tea made
with peppermint more than at any
other time. Use fresh leaves from the
garden. This healthy drink Is much
more tasty and refreshing than one
made from powdered dry leaves.

Don't forget to divide your pepper-
mint plants during the second half of
August, when they look somewhat
tired. Prepare small containers, fill-

ed with good garden soil and water,
after transplanting. Soon new life

will become visible.

Rosemary Is another herb often
used as a tea. This aromatic plant is

alsu used in meat dishes unz is a
highly esteemed herb -- not merely
tor decorative pur pesos is this
evergreen perennial kept ir. meal
Israeli gardens. Easily multiply
rosemary by taking stem cuttings
now. Prepare pots or other con-
tainers filled with light, sandy sol)

tor red soil mixed with equal parts of

vermlculitoi and insert cuttings
About 15 cm. long. (One-third of the
cutting goes In the soil.l Place the
containers in partial shade and water .

dally until you feel that the plant is

well established (getting new
leaves). Then you can put the plants
into a sunny spot or transplant Into

flower beds.

Lawns. Now, during the hottest

time of the year, you can lengthen
the Interval between mowings. Raise
the blade of yaur mower to 4-5 cm.
Somewhat longer blades of grass .

have cooler roots. The lawn will look .

greener and you will save water with
leas evaporation made possible by
shade from taller grass.
An Innovation — will It work? A ’

German botanist, professor G.
Sauerlnndt says he has found a way
to turn a heavy soil Into a light one.
We use additions of sand lime nr ver-

miculite, but the professor says his

way is quicker, much easier and leas

expensive. He recommends spraying
heavy soil with a solution of a

;

valerian t valerian ;.* cffirrw.’ixj •

flower extract, 10 drops of valerian

extract for 1 litre of water. He *

recommends stirring the solution

thoroughly and using tt to spray the :

soil in the evening. And he says this

solution Is helpful in shortening the

time it takes to turn grass clippings

and -leaves Into unable compost.
Let's try It.

“

Latin name
mnthicla tncana
antirrhinum majiu
lobularia maritime
ncmcsla strumasa
phlox drumondii
calendula officinalis

godetia u-nifacyi

clnrkia eleguns
ccniGurec clonus
staticc bitifolia

Unarm maroccana
Imum grandiflorum.
dianthns caryophyllus
dinnlhUH bn rbat us

din nthus chbicnsis

Engllsb name
stocks
snapdragon
sweet alyssum
nemesis
phlox
pot marigold
godetia

clarkla
cornflower dcjjnnif

sea lavender
llnarla
scarlet flax

carnation
sweet william
China carnation

Hebrew name
mantur
loa-ha-ari

salsalci-kessef

nemrsia
shclhar drumjnd
t'fdoorci hchatui
gadct'xiu

ilurAlu

ad-ad ipirhei k-i'Ki

pish t a nix tiiGiohiinii

piahia udu.iui
I'siporen hakur «,’/.>!

ttriparm I ‘safuf

t'siporcnsini
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“Marvellous dancers!”, “Strong theatrical sense" — The- Observer

“Virtuosity used to thrilling effect"— The Guardian

London Contemporary Dance Theatre

ffi&v - Artistic Director: Robert Cohan

Jerusalem, Jerusalem Theatre, at 9.00 pj». August 8, Haifa, Municipal Theatre^ s^o p.m.

ttgasts, Eln Hasbofet, at 8.30 p.m.
.
Note! Star Sava performance cancelled. Money

August4, TelAviv, Mann Auditorium, at 8.30 p.m. will be refunded for tickets.

GROUP TICKETS: 20% reduction on tickets

for groups purchasing 20 tickets per perfor-

mance.

TICKETS: Tel Aviv. "Rokoko," 93 Dizengoff

St.. Tel Aviv, Tel. 223663, 248824; Jerusalem:
"Kla'im," 8 Shamai St., Tel. 02-240896 Haifa:

“Garber." Central Carmel, Tel. 04-84777.

* Tickets at performance hall only.

CRYPTIC PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Many a rustic -fowl f5*

6 You solver* get crass with
them (5)

9 Cobbler batting at No. U7
<4 *

ot

10 Set to look imposing, perhaps
(5»

u Rule in Niger? (5)

12 Top alloy? «5> ^U They may have a harrowing
time «7(

15 Margin oi the Moon f3)

17 The burden on the Ameri-
cans? (4)

U Playwright or half -pint
emperor (6)

19 Winning by sane pontoon
system? >2. 3>

2ft Individual chain (6)

22 Dived. American style (*)

M Song of the ordinary man (3)

25 Instead becomes discoloured
(7 j

26 -Breaks into pictures (6).
27 Shoulder no responsibility!

. .

29 I’m going to the Ministry
with & note i5>

29 Responded by being created'
anew <7>

3ft Thwv grow in tbe centre
ednte f5>

31 Further hit of help In stair-

case design <5)
DOWN

2 He takes a bird round with a
broken arm <6>

3 They're staked lor many
purposes <6>

4 Letter ffrom a lady (3)

5 -As seen by a stunned audi-
ence? t-5:

6 Vessel, the fruit of conflict

(7)
7 Honest individuals? i4»

9 It casts In ragged -fashion tBi

IS at's borne and may be burnt
15)

13 Like a point of interest in

photography, etc <5»

Uk the sum diagram for either tbe Cryptic er the Fjmjt panic,

(’s-' fc I an EASY PUZZLE
I r l 1 ACROSS DOWN

|
I I

j
Hj 1 Rough sketch (5) 2 Clergyman 16 *

6 Check accounts 3 Cultivated < 6>

tfin I I I I .
i5 t 4 Make ui atte.1

9 0arden retreats oj

Hl L 1 1 H- H 10 Frightening (5» c paint^-rs (7»
11 -Recounts <5<

12 Icy cold (Si

13 Protected (7)

15 A person (3|

17 DUT <4>

18 is uptight (6)

4 Make an attempt
Oi

5 Managed i5>

6 'Painters (7*
7 Second-hand «4»

8 Waterbound
land-mass -6»

12 (Birds i5»

13 Cbrrod gem (5>

14 Essential iS'

19 Fir* remains <‘5i 15 Vegetable t5i
20 Make p<»tible t6i j6 Written compo-
22 'Unconscious sltion (5)

24 LUbrican?
8
/?.

Ml W Se*Hcr»tures 15 1

25 Persuasive 19 Permitted
flattery i“» 21 Most pleasant <fll

26 Xs sullen (5>
27 (Begin again iS»
2S Wrench «5>

29 Experienced
again (7 >

30 Horse fat

22 Masses cf
people ret

23 Bungled (S>

25 Start i5t

26 Lake i4<

31 Stage remark i5> <28 Beverage i3:

14 One place for sport (5)

15 Actually it has mart than
one feather on! (5)

26 Changed places? <5>
18 Openings for strop makers?

19 Tasterul colours <7i

21 A soap product! (6>.

22 Do the splits with mathema-
tte&l iDTCdSlOQ 16 )

23 Victorious dav at one resort
or another <6i

25 Wildly -paces the room <5t

26 An " agreement " one possttiy

mes i4>
28 Mere pawns -in the game,

normally? <3»

Yesterday’s Easy Solution

ACROSS—3. Abod=. 8. Otter.

10. Elope. 11. Rob. 13, Prate. 13.

Caravan. 15. Eclat. 18. Tax. Ifi.i

Actors. 21, Dentist. 22. Mare. 23.'

Dear. 24, Gnarled. 26. Lap-dog.
29. Ian. 31. Loses. 32. Addicts. 34.

Apple 35. Are. 38, Stale. 37. Slyer- !

38. Stoop.
{

DOWN.—1. Stray. 2. Df'ratrs

4. Bam. 5. Detect. 8. Elect. 7.

Spear. 9. Tor. 12. Parting. 14.

Van. is, Loved. 17. Tsars, 19.

Astride. 20, Small. 21. Drips. 23.

Denials. 24; Gospel. 25. Lad. 27.

Aortv 2A Deals. 30. Steep. 32,

Alsa 33. Cry.

Yesterday's Cryptic Solution

|

ACROSS.—a Tones. A Wopn.
18. Light. 1L War. 12. Bloom. 13.

Degrees. U, Woman. I*. Ire. IP,

Rename. 21. Heather. S3. A-jar.
22. Bolt. 24. Bed-rent. 26. Ro-e*-
ea. 29, Eva. 31, E-vent. 32.

Dresden. 34. AI-Dcs. 35. Sad. 38.

F-L-alr. 37. Widow. 38, Le-an-L

DOWN.—L Go-W-er. 2. Har-
rier. 4. Owls. 5. Glower. 6, Simon.
7. Cheam. 9. Gar. 12. Beetles.
14. Era 16. MA’s-on. 17. Nesta.
19. Keefers. 20, Ca-D-re. *i.
fh-ne. ZL Br-ass-te. 24. Retire.
25. E-VE. 27. Ovals. 27. S-nalL
30, Medoc. 32, Dean. 33, Dad.

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW

UN GUARD
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Maritime bank goes to

Eisenberg group
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Ptat Finance Reporter
TO- AVIV. - On Friday the shares

Maritime Bank of Israel Ltd.,
niuierto owned by the government,
were transferred to the Eisenberg
group.
The transfer was made through

the East Mining and Trading1 Cor-
poration for Ho*5m. Through this
purchase, the Eisenberg group in-
creased' its presence In the local
banking scene. It had previously
bought control of the. First Inter-
national Bank of Israel.
While FIbl is a commercial bank

In the true sense of the word, the
Maritime Bank is a specialized in-
stitution dealing primarily In foreign
currency and- maritime transac-
tions. Both purchases were shrouded
in controversy.
In the case of FIBI. an American

group headed by Robert Hecht had
claimed that they had offered a
higher price for the bank. While the
government was negotiating the sale
of the Maritime Bank, a Knesset
Member claimed that the Eisenberg

group should pay a higher price than
tiie stipulated ¥10 .8m. as the bank
owned property which was not
properly evaluated In the bank's
balance sheet.

During the negotiations it was un-
derstood that the Eisenberg group
would enlarge the bank's capital
base considerably. As part of the
final contract the new owners have
agreed to increase the share capital
to ILOOOm.
The new owners have appointed to

the board of directors Dr. A.
Bergman, Michael Albin, Tlgal Dia-
mant, Menahem Weber, Jonathan
Zubowitzky, Aharon Zer, Israel
Flekaman and Meir RosenfeldL
Dr. Bergman, who established the

bank in 1962 on behalf of the govern-
ment, .was appointed to the post of
chairman of the board of directors.
He served as the bank's managing
director for the first 14 years of Its

existence. Deputy chairman -of the
board Is Israel Fleksman. Menahem
Weber, deputy managing' director,
was appointed as general manager
as well as director of the bank.

Better, not more, phone service

is what we need: MK-engineer
By AARON BITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter
The country's telephone system

should be judged qualitatively
rather than quantitatively, a
Member of Knesset who served 13
years as a telephone engineer In the
north told The Jerusalem Poet
yesterday.
ME Elyakim Gustave Badlan,

secretary of the Engineers Union,
said: "It Is natural for a minister to
seek renown by producing a set of'

nice statistics every now and then. In
the case of the Communications
Ministry, Yitzhak Modal proudly
points to the substantial number of
new telephone Installations during
the past year.
“ButiModai, like his predecessors,

seems to be missing the mark. What
la the use of expanding our telephone
network when thin la being done at
the expense of properly maintaining
the existing system? It is becoming
increasingly difficult to call from
one city to another in Israel. The
dialling scanner mechanisms and
their controlling equipment in the In-

tercity trunk 'lines are constantly
breaking down. Technicians who
would normally keep these lines In
working order are busy instead lay-
ing new trunk cables for additions to
the network. Meanwhile, service
becomes worse and worse."
Badlan also challenged Modal's

recent claim in the Knesset that van-
dalism of public telephones Is the

main reason behind the silencing of
most non-private telephone lines.
"This is absurd," says Badlan. “I
can prove to the minister that so-
called sheltered public phones —
those in hotels, government office
buildings and stores — show the
same rate of breakdown as public
phones located on street corners."
Badlan believes that the earlier

the telephone service is divested
from the Communications Ministry
and transformed into a self-
sustaining corporation, the better.
“There Is always the problem of
worker productivity In the civil ser-
vice," he observes. "And the wor-
ding of work agreements involving
government employees is Infinitely

different from those involving
workers in the private sector. I know
— Pm a union leader myself.

"In this country, a contract signed
by a private employer and his
employees is somehow much tighter
than that common In the civil service
or public sector. I think the average
Israeli would gladly pay a little more
for his phone service if he were
assured the quality was- depen-
dable."
Badlan hastens to add: "The

mails, too, should be taken out of
government hands and put into the
hands of a corporation operating on
economic principles. It now takes
between five and 12 days for a letter
to travel from the sender in
Jerusalem to the addressee InHaifa.

Fast helps fish sales -
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Mourning is good for
carp, according to the country's fish

breeders.

The secretary of their union, Mar-
co Solomon, told The JerusalemPost
that sales of carp are up by nearly 20
per cent, thanks to the present
period of mourning before Tisha
B’Av, commemorating the Roman
siege of Jerusalem and destruction
of the Temple in the year 70 C.E.
During the traditional three

weeks, many Orthodox people
refrain from eating meat, abstain

from entertainment and do not
shave, as a sign of mourning.
As a result, the usual sales of 130

tons of live carp a week are running
nearly 20 per cent ahead, and so are
the sales of St. Peter’s fish (arnnun)
and silver carp, which, in a regular
week, together account for another
60 tons.

Solomon also hoped the Increase In
the price of frozen meat and the ex-
pected rise In frozen chicken prices
would give a further boost to pond
fish (which enjoy no subsidy), and
make the marketing increase more
permanent.

Dr. Dan Ben-Or, an Israeli agricultural expert, trains farmers in 'West Bengal, Sadia.
(World Bank Photo, J. Martin)

Bleak future forecast for West
following oil price increases

By JACK MAURICE
PARIS: THE WESTERN world
must expect Its national economies
to grow slowly or even to slip
backwards over the coming year
following the latest round of oil price
Increases and the austerity policies

decided at the Tokyo economic sum-
mit.
This is the forecast of the Paris-

based Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD), whose 21 member coun-
tries are the most prosperous in the
West.
Presenting OECD's mid-year

report, entitled "Economic
Outlook," John Fay, head of its

economic affairs division, said with
British understatement: "There ia

hardly cause for jubilation."

The brunt of the bad news la that
growth in gross national product will

fall to 2 per cent or less during the
next 12 months. A few months ago
OECD was predicting an improve-
ment of 2% per cent, which already
was a slippage from the 3% growth
rate tor the first half of this year.

Inflation will rise to about 10 per
cent duringthe second halfof 1979. If
wages were to "rise in sympathy" —
in tiie coy jargon of OECD — infla-

tion would race ahead even faster In
1980. Previously, OECD bad forecast
an 8)4 per cent increase In Inflation
over the next 12 months. -

cThe employ£Q£i|& scenario is no
brighter than that for Inflation. By
theearlymonths of 1980, 6 per cent of
OECD’s 300 million workers will he
out of a job. During the first quarter
of this year, the proportion was B.2

per cent.
OECD's new report has plenty of

other gloomy tidings to send shivers
up the spines of both government
-economists and ordinary consumers
throughout the West.

belts, the current new spurt of Infla-

tion could slacken off In the middle of
* next year in response to a voluntary
. reduction of demand.

In fact, we might even find
ourselves in a full-scale recession.
OECD's John Fay adds: "Xh our
assessment of what lies in store, we
have made no allowance whatever
for any possible deterioration of
business or consumer confidence. If

this happens, we could be pushed
further Into recession."
OECD predicts that developing

countries lacking their own sources
of energy will he particularly hard
hit by the latest Increases in the cost
of oQ. Their new oil bill could be
(boosted by $3b.

'

Every cloud has a silver lining,

particularly if you happen to own a
string of oil wells. OECD estimates
that the Opec countries' combined
balance of payments surplus for 1980
will better than double. It is likely to
rise from recent estimates of231b. to
375b. Last year it was below 36b.
Fay is reluctant to prescribe a

remedy for the economic ailments of
the .OECD countries. But he told

them to be "extremely cautious." If
they try to stimulate their
economies, they would risk ’even
worse inflation thaw now. But if they
try to dampen activity to absorb the
Impact of costlier oil, .the economic
slowdown would be intensified.

THE RICH nations' watchdogwarns
its members that the situation will

get worse if consumers follow the
pattern of the 1978 oil embargo by
spending their savings In order to

maintain their purchasing power.
If, however, they tighten their

OECD's TIDINGS make sad reading
In whichever country you happen to
be living, except, of course, those
which produce oil. Even Britain,
with its North Sea reserves, is likely

to see its economic activity decline
by between % and 1 per cent by the
first half of next year, compared
with the same period of 1979.
Earlier, OECD had predicted a one
per cent rate of expansion for Britain
in the early months of 1980.

ha the U.S. growth will he zero,
which means the economy will not
expand at all. OECD had earlier en-
visaged a 1% per cent expansion for
the American economy for the latter J
part of next year.
West Germany’s rate of growth is

X if.ti

David Crohn,' recently named
director of the special centre
Bank Leumi has opened, in
Rehov Yaffo 47 in Tel Aviv for
tourists, foreign residents and
new Immigrants. Crohn, who
served In a senior position In

Bank Leuml’s New York outlet
for several years. Joined the
bank’s staff in 1972 after serving
for many years with the
Palestine Economic Corporation
in Tel Aviv and ai ad-
ministrative director of the IPO.
Born In the U.S., Crohn served in
the American army during
World War n.

ZURICH (Reuter). — Dynamic,
resourceful and hardworking, Ernst
Kuhrmeler personified the golden
image of Swiss banking In the boom
years of the 1980s and early 1970s.

- He wooed clients with gifts of little

gold ingots and with bundles of lire to

liven up gambling parties. Soberly
dressed and burly in build, he Im-
pressed with his Swiss German
solidity.

The Credit Suisse branch office

which he headed In the small town of

Chiasso on the border with Italy

regularly earned record .profits.

With a staff of 280, it more thpn tripl-

ed Its turnover between 1966 and
1976.

Yet when Ernst Kuhrmeler died of

a heart attack earlier this month, he
was the black sheep of the hanking
community — jailed for embezzle-
ment and dishonest management
and faced with huge fines &nd possi-

ble further legal action by the bank
where he made hla .career.

Credit Suisae itself, a major bank
with deep roots In the Swiss economy
and a venerable reputation, was
some 1.38 billion francs (3800m.)
poorer — the equivalent of a year’s
earnings for the population of the

Banking scandal spells danger
for Swiss easy banking rules

city of Lucerne. The scandal for
which Kuhrmeler and four
associates had been convicted was
the largest in Swiss hanking history.
In the two years since the affair

came to light, the banks have been
taking stock of their changed and
somewhat chastened position in
Swiss society.
A first conclusion is that the years

of unbridled expansion and huge
profits are over. A world recession
and a host of monetary restrictions
introduced to curb currency in-

stability in Switzerland have made
Inroads Into their earnings.
The fpur biggest banks last year

all showed a drop In profits, and the
Volksbank even cut Its dividend,
something the banks usually try
hard to avoid. By 1977 this already
meant that a crooked banker such as
Kuhrmeler could no longer rely on

KOPCl TOURS ltd
requires dynamic

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
to our Director of Operations

'Mother-tongue English,

Hebrew and other languages an asset. .

Minimum 5 yra. experience; ahorthand/typing,

telex operation, good public relations manner.

Please call Ada for appointment.

Tel. 03-53816 — Between 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

the near-certainty of profits to
nullify the effects of mismanage-
ment and lawbreaking.
His illicit operation involved at-

tracting smuggled Italian capital to

the Ghiasao .branch, diverting the
funds Into a Liechtenstein-registered
finance Institute called Texon,
providing the deposits with Swiss
franc Credit Suisse guarantees, and
then investing the money into a
hotchpotch of Italian companies.
From testimony he gave at his

trial it was apparent he counted on
the momentum of the economic
boom to carry his private financial
empire to profitability, in Spite of its

feeble management and accountan-
cy methods.
Similarly he reckoned that once

the profits were flowing, no
awkward questions would be asked
and the crimes committed in getting
the venture going would never be un-

covered. In fact, the. recession and
the big fall In the Italian lire against
the Swiss franco meant Texon and
its associated companies moved
Bteadlly deeper into -Insolvency until

Credit Suisse took them over In 1977.

The Chiasso affair, together with a
series of lesser scandals In
preceding years, also harmed the
Swiss banks’ Image of conservatism

and integrity.

It showed that dubious
machinations on the fringe of normal
banking were not the preserve of fly-

by-night minor banks with un-
familiar names. In Chiosso, a senior

and trusted director of Switzerland's
oldest and most respectable bigbank
was deeply involved as well.

A leading Credit Suisse bankerhad*
been caught systematically break-

Australian Embassy — Commercial Section

requires

SECRETARY/STENOGRAPHER

Native English speaker, fluent Hebrew.

For details, Phone 03-220922; Monday-Frid&y.

Oo (be Quaker*, read—
The Friendly Perversion:

Good People and Dirty Work

.

Available from
Americans for a Safe Israel

147 East 76 Street, N.YM N.Y. 16«1
33.00, Includes postage.

•Ing Swiss and Italian laws against
the flight of capital, massively
flouting his own head office's in-

structions, taking Irresponsible risks

with funds entrusted to his care, and
committing other acts of blatant bad

. faith such as covering doubtful debts
at the Credit Suisse branch with
money taken from Texon.

It was also clear the Credit Suisse

head office had known of Texcm’s ex-
istence for many years. Warnings
came from rival banks angered by
losing business because of the high
interest rates Kuhrmeler offered.

' The bank later said it always
believed Texon was just a customer
of the Chiasao branch,

1 and it ascrib-

ed the warnings from rivals partly to

jealousy. The officials who took the
loans argued they had no idea of Tex-
on's hidden link with Kuhrmeler and
the bank, and there was no sugges-
tion they acted irregularly.

However Credit Suisae did admit It

failed to pay enough attention to a
series of signals over the 16 years
Texon existed.
A third consequence of the affair Is.

an upsurge of political pressure
against the banks. The Socialist Par-
ty, which belongs to the coalition

government, announced plans to

hold a referendum on a proposal

which would drastically reduce
banking secrecy and restrict bank
participation in industry.

The banks countered with an un-

dertaking that they will not open ac-

counts without establishing the iden-

tity of depositors, nor accept funds
resulting from criminal activities,

nor aid tax evasion or flights of

capital.

.
For the first time, such an under-

taking was accompanied by sanc-

tions in the form of fines against
offenders. The government's super-
visory Banking Commission expand-
ed its staff, and the banks overhaul-
ed their Internal auditing methods.
But the pressure has continued un-

abated. One of the complaints of the
Socialists was that Switzerland has
been allowed to expand too fast asan
international financial centre,
boosting the profits of the banks, but
resulting In difficulties for Swiss in-

dustry due to buge foreign exchange
fluctuations.

In this they have been supported to,

some extent by National Bank presi-

dent Fritz Leutwfler, who has also
said the banking community must
scrutinize itself to ensure another
Chiasao cannot occur.
Both the judge and the prosecutors

In the Chiasao trial said the Credit
Suisse bead office must carry some
of the moral guilt — a charge
repeated by Switzerland’s leading
newspaper, the conservative "Neue
Zuercher Zeitung."
Prosecutor Paolo Bernasconl ac-

cused the banks as a whole of engag-
ing in an unscrupulous scramble tor

profits in the boom years.
And a report just published by the

government's cartel commission has
told the big brniks to refrain from ex-
panding their market share, which
in recent years has Increased sharp-
ly at the expense of smaller, local

banks.
Further talks due shortly between

the government Banking Commis-
sion and the banks could result In ex-

ternal audits being extended from
banks' bead offices to cover their

branch offices as well, banking,
sources say.
As for Credit Suisse, it covered Its

losses largelyby selling unpublished
investments it held in other com-,
parties, and otherwise continued'
operating normally with reasonable
profits- The fact that it weathered
the enormous blow without needing
bailing out worked to its advantage
in that it gave Impressive proof of its

solidity.

Prices change monthly

in Hamashbir stores

Searstary/Typist
preferably with English as
mother tongue. Half-day.

Phone 421433, Tel Aviv.

Bronfman's Agency Ltd.

Rent a car
The economicalway

50% Reduction
-on daily rate

Call at any of our offices

Jerusalem

:

174 Jaffa St., Tel. 243307/8, 222534
22 King David St.. Tel. 234405
Tel Aviv:
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SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

Departures
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Full Board. Kosher
Price 3126

for overseas students
Registration : Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

33 Reliov HiUel. Jerusalem.
Tel. 02-227740, 233147.

By MAGABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post .Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Prices in Hamashbir
Lezarchqn department stores are
updated once a month to keep pace
with inflation, Shmuel Eyal,
director-general of the Hlstadrut-

affiliated network admitted yester-

day.
"Last year we only had to change

the prices every four months,” be
said, noting that this year the con-
cern envisages an Inflationary rate

of 70 per cent "at least."

The firm, which has 1.Q00
employees (of whom about half are
part-time) In its u department
stores,, "bos no special .staff to
change the prices on the Items. This
is done by employees of each depart-
meat, and our policy is to put on the

new price In the storeroom, and not
when the goods are on the shelves.

Sometimes, this means that prices
on the shelves are lower for several
weeks than the prices on the Iden-

tical items in the storerooms."

expected to hold steady at around 8
per cent. By the end of this year,
German personal income will be in-

creasing at the rate of 7 per cent, ac-
cording to OECD’s scenario. This
means private consumption could in-

crease by about 3 per cept.
Japan's outlook is the brightest

among OECD's major industrial
members. GNP la expected to Im-
prove by between 4 and 6 per cent
.over the next year, in spite of that
country's almost total dependence
on imported sources of energy.

m the first six months of 1979,

sales increased by "about 5 per cent
in real figures" and by 63 per cent In
inflationary figures, he said. Sales In

the first six months this year stood at
XL600m., compared to ILS65.5m. in

the comparative period last year.
"Despite rising prices the public is

on a buying spree," he admitted,
noting however that there was a dis-

tinct trend away from expensive for-

mal wear to casual and leisure
Items. This applied both to men and
women.
"Expensive men's suits costing

several thousand pounds are being
passed up for casual "safari" type
outfits which go for several
hundred pounds. However, the
latter (for example) might soar in
price overnight U someone has the
bright Idea of tearing a few holes

in the shirts and pants, and putting

on- ugly patches.' This ia what-
happened with jeans a few years
back."
Suppliers were wary of quoting

future price* due to Inflation. "Some
say frankly that they can't quote a
price — they have no idea what the
price will be In a few months." As %
consequence, Hamashbir Lessrcbtq
was cutting its orders. "Once,
we would order SO to 70 per cent oft
certain Item, and second and third
orders after the first was cleaned eft
the shelves. Now, our first order fo

-

down to 40 per cent, for. we ire
waiting for the suppliers to quote u*
a price."

Of the 12 shops, the one is
Dizengoff Circle In Tel Aviv leads la

sales, followed by Haifa. Allenby (to

Tel Aviv), Jerusalem, and
Beeraheba.
.The concern is planning to open a

18th supermarket, of 750 square,
metres, in Naharla, by spending
lL7m. to renovate an existing
building. Later, it hopes to double
flo.or space by adding another-
storey. -

R also plans to open a 14th outlet in

the Arab section ofNazareth. A 2,000

square metre building is to be rented
for 80 years, and some IL25m. is to

be invested In this project. -

"However," Eyal warned, "it Jr.

not certain we will go ahead withtHa
. project, since we are still making
market studies.".

But the network is going ahead is

erecting a 2,000 square metre,
building In Hadera at a coat of

IL45in. It will replace the present

350 square metre one.

As for sales In the shops, xneuV
clothing took first place, followed bjt.

women's underwear, baby clothe^
cosmetics, household linens
towels, and appliances for tl

kitchen, followed by electric

appliances, records, toys and s]

r
in

L"-

m

New high in sale of

index-linked bonds

t* L
r

TEL. AVTV. — By the end of the
month In two days, the jBank of

Israel will have sold an' all-time
record high of new index-linked
bonds.
As of yesterday, according to Sam

Bronfeld, head of open market bond
operations at the Bank, IL8.6b.
worth of new issues were sold to the
public and to institutions for savings
schemes. The sum reached yester-

day matched the previous one-month
high in Bales.

Bronfeld reiterated his belief that
he anticipates no changes regarding
index-linked bonds or taxation of

index-linkage Increments.
"Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich

as well as the Governor of the Bank
.9/ Israel have ..statft&i SL- ciearcut

.

policy regarding non-institution .of

any changes. Statements such as
those issued by MK Shlomo Eliyahu
andBank Hapoalim!e Efraim Reiner
are only harmful to the normal con-

duct of business in the
market," stated Bronfman, _

He also pointed out that asof
the newly Issued 80 per cent
bonds will be sold at a rate of H
'Die guessing game as to the

of rise of the July index, to be
nounced in about two weeks, is

apace. Eliyahu Cohen, recently*?^
pointed deputy general manager of
the Israel Discount Bank, In charge
of the "passive" side of the bank's

;

activities which Includes current ac-

counts, securities, savings and pen-
sion schemes, estimates the July'
rise to be in the order of 5 per cent
• "Green vegetables should be
somewhat lower and JJie,.three
months building figure^Should be
about 10 per cent,
building-industry figuriSWfceindex -

should rise some three percent The
building figures will bringJt up by
1.5-2.0 per cent," Cohen tola The
Jerusalem Post,

Elbit profits rise 62 per cent
Poet Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Elbit Computers Ltd.,

the largest -Israeli computer firm,
reports that in the year ending in

March next after-tax profits rose by
62 per cent and stood at-IL3l.Bm.
Product sales grew by 61 per cent

and reached IL602m. as compared
with IL873ra. a-year ago. Based on
'these results earnings per each IL5
share' were 67 per cent compared
with 57 per cent a year ago. -

Originally established by Elron
Electronic Industries and the
Defence Ministry, the latter was
replaced by Control Data Corp., one
of the world's largest computer com-
panies, in 2970. The latter 'holds,

more than one third of the outstan-
ding equity. .

For the civilian market Elbit
makes mini-computers and systems
and terminals for small and
medium-businesses

.

The company also specialize* In

electronic computers designed for
defence systems, including the air-

borne weapon delivery and naviga-
tion systems installed In the Kfir air-

craft. Other1 military products; in-

clude bomb aimers, aircraft

simulators and equipment controls^

radar signal analyses and proceafe

ingsystems andnaval commandand'
. control systems. ...

Civil and military exports run to;

approximately one-half of the &
pony's total sales. Control
purchases are about 20 per cent,

the past six years the company

'

expanded well over ILlOOm.
research and development,
company, on top of this R and,
budget receives government grr

"

as well.

Due to its high R and D oriei

as well the' technical nature of fife

company's products, nearly half «
the -some 1600 employees art/

engineers, designers or technicians.
Last year the company went puhlfc,

by way of a new share Issue which
was registered on the Tel Avt£-;

Stock Exchange. The proceeds of t&fr.

Issue will be applied to the IL240nt;
expansion programme which is dtfr

to be completed In 1980.
' >

Chairman of the board is Uzla Galf.

who founded Elbit and headed it un^
til last year When Binyamln Pel®C
former Chief of the Israel Airforce/

Ni of lsr;i

Wntati'

•fn exch

— Jui

N
*SlM

P!r

-was appointed as general manager-!

Bank Leumi (UK) to pay
2.8 per cent dividend

»

By JOSEPH MOKGENSTERN
Post Finance Beporter

TEL AVTV. — The board of directors
of Bank Leumi (UK) Ltd. have an-
nounced their decision to pay a 2.8

per cent interim share dividend to
ordinary shareholders of the bank.'
Concurrently, management ' has

announced that unaudited figures,

for the first six months of this year,
were significantly higher than those
achfeved In the comparable period
last year.

Chairman Ernest Japhet noted
that the earnings figures reflect the
continued development of the bank's

- business as well as the high Interest
rate for sterling. The bank's fourth
branch at Gants Hill, Ilford, which
was opened in March, has so far
developed satisfactorily, according
to Japhet.

It was also announced that the
board of directors Is convening an
extraordinary general meeting to be
held on August 14 to approve an In-

crease of the authorized si

capital of the bank from -£2.4m-

£4m. The board subsequent!)
proposes to make a rights Issue

one new ordinary share for every'

two 'shares held as oh July 27 at.

a

price of 110 pence.
The new shares will not rank for

the Interim dividend, but will fully

participate in all subsequent
1

.,

dividends. The Issue of one million-

new ordinary shares will raise the;

bank's paid up share capital to
;

The parent company. Bank Lsunu -j

Le-Israel, has already announced It.

will exercise Its rights. The other

major shareholder, Cleveland Trust
^

International Corporation haz
.

alto-lOi,

given similar confirmation. Kr

To increase the bank's capita

fluids. Bank Leumi Le-Xsrael has

agreed in principle to arrange »

seven year subordinated loan of

proximately £lm. for subscription

within the Bank Leumi group, to hr*.

ing the total published capital funds;
j,

of the.bank to over AET.Sm. . .

:

P'lw
• - - -

You are invited to the Founding Conference of

ZEEERQ (Zionist Emergency Exile Evacuation ..

Rescue Organization)
A unique, JEWISH Aliya movement that tells the Zionist truth

about the Exile. The Exile is doomed to create holocausts, and
Aliya is more than just a way. to live life more ''fulfiningly-"

Aliya, la a desperate emergency, the only way to save
millions of Jews from death and destruction!

FOUNDING CONFERENCE OF THE GROUP THAT WILL
.

CONDEMN JEWISH AND ZIONIST LEADERS FOR THEIR
Crippling of Zionism — . _

•

Monday, July 30, 1979, 8 p.m.— Belt Agron, 37 BlUel Strop!, ipruwdcoo

For further Information, contact Barbara Glnabcrg at <0S) 5M8®\ -
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5 pfew index-linked bonds to be floated at 104
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v»5 ; tel AVIV. — Starting today, 80 per cent
y, jj^ex-iinked bond* are being sold at 104.

•ns ,
s

l»
Israel official Sam Bronfeld told The

B K \ viridelert-I^t yMterday that bond Issues

"Ur, ^W he. *M ,above par because of price
? inn 01

Oh <jteve*°PnSclxt**

n-v "S !& SroWeld. In -charge of open market
ik,> * ****** *lso in-

h ^& Seated thatealea ofnew Issues will set a new
'HiS'n,iV^V feCQrd . h?

5

!!
*5?®* ae "double-

J?lr4uA ..optftai*- Unted bonds have been kept un-
i

.“r
« ^ Sang«i andat par,

V,
' ll

P*t *S . With the government's completion erf the
,,

‘/’MA sale of the Maritime Bank of Israel, to the

,

fc,eO^ ©aeuberg group, there is some speculationN S'? *&et**r the hank Win be turned intoa public

.,.1,

• !°r - wspW- =
*

• Pa
in /* * . .The haw owners have agreed to the stlpula-

"tjonlbit the bank’s capital be increased to
,"'v thp ' moom.-At tha time of the increase of the
1

1

'

1

*'1vc L ttbare capital, it would not be inconceivable

.

If

"-4ii^‘ that the Eisenberg group would turn to the
w*m

,^ ja^c to obtain the freshly needed funds.
• tt. ^jww£ar as market activities were concern-

*d. yesterday, the share market trended
“i “&}[ tower- The index-linked bond market, on

hv isiance^ improved. Trading in the share
1

“ ,,‘
a'n pkxket was fairly active as nearly HftftOm." s

Stocks & bonds-—
the market report

* JOSEPH MOBGENSTERN
Jerusalem Post Finance Reporter

changed hands.
The only sector in share trading to show a

gain was that of the .commercial tmnitn
However, even In this group the gains were

;

nominal at best. The only shares to come
through with one point gains were those of
Hapoallm. FTBI and Genera] Bank. An other
bank shares remained unchanged.
- The downward trend In share prices was
clearly reflected when trading began in
mortgage shares. The exchange manage-
ment stopped trading in the shares of the
Carmel Mortgage Bank. The reason for the
interruption In trading of the shares was that
the bank had published its shwqH report In a
morning newspaper before *ntng it with the
exchange. This Is a contravention of ex-

change rules.
The only share to show a gain was that of

the Agricultural Bank which rose "by 5.2 per
cent.

Insurance issues were relatively hard hit.
Aryeh was down by 19, Bassneb by. 23.
Tardenla lift by 20, Yardenla IL5 by 12 and
the Zur shares by 19 points, each.
Motor House, in the service group, was 5.1

per cent higher. Israel Electric rose by a
similar amount.
Land development and real estate shares

were down. Africa-Israel ILL shares dipped -

by 100 to 2400. Bayslde ILL lost BA per cent
while the IL5 shares were 6A per cent lower.
Winners included Mehadrin up by 30; ICF 25
higher; and Neot Aviv rose by 18 to 474. The
sharpest price drop took place in the Rassco.
ordinary shares which fellby more than 9 per
cent.

Industrials were mixed. Profit-taking
knocked Frutarom for a 7A per cent loss.
Polgat was down byfl.7 per cent hut Ifolett
gained more than 8 per cent to 197.

Investment company stocks were traded at
lower price levels. Elgar (b) was down by 7.7
per cent. Hapoahm investments traded ex-
bonus shares at 844.

* dosing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchangero.v'-w :•••
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222.0 189.2 n.c.. Haszneh b
177.0 278.1 n.c. Hauneh opt.
151.0 1.438.8 n.c. Phoenix 1
588.0 19.8 -ILC. Phoenix 8
502.0 1,744.9 +1.0 . Yardenla 1
004-0 418.0 +1.0 Yardenla 5
497.0 768.9 +1.0 Sahar r
978.0 8.5 O.C. Sahar b
565.0 41.8 ILC. Sahar opL
430.0 39.6 ILC. Sahar 18% deb.
238.0 172.8 n.c. .Secnritaa

506.0 — — Securitae 00% div.

220.0 397.0 ILC. Securitas opt.

157J) 988.9 ILC. -Znrr
897J) . 494.1 +2.0 Zorb
4X3.0 00.0 ' +1.0 GammercU Servi
119.0 250.5 —2.0 ft Utilities

409.0 3.437.1 ILC. Motor House
880.0 12.5 +10.0 Delekr
498.0 856.4 ILC. Delek b
228J) 695.4 ILC, . Delek opt-

1

282J) 12-9 ILC. . Delek 20% deb. 2

289.0 40.1 n.c. Cbld Storage 1

154.0 1.203.2 ILC. Cold Storage 10
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‘

440.0 12.0 —5.0 Cold Storage 20% i

107.0
.

-286.6C ILC. Israel Electric
*
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228A —17.0
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40J1 —10.0
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as.3 —8.0
4A —3.0
22A +1.0
10.7 —18.0
2.5 —19.0

b.O. +28.0
87.4 +8.0

28J. +U.0
6.6 —25.0

69.3 n.c.

94A +13-0

Oil Explo. Pax
Industrial

143.0 481.0 —9.0

Urdan 1 414.0 92.1 n.c.
- Urdan 6 438.0 6.6 n.c.
Urdan opt. * 247.0 72.4 —3.0
ETbit 3 426.0 21.0 ILC.
ETMt 0 428.0 2.0 —4.0
Alliance 1365.0 2.8 —73.0
Elco 1 462.0 5.0 —4.0
EHco U r 270.0 68ft +10.0
Elco 2JO b 283ft 38.0 +16.0
Elco opL “A** 110ft 71.8 +4.8
Elco40% deb. 1 92.0 * 91.0 +2.5
Electra l 615.0 5.5 ILC.

Electra S 406.0 307.3 ILC.

Electra opt. 2 414.0 77.9 +10.0
Electra 16% deb. 323.0 4.0 +3.0
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Rim l
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Investment ft HokUog
Companies
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Export Inv. b
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ClaJ RL Est. 20% deb 2
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Clal Ind.
Clal Ind. s.c. opL
Clal Ind. opt. cert-

CUd Ind. 20% deb. 8
Landeco
Oz Inv.
Os Inv. 20% deb.
Pams lnv.

Plryon Inv.

Plryon Inv. opt. 2
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Agricultural pref. “C”
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Ind. Dev. "CCl"
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Tourist lad.
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Unico "A" b
Fori
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Most active shares

8169 A —44 1-

458.0 42J - n.c.

184.0 60.8 —19.0
124.0 84.0 —8.0

SS8.D 102.0 —43.0
835.0 44.0 —9.0
251.0 7.6. m.c.

943.0 6A n.c.

368.0 9.1 n.c.

419.0 17.Id +7.0
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250.0 18.4 —14.0
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10.8 +10.0
8.6 +10.0

44.3 —2.0
40.8 —5.5

2.2 +25.0
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176.7 +13A
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44.1 Q.C.
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231.2 —6.0
83A —4.0
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17.1 —5.0
96.2 —1.0
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24.4 —38.0

14.7 —7.0

1.0 n.c.

12.0 +1.6

12.9 +2.0
1

.7 +1,0

: Lighterage 5

Lighterage opL 2
Lighterage deb.
Rapac l
Raizac 5
Land. Building,

Development ft atrns
Aaorlm
Azorim opt. “A”
'Aaorlm 20% deb. 1 .

96.0 —15.0
issa —1.0

806.0 — — Africa-Israel 1 2.400.0 ft—100ft
186.0 192.2d —4.0 Africa-Israel 30 960.0 . 12ft —9.0
186.0 24.4d —4-0 LLD.C. r 173.0 344.1 —7.0
192ft 14.7 —2.0 LLJXC. b 183.0 84.8 —8.0
90.6 10.0 —1ft IXr.D.C. opL •’A" 304.0 . 28ft +4.0
119.0 • 15ft —1.0 1.UD.C. opt.

,,B" 157.0 63.0 n.c.

79.0 1.0 —1.5 I.UD.C. 20% deb. 3 124.0 9.0 —2.0

250.0 140.3 —3.0 IJ^D.C. 30% deb. 4 187J 14ft —2.0

285ft 87.8 —10.0 Sole! Bone* b 1285.0 86.8 n.c.

Cbem. opL 2
Haifa C2iem. 20% deb. 1

Teva r ___

Teva b'~
Teva opt.

Teva deb.
Lodzial
Lodzia 4

Molett
Moller
Phoenicia l

Dead Sea.
Am-Isr. Paper
Am-Isr. opL "A”
Am-Isr. 20% deb. 1

Assis
AssU 20% deb. l

Petrochem.
Petrochexn. opL *’A"

Petrochem: 20% deb. 1

Nechushtan r

109.0

90.0
567.0

W;0
323.0

130.0 —15.0
1.7 +9:6

Mizrahi r
Leumi
Hapoallmr
Volumes
Shares traded:' t

-

Convertibles:
Bonds:

292 4424.9 n.c.

409 3487.1 nlc.

002 1744.9 +1.0
NAM'* 26.7.70^

“ HJ09.5m. ' IL65An.
"’“ItlMn,. IL4.fim.

£L43.7m. IL40m.
— — General Share Index down '6.37 to 127.09

113.1 +18.0

7J3 —22.0
10.1 n.C.

184.1 —24.0

Ota —38.0
b.o.c. —11.0

14A —20.0

AbbrnhUm: »

no. — sellers only

b.o. — buyers only

d — wKbmA dividend

c — without coupon

% — wiUwut bonus
Z — without rights

ilc. — nochange
r — registered

b — bearer
pref. — preferred
opt. — option

conv. — convertible

s.c. — subordinated capitalnotm
These stock prices are unofficial.

Carter to get energy plan
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WASHINGTON (Reuter). — U-S.

President Carter is expected to get

much of his energy programme
through an independent-minded
Congress — but later and leas than

he wants.
On the Issue of timing, he already

appears to be losing. Congressional

approval "of most of hiB bid to cut oil

imports and the use of energy seems
unlikely before late autumn, despite

his appeal for action by the end of the

coming week when the lawmakers
begin their month-long summer
recess. And the House of Represen-
tatives and Senate probably will

water down or change many of the

details in the White House plan.

The plan is widely rated critically

important to the economy ofother in-

dustrialized states, as well as that of

the Americans, because the U.S.

consumes so much of the world’s

falling oil supplies. Congressmen,
highly aware of the anger of

motorists who sweated out long

queues for petrol earlier this

summer, intend to play a key role in

the new energy-saving effort win-

ding up the president’s two-and-a-

half-year battle with them over the

issue. .

For instance, while the House has

approved his plan's centre-piece, the

60 per cent oil windfall profits tax,

the Senate Finance Committee

seems likely to water it down.-

Still, the committee dominated by

conservative and oil-state senators,
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and the Senate itself, are expected to
meet much of Carter’s request.

Revenue from the windfall profits

tax would come from profits
American oil producers will get from
higher prices brought about by a
White House decision to phase out

government price controls on
domestically produced oiL

The White House wants to use the

extra revenue to develop alternative

fuels. The administration says the

tax would bring in $142b. over 10

years.
Carter's proposal to create an

energy mobilization board has
stirred up congressional controver-

sy. The agency would cut govern-

ment red tape to spe^d development
of alternative fuels. But environmen-
talists fear that it merely would
strike down a number of federal laws
protecting clean air

.
and water.

Congress will probably write in

safeguard measures.
Last week the House,appeared on

the verge of passing Carter’s
proposal for tt standby plan to im-
pose petrol rationing during an
emergency. But a last-minute move

. by the proposal’s critics forced it off

the floor.

Forum Palace

to get new name
By BARUCH SAVtLLE
Post Travel Reporter

Tel Aviv’s most name-changing

hotel will go through yet another

change of management.
The hotel, originally Intended to be

named the Nordau Plaza when con-

struction began in the ^arly 1950s,

eventually opened as the Sheraton.

During the last few years it was

known as the Pali the Holiday Inn.

the Grand Palace and finally the

Forum Palace:.

Inter-Continental Hotels, Forum
Division, which "has managed the

property since ' November/ and

owner David Taic, agreed last Fri-

day to amicably nullify the contract

between them, effective immedlate-

ly-

AIthough no announcement was
made, well-informed sources said

the 340 room property may be leased
’ out. lock, stock and barrel, tor three

years or more, to the U.S. company
which is constructing the new Negev
airfields, as accommodation and of-

fices for 300 employees..

New law to legalize

post-dated cheques
By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Post-dated cheques will no longer
be Illegal according to new draft
legislation which the Cabinet ap-
proved yesterday for tabling in the
Knesset.
The Justice Ministry decided to •

make this change on the premise
that the practice of issuing post-
dated cheques "doesn't do anybody
any harm ’

’ according to a top source
in the Ministry. When post-dated
cheques were originally made illegal

10 years ago. the purpose was to
equate cheques with cash and make
all cbeques instantly cashable.
Once the legislation is passed by

the Knesset, as is expected, the only
liability incurrable in connection
with a post-dated cheque, is the
absence of bank cover, on the date

written on the cheque, which is also

the only date when the cheque is

cashable.
Haim Samet, the Justice Ministry

spokesman', told The Jerusalem Post
last night: "The money market
proved to be stronger than the law.”

Other legislation which the
Cabinet approved for tabling in the

Knesset immediately, will standar-

dize the fines specified In various

criminal laws, and do away with the

diversity which exists at present,

between fines for one offence and
fines tor another.
The ‘equivalent of a six months*

prison sentence will be an ILfiO.OOOi

fine; one year — ILIDO.000; one to*

three years — ZL350.000; and over
three years — IL750.000. -Where a
company is involved, all fines would
be doubled.

Israel Electric Corporation Ltd.

Notice
to Consumers

The Israel Electric Corporation regrets to an-

nounce that, due to employee sanctions, its of*

flees will be closed to the public from Monday,
July 30, 1979.

We suggest that, in cases of utmost urgency

where electricity supply is concerned, con-

sumers contact the appropriate offices by

phoije.
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New York
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Closing prices - July'27

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
889.76 n.c.
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Soviets call for boost

for sluggish economy
MOSCOW (Reuter). — The Soviet
government, worried about some of

the worst production figures for 30

years, has called on industry leaders

to boost the country’s sluggish
economy.
A 4,000-word decree urges better

planning techniques and incentive

schemes to improve efficiency and
output. The decree, published by the
country's newspapers yesterday,
was passed last Friday by the Com-
munist Party Central Committee
and the Council of Ministers.

Soviet economic targets have been
modest in recent years and growth is

expected to slow down further as a
manpower shortage and energy
problems begin to bite. Industrial

production rose by only 3.5 per cent
in the first half of this year, com-
pared with a planned 5.7 per cent.

Oil. steel, coal, power and fer-

tiliser production have fallen below
target and problems are likely to be

exacerbated by a poor harvest
following an exceptionally harsh
winter.

Soviet officials say the country is

not facing an energy crisis similar to

that in the West, but they admit that

new policies to deal with an energy
shortage will be announced in the
next five-year plan, due to be an-
nounced next year. Western experts
forecast that Soviet oil production,

the world's highest, will not be
enough to meet requirements by the

mid-1980s.
The Soviet Union has cut its oil ex-

ports to Soviet bloc countries and
raised prices, according to East
European reports. In the decree,
planners are urged to make better

use of capital and to avoid duplica-

tion and waste. It also calls for faster

and more efficient use of scientific

and technical advances.
Transport ministries are told to

resolve supply problems.
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Small steps forward
THE EXCHANGES of visits between Israel and Egyptian
leaders have by now become almost routine. The Egyptians
have got used already to hosting Premier Begin, and Israelis to
the arrival of President Sadat In this country.
The same surely goes for lower level officials, even If they

happen to be cabinet ministers.
Israel's latest guest is Egyptian Defence (formerly War)

Minister Kama! Hassan All, here now on a three-day visit. The
natural Inclination would be to treat this event as just another,
ordinary step In the continuing process of what has come to be
called normalization.
There is some truth In this. Israel’s Defence Minister Ezer

Weizxnan has been to Egypt more than once. It was time his
Egyptian opposite number returned the gesture. The more so
since it is warranted by the business at hand.
But there is perhaps something more to it than just

businesslike etiquette. The two treaty partners, Egypt and
Israel, find themselves at a crossroads in their evolving
relationship. They can go by the book— the text of the treaty—
fashioned as It was by past mutual fears. Or they can, while
keeping faith with the spirit of the book, venture beyond its for-

mal text.

So far Egypt has chosen to take the more conservative view.
Thus in the international arena, its representatives tend to ex-
press themselves on matters concerning Israel in terms that all

too easily recall pre-treaty times. The reasons are to be found in
Egypt's Arab background, and no provision of the treaty is ac-
tually being violated.

Still, the hope of a quick transition from peace to amity is not
exactly being nourished, either.
Last week saw the outbreak of a row between Jerusalem and

Washington over the proposed substitution ofUNTSO forUNEF
in Sinai. For a moment, this seemed to hold the prospect of a
powerful Israeli move towards replacing the now traditional

outside peacekeeping presence with a direct, bilateral arrange-
ment with Egypt.
The Cabinet, however, siding with Foreign Minister Moshe

Dayan, preferred the conservative tack of nailing the U.S. to its

formal treaty pledge. Mr. Weizman, who only a few days ago
spoke of it rather disparagingly, was brought into line.

A valuable opportunity may have been lost, even though the
Cabinet had some good reasons for its decision, which are to be
found in the context of Israel's relations with the U.S.
Against this, however, must be set the gain of the accord

reached In Tel Aviv yesterday, during the first day of Gen. Ali's

talks with Mr. Weizman. The two sides agreed on direct com-
munications between their respective military missions.

It was not much, perhaps, and It would no doubt have sooner
or later been arranged anyway. But if radical moves forward
are not to be expected, then even small steps such as this one
are to be welcomed.

TV in the dock
THE POWERS-THAT-BE may congratulate themselves on hav-
ing finally taken fhetr bdte noire, Arnon Zuckerman, out of the

television picture. In so doing, however, they have only brought
the issue of politics in broadcasting into sharper focus than ever
before.
Mr. Zuckennan'B terrible sin as director of television was not,

some insinuations to the contrary notwithstanding, his own
politics: to all intents and purposes he did not have any. Nor was
it his alleged sponsorship of some fancied left-wing “mafia”
supposedly riding roughshod over television.

What made Mr. Zuckerman anathema was his adamant
refusal to take any outside political dictation; his successful in-

sulation of his staff from indecent party pressures.

That was the reason the coalition parties instructed their

representatives on the Broadcasting Authority's board of direc-

tors to give Mr. Zuckerman the axe. There is little doubt that,

had bis managerial skills been the sole criterion, Mr. Zucker-
man would easily have won renomination to a third term.

It has since been argued that there had been instances of

political intervention in broadcasting under the Alignment as

well. True, but none was as crude and blatant as this latest ac-

tion of the present board.
Alignment politicians often grumbled about what struck them

as Mr. Zuckerman 's excessive Independence. But It did not (ap-

parently) occur to them that some obedient party hack would be
an improvement, even in terms of their electoral prospects.

Perhaps they were mistaken; or perhaps they at that time un-
dersttmated the power of television. This, indeed, is what the ac-

tion of their successors at the country's helm suggest. Whatthey
seemingly feared was that by declining to bar damaging
material from the screen, Zuckerman might do them in next
time around as he (presumably) did to the Alignment in May

'

1977.

If this is in fact the mentality that is to dominate television

from nowon, then it would seem to be much better for the broad-
casting media to be sent back to the Prime Minister's Office,

where they would then appropriately belong. Whether this would
enhance the credibility of the media Is, of course, another
matter.

If the authorities wish to dissolve the concern about the

politicization of TV and radio, the least they can do now is to en-

dorse the proposal of the Journalists' Association for a rieutral

public tender board to choose Mr. Zuckerman’s successor from
among the television staff.

KIBBUTZ VOLUNTEERS
Course In Basic Hebrew

opening on Kibbutz Dafna, Sept. 4 for a 4 month period, intended solely

for non-Jewish, English speaking volunteers with at least 2 months' Kib-

butz experience.

Details available at your local kibbutz volunteer office. Alternatively con-

tact: Kibbutz Hameuhad, 27 Rehov Soutine. Tel Aviv (Wednesdays only).

Letter of retjorn mendation and passport required.
,

DUE TO RENOVATIONS; the

HAIFA OFFICE of the Jerusalem Post

WILL BE CLOSED
Sunday, July 29— Tuesday, July 31.

Please postpone your visit to our office until later in the week.

TeL 04-645444, 645445, 645446.

Subscription payments can be mailed to P.OJ5. 4810, Haifa.

Advertisements for Friday. August 3 accepted on Wednesday until 3 p.m.

Repeat performance Pry^

—

The Labour Party is offering the public old plots and a cast

of too familiar faces, writes Post Political Correspondent
MARK SEGAL.

THE LABOUR PARTY has been
treating the nation to a replay of its

worst old movie. It is all about
politicians grappling an the greasy

pole of power. And it Is terribly bor-

ing.

All those cliff-hanging mur-

murings about party leadership

from Yitzhak Rabinand Yigal Allon,

with Shimon Peres dodging the

oBrushing locomotives, were a
pitiable imitation of “The Perils of

Pauline, '
' even - though the

melodrama was the beat thing to

happen to the Likud for some time.

Labour’s current indulgence in

vendettas revives memories of the

worst years of the Rabin govern-

ment and is a sure prescription for

electoral disaster. The party’s call

for early elections may well turn out

to be premature, a misreading of the
auguries. Perhaps Labour would do
well to heed Abba Eban’s advice to

become accustomed to the Idea that

the Likud will be in office until its

term ends in 1981.

Public opinion polls reveal that the
mass vote that cleaved to Ben-
Gurion has not yet returned to

Labour. The party Is especiallyweak
among the Oriental communities
and the young. Even the Oriental

proletarian vote, which in part has
become disenchanted with the
Liberal pro-business line, still

retains a strong resentment of

Labour, so much so that it is likely to

seek other parties. The fact that one-
third of the Hlstadrut membership
voted for the Likud is June 2977 is a
devastating verdict against the
Labour leadership. Labour tac-

ticians pin great hopes on the shift

hack home of those middle-class
voters who cast their ballots for the
DMC in 1977. Given the unchanging
face of Labour, it is more than likely

that group may seek . newer
political formations.

'

On the Labour front benches are
all those old familiar faces who each
did their bit to help bring Labour
down. There already are indications

that Allon, having used Rabin in his

ploy against Peres, is taking steps to

ditch the former prime minister who
has made himself into & major
problem. Obsessive in desire for

revenge on Peres. Rabin has ignored
advice from his former allies to drop

reportedly acrimonious passages
about Peres In hla soon to be publish-

ed autobiography* That is the act ofa
kamikaze, and not of a professional

politician.

Allon himself Is almost a perma-
nent fixture in the heir-apparent**

chair. His Kibbutz Hameuhad
federation had a party (Ahdut
Ha'avoda.) at a time when Mapai had

.
a kibbutz movement (Brad Hakvut-
zot veHaklbbutzlm). At present we
are witnessing Allan’s all-out bid to'

convert the United Kibbutz Move-
ment into an augmented H&kfbbutz
Hameuhad, with the Labour Party
an adjunct to its kibbutz masters.

THERE ARE insiderswho claim that
Allon manipulatedRabin In aneffort

to head off the challenge to his kib-

butzprimacy from three risingstars
in the United Kibbutz Movement —
Yisrael Galili’s proteges Danny
Rosolio and Ya’acov Tsur (both of

the Kibbutz Hameuhad) and the
Ihud’s Muaaa Harlf. In the short
struggle with Peres, they were
manoeuvred by Allon Into backing
him. Allonmay have created resent-
ment he may yet rue.
Already one bears of tension

between the top men in the two kib-

butz movements, who have to learn
that like in so many marriages, the
hard work .at living together starts
after the nuptials. The big question is

whether the Allon people will have
the sense not to try to swallow the

Ihud whole, lest they find themselves
once again in the divorce courts.
Harlf has impressed many people,

and his clout has been recognised by
Peres, who has made him chairman
of the party steering committee.
Some of his contemporaries see him
as a potential Levi Eahkol. At least

his is a new face, offering hope that
Labour can eventually present the
electorate with a new team.

Levinson has given almost no inter-

views and made few public
appearances, he has been named in

public polls as the immediate alter-

native to ftlmha Ehrlich as Finance
Minister.
Both Harlf and Levinson are

within the classic Mapai ideological

mould. They certainly do not entire-

ly share Allan's enthusiastic support
for the Kibbutz Hameuhad initiative

to annex the Golan Heights. Party
secretaryHalm Bar-Lev has warned
that thereby any chance of peace
with Syria would he ruled out, while

Eban asked tartly why Rabin, Perea
and Allon never annexed the Heights
when they were in office. It is in-

teresting to see how Allon has shifted

from his old dovish ground to the
hawkish stance vacated by Feres,
who, as defence minister, allowed
the Gush Emunim group to found
Ellon Moreh.

Any new team formed by Feres
must, as a matter of course, include

Bank Hapoalim chairman Ya’acov
Levinson, one of the enigmas of

Israeli public life. IBs reputation for

brilliance has radiated from his clos-

ed banking world. His retiring
character has' not prevented "the

public from recognizing his
leadership potential: it la of con-

siderable significance that although

SHOULD happenstance give Labour
its way, with elections being called
soon, the voters would be put on the
spot, for they would not know which
Labour position they would be sup-
porting— left, right, or centre, ft is

not for nothing that some of the most
zealous prayers for the Premier's
speedy recovery originate in Labour
ranks, among those who appreciate
that their party is still far -from
ready for another bout Qf govern-
ment.
We have just now witnessed

another demonstration of the
traditional Mapai exercise of sweep-
ingdifferences under the carpet.The
view has always been to do anything
to avoid a clear confrontation
between people and ideas, and it cer-

tainly contributed towards the par-
ty's downfall. Some Labour
members hail Peres' decision not to

heed Ms allies’ advice and seek a
clear showdown with Allon at the
central committee. He is said to

have feared that it might have
reopened old wounds and set up an
internal opposition against him. Yet
there are a number of people in the

Tel Aviv branch who argue

that Peres only revealed weakness
"by refusing to seek a vote and call

what they consider to have been
Alien’s bluff. Peres' position may
have been strengthened for the time
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being, but he has sown the seeds of

doubt among many of his followers

as to his capacity to lead. Moreover,
the AUon group is already claiming
that Peres Is in office by virtue of

their sufferance.

Examination of the decisions
adopted by the party leadership
bureau indicate the emergence of

new norms governing the election of

the top party leader. In the past the

closed inner circle of party leaders
selected & successor in conjunction
with the “Gush,” the men who ran
the party organization. This situa-

tion has now gone for ever, with the
institutionalising’ of the contest for
the leadership, chosen by the party’s
quadrennial convention.

,

The leadership bureau has now es-
tablished that the party' leader is

also head of its Knesset list and can-
didate for the premiership. One
gathers that was Peres’ formulation,
and he agreed to Allon's rider that
the basis for his position lay In his
nomination by the 1977 pre-election
party vote (after Rabin stepped
down) . Implicit In this ruling is that

the leader's mandate expires at the*
next convention, when he wZU have!
to seek the party's confidence anew**
Although Rabin was beard to utter?

“for the time being,” when the"

ie was read out determining
1 being no other contenders for*

the leadership." his chances for «
comeback are not taken seriously^.

Yet he might simply assume the roWv
of wrecker, which might oblige Wiy
party comrades to use the axe. 7

Allon may prove to have been*

over-clever in Ms haste to outwithl^
kibbutz rivals breathing so heavily.’

down his back. After all, if PertiJF.

posltion as No. 1 must come undsn
review, then why not Alton's aa ffo. .

1

2? Many still remember that Bana-
by rights should have come 1

Peres because of the number of 1

tral committee votes he won,
was pushed out of the way by

.

Ha'avoda. .

One does wish that Labour
change its script-writers and
a new story with fresh faces, wftha&f

all those politicians with
brilliant futures In their past.

fejADERS^LETTER!?

ABORTION AND ALIYA ENOSH CHANGES IN KIBBUTZ LIFE
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I am an American im-
migrant presently pregnant with my
first child and previous to this 1 have
chosen abortion rather than parent
at an inappropriate time.

I can hardly justify Dr. gainers'
approach to a woman's right to abor-
tion as an issue which the religious
parties have raised in the national
Interest (July 17) . He himself admits
that, in the past, the Religious parties
have exploited issues to further their
political ends,and I personally see no
reason to claim their stand on the
abortion issue is any different.

The birth of unwanted children
cannot possibly be in the national in-

terest — they are a social and moral
national problem. They are not the
future soldiers and leaders of this

country ; they and their mothers suf-

fer untold grief for their whole lives

because of the unavailability of abor-
tion on demand in this country. As
elsewhere, the affluent can afford to
have the number of children they

desire when they desire to have them
and only the working people suffer
the trauma, despair and hardship of

unwanted babies.
Whose right is it to decide when a

person should become a parent? The
staie’s? Kupat Holim's? Dr.
Sanders'? Certainly not! Is Dr.
Sanders offering to adopt, love and
provide for the unwanted children of
mothers who are refused the choice
of abortion?

It seems to me that the only
guarantee of healthy Israeli babies
In healthy Israeli homes is to
guarantee for every mother the op-
portunity to choose when to become
pregnant and when to terminate an
unwise pregnancy. This is a personal
choice and has nothing to do with
religious parties, aliya, yerida or the
underpopulation of the Negev. If Dr.
Sanders were so concerned and so
convinced of Israel’s "desperation”
for aliya, one would think he would
have left Canada by now.

8UAVGAR .

Kibbutz Gezer.

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — As an active member of the
Tel Aviv branch of ENOSH. the
Society for the Advancement of the
Mentally Handicapped, I wish to
bring to Hw piyinp need In

Israel fora greater understanding of
mental llnness and the necessity to
doaway with the stigma ofshame at-

tached to it.

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir. — Visiting Australian

Professor George Singer's article

about changes to kibbutz life (July

20) is bound to arouse strong reac-
tions both in and out of the kibbutz
movement. A poll of abouta dozen or
so Jerusalem Post readers oh- this

kibbutz found his views to range
from utterly unbelievable to down-

.
Our membership includes

professionals in the field — psy-
chiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, nurses etc.; parents or
relatives of sufferers; people who
are currently in treatment; others
who have been sick and are now
well; students in the mental health
field; and Interested citizens who
care and -want to help us.

right disgusting.
itioi

1979 BAGRUT

We are currently setting up an
English speakers’ committee for
those who don’t know Hebrew well
enough to get the attention they
need. People can get in touchwith us
by writing to ENOSH, P.O. Box
21672, Tel Aviv.

MARGAUT BARAK
Bat Yam.

His observation that the kibbutz is

a “capitalistic wolf in socialist un-
derwear” is a simplistic distortion

rooted in malice. Even those kibbut-
zim that do hire labour'In their farm-
ing and factory operations, live for
the most part on earnings produced
by the sweat of their own brows.
Professor Singer claims to be a
longtime observer of the kibbutz
movement, yet his conclusions do
not gel with the facts. I don't know at
which kibbutzim he has stayed but if

he were to spend some time on this

kibbutz, he would be eating his
words within-24 hours.

MICHAEL FRISHBERG
Kibbutz Ein Dor. •

industry and. during peak
in agriculture. Others — and
successful ones— do not. It might i

terest Professor Singer to learn f"

all kibbutz associations have _

some years how iniroduci
measures to reduce and event
eUmliikte hired I&tfObftt the Mbbut

zim, much to the cmtgrln of someth '

local labour councils. • - • 4pr::b.!;.
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Tothe Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — It’s easier to read Benny
Morris' article, “1979 Bagrut hitches
*no worse or better’,” (July 22) about
a few errors, although nothing worse
than in earlier years, rather than
face the real facts and what stands
behind them. The few little errors
and complications in distribution’

symbolize the lack of a proper at-

titude towards students by the
Ministry of Education.

As a student who had to do all the
tests this year, I can relay some of
the many questions raised by the
12th graders, as a result of these ex-
ams.
Why doesn’t the Ministry of

Education have the questionaires
rechecked before distribution? If the

great educators and teachers cannot
add three-digit numbers correctly,
have they a right to request correct
answers from the students? It they
cannot express themselves satisfac-
torily, how can they expect well
written answers? Does asking
questions the teachers themselves
cannot answer, reflect even a small
part of the material students learned
during the four years ofhigh school?

If the Ministry of Education can-
not even distribute the tests the way
It should, is it fair to ask students,
universities and society in general to
attribute even a minimal amount of
significance to the results of these
tests — the longed-for matriculation
certificate?

TAEL BEN-AHAROH
Jerusalem.

BIGOTED
STATEMENT

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I read the sad story of the
village of Akhbara in your Magazine
of July 20. I am sure we will hear
much bureaucratic doubletalk try-

ing to explain 80 years of neglect.

INTERNATIONAL MORALITY
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, —Meir Merhav writes: "The
fact that spokesmen of the
Palestinians are morally repulsive
assassins Is secondary, to the point

of irrelevance.”
From the completely amoral point

of view, be Is right: Justice, freedom
and truth have no relevance in inter-

national relationships. This
philosophy has become the norm of
the 20th century; the century in
which, by the fourth decade, every
new political theory, by whatever
name it called itself, led back to
hierarchy and regimentation; in
which practices, long since aban-

doned— imprisonment without trial,

the use of war prisoners as slaves,
public executions, torture to extract
confessions, the use of hostages and
the deportation of whole populations

' — not only became common again,

but were tolerated and defended by
people who considered themselves
enlightened and progressive.

.
Perhaps the history ofthe 20th cen-

tury would have been less horrifying

if fewer people thought like Meir
Merhav: if the “morally repulsive”
character of assassins had been
treated as something more .than
irrelevant.

MEIR ABEL80N
Jerusalem.

However, I believe it is bigotry and
racism for Mr. Yehoshua
Davidowltz, the deputy director of
the Interior Ministry’s Northern
Division, to answer, when asked if he
believed the conditions in the village
were Inhuman: “Maybe for me and
for you, but not for them.” In an
enlightened country, such a remark
would result in the person either
resigning ' or being -fired. I, and
hopefully many others, would like to
hear what action the Ministry of the
Interior takes in the question of Mr.
Davfdowitz remaining in his current
position.'

Sir,— “Imagination running riot”
is indeed the key phrase in Professor
Singer's article “Beating the
system”. (July 20). . His remarks
must have made delightful reading
for some Mbbutznik-eaters in high
places.
Adam Smith and Karl Marx would

be tickled to death (were they not
dead long ago) by the picture of the
kibbutznik getting rich through the

surplus value produced by exploited
hired labour.. In fact, many kibbut-

pm employ outside labour, both In

Sir. —- On July 19, you published
Ms. Isaac's critical letter In supports
of Mr. Begin's comments about you#
paper. And on page two, you provide
an excellent example to justify their

point.
The new political grouping aiod

Knesset faction, Banal, is labelled
“extremist nationalist.'' I do not

argue if that may be the cauj&
However, I do not recall reading
your paper a description, in a
item, that Shell is

'

’extra
soclalist/communist’’ (after all,

roots are in Maki), or Shulau^ ^
Aloni’s group is “extreme civil'liti^- n.._

.

,

;r

;

tariah,". or Mapam is “orthadej : '

Marxist.” I do recall, in addition ta-
'<-

the Banal case above, that afi?
5
^?'"

nationalist or religious politic® ^
1

groupings have been treated in Thd.
Post to the "ultra" label If not e*£ -

.
•

tremlst. ri
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Since no citizen of Israel should be
forced to live in such squalor — and
the government has shown how
quickly it can provide access roads,
water and, electricity to new
settlements:— 2 trust that conditions
in Akhbara will quickly be Im-
proved.

EUEZER KBOLL
Jerusalem.

HOUSING PROBLEM
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir,— There are a largenumber of
retired Americana (not millionaires)

who have children living in Israel

and would gladly come here if two
things were available: rental
apartments on a long lease and
apartments for a new immigrant

- couple of more than two rooms.
We who live on social security plus

a small -private pension are not in a
position to pay H2m. for an apart-

ment. However, we are in a position

to pay a reasonable amount for a
rental apartment which the Agency
should build, and I assure you that

there will be an Influx of American
Zionists. .

.

We are not asking for charity. -We
can pay our way and contribute to

Israel through our dollars which we
will live on and the skills which we
possess.

Let the Minister of Absorption and
the Minister of Housing get together
and make it possible (or retired peo-
ple to obtain housing without all the
red tape which exists, and you will
not have to beg for immigrants from
the U.S.

SAMUEL WEISS
Haifa (Skokie, -HI;). :
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UN PAPE .

pour notre temps.
Un avenir pour la France
par Giseard D’Estaing.

BRONFMAN'S AGENCY
LIMITED Steimatzky’s

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE
JEWISH INSMTOTE OF RELIGION
13 Rehov Hamelecb David, Jerusalem -

'-3ft

August 1979 Programs In English

Friday
Aug. 3

8.30

p.m.

Peace:
AJewish Mysiical Perspective
Rabbi Herbert Weiner

Friday
Aug. 10

8.30pjn.

Jewish Songs ofPeace and Prayer
Cantors Elias Roochvarg andNancy Hansman;
Wilhelmina Bucherer, harp

Friday
Aug..17

8.30

p.m.

Adam and Gideon Weiler Memorial Lecture

Attitudes ForandAgainstPeace
in Jewish Tradition

Professor Zeev Falk

Friday
Aug. 34

8.30

p.m.

IsraeTs Settlement Policy:
-GtiehEmunim and Reform Judaism
RabbiRichard Hirsch

Friday:-'- Themes ofPeace
Aug. 31

: te Nc it* Istacli Writiriy
. .

8.30 pjn.
‘ Professor Ezra Spicohandler

THE PUKJC JS;CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND


